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ABSTRACT

This thesis discusses the behaviour of empty nuclei in Korean. The theory 

of Charm  and Government is the framework on which my analysis is 

based.

GP claims that a nucleus which dom inates a vowel that regularly  

undergoes elision in specific contexts is underlyingly empty. W hether or 

not an em pty nucleus is realised phonetically is not a question of 

representation, but is a question of interpretation.

In the first chapter, I present the relevant facts involving w ord (or 

domain)-internal empty nuclei. [i]-zero alternation in verbal suffixation is 

also shown in this chapter.

In the second chapter, I discuss the syllable structure of Korean. I propose 

that the rhym e does not branch in this language. Following this, an 

apparent consonant cluster is in fact separated by an empty nucleus.

This is followed by the third and fourth chapters with the consideration of 

dom ain-internal and final empty nuclei in Korean. I show  that the 

dom ain-final empty nucleus in Korean is licensed. A dom ain-internal 

empty nucleus may or may not be phonetically interpreted depending on 

proper government and inter-onset government.

The properties of domain-final empty nuclei in Korean are discussed in 

the fifth chapter. We will see that domain-final empty nuclei in Korean do 

no t have governm ent-licensing properties. As for the ap p aren t 

exceptional cases where [i] is pronounced in dom ain-final position, I 

account for these with evidence that they are morphologically complex.
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In the final chapter, I discuss [i]-zero alternation in verbal and nominal 

suffixations. In the case of nominal suffixation, [i]-zero a lternation  

between the stem and suffix is exactly the same as in m orphologically 

simplex words, thus, is accounted for by proper governm ent and inter

onset governm ent. On the other hand, [i]-zero alternation in verbal 

suffixation is som ewhat different from that in m orphologically simplex 

words.
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In  t r o d u c t i  on

1. Outline

This thesis discusses the behaviour of empty nuclei in Korean. The 

fram ework in which this thesis is couched is Governm ent Phonology 

(henceforth, GP).

GP claims that a nucleus which dom inates a vowel that regularly  

undergoes elision in specific contexts is underlyingly empty. W hether or 

not an em pty nucleus is realised phonetically is not a question of 

representation, but is a question of interpretation.

Vowel-zero alternations are found in Korean. W ords contain em pty 

nuclei which are manifested as [i] in certain circumstances. The contexts 

which condition the phonetic interpretation of an em pty nucleus in 

Korean, and the effects of its presence on consonants, will be accounted 

for.

In the first chapter, I present the relevant facts involving w ord (or 

domain)-internal empty nuclei. [i]-zero alternation in verbal suffixation is 

also shown in this chapter.

In the second chapter, I discuss the syllable structure of Korean. It has been 

argued that Korean has branching rhymes. I propose, however, that the 

rhyme does not branch in this language, and along this line, I present 

evidence in this chapter to support the claim that Korean contains only
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open syllables. Following this, an apparent consonant cluster is in fact 

separated by an empty nucleus.

This is followed by the third chapter with the consideration of domain- 

internal and final empty nuclei in Korean. I show that the domain-final 

em pty nucleus in Korean is licensed. We will see that in Korean, a 

domain-final empty nucleus has restricted licensing properties. That is, 

Korean allows words ending phonetically in a consonant, but does not 

tolerate segments that contain the element H" or segments that lack the 

element ?° before domain-final empty nuclei. In addition, it is argued that 

the high, unrounded, central vowel [i] in Korean, which appears in the 

dom ain-internal position is underlyingly an empty nucleus. A domain- 

internal em pty nucleus may or may not be phonetically interpreted 

depending on proper government.

The discussion of the licensing of domain-internal empty nuclear position 

is continued in Chapter four. I argue that a properly governable domain- 

internal em pty nucleus cannot be licensed if inter-onset governm ent 

formed by the surrounding consonants fails to be formed.

The properties of domain-final empty nuclei in Korean are discussed in 

the fifth chapter. We will see that domain-final empty nuclei in Korean do 

not have government-licensing properties. In the case where a consonant- 

initial suffix followed by a licensed final empty nucleus is analytically 

affixed to a domain ending in a consonant followed by a licensed final 

empty nucleus, one of the two consonants must not be interpreted. As for 

the apparent exceptional cases where [l] is pronounced in domain-final 

position, I account for these with evidence that they are morphologically 

complex.
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In the final chapter, I discuss [i]-zero alternation in verbal and nominal 

suffixations. We will see that the suffixes that trigger [i]-zero alternation 

between the stem and suffix are non-analytic. In the case of nominal 

suffixation, [i]-zero alternation between the stem and suffix is exactly the 

same as in morphologically simplex words, thus, is accounted for by 

proper government and inter-onset government. On the other hand, [i] - 

zero alternation in verbal suffixation is somewhat different from that in 

morphologically simplex words.

2. Some basic principles in Government Phonology

GP is based on the notion of principles and parameters as developed by 

Chomsky (1981). Since many previous works have been published within 

this fram ework, the reader is referred to the relevant literature for a 

detailed discussion.1 In this section, I outline the main points that are 

relevant to this thesis, and I introduce the details of these and other 

notions of GP when they become relevant to my discussion.

GP is based on the claim that words are not constituted of unorganised 

sequences of segments. Syllable structures of phonological words are 

formed based on governing relations which are established at the level of 

lexical representation,2 Segments and skeletal points are bound together 

through government.3 This is expressed in (1&2) below.

1The most important statements of GP are made in Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud 
(henceforth KLV 1985&1990) and Charette (1991a). Further important work in this 
framework is contained in Kaye (1987, 1990a, 1990b, 1992, 1993), Charette (1988, 1990a, 
1990b, 1991b, 1992), Harris (1990), Harris & Kaye (1990) and in Harris & Lindsey 
(1990).
2The level of lexical representation is defined as 'the level at which the stem is 
attached to accompanying affixes, if any' (KLV 1990, endnote 34). Selkirk (1982) also 
points out that syllable structure is present in underlying representation:
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(1) Strict Adjacency

No position must intervene between a governor and its governee

(2) Strict Directionality

a. Directionality of government at the skeletal level is universal4 

(not parameterised as in syntax)

(i) Constituent government - Head initial

(ii) Interconstituent government - Head final

b. constituent government

o N R
/  \ /  \ 1 \

x  -> X x  - >  X N \
1 1 1 1 1 \
c  c V V XA1XI

V C

c. interconstituent government

N <- N R o
1 1 1 \ 1
X X N \ 1
1 1 1 \ i
V V X X <- 

i i
X

i i
V C C

".... We think of them [the principles of basic syllable composition/YH] as 
well-formedness conditions on underlying phonological representation, which 
thus is to be thought of as having syllable structure." (1982: 356)

3Selkirk (1982) has made a similar claim in the name of the Immediate Constituent 
(IC) principle of phonotactic constraints which states:
" ... the more closely related structurally (in the obvious sense), the more subject to 
phonotactic constraints two position slots are." (1982: 339)
4The direction of government at higher levels such as at the nuclear projection, is 
parameteric, viz., it is either left-headed or right-headed. Note that the head of the 
governing relation is underlined.

N
|

< - N
i1

N
1

0
1

i

N
11

X

1
X

1
X

N
i

--> N
ti

N
1

0
1

I

N
1

X

1

X

1

X
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A direct result of these two principles is that all syllabic constituents are 

maximally binary (Binarity Theorem).5

GP provides three types of syllabic constituents: onset (O), nucleus (N) and 

rhyme (R). Except for the head, in order for these constituents to appear 

with their skeletal points6 in syllable structure, they m ust be licensed. This 

is stated by the Licensing Principle in (3).

(3) Licensing Principle (Kaye 1990b: 306)

All phonological positions save one m ust be licensed w ithin a 

domain. The unlicensed position is the head of this domain.

The onset constituent is licensed by the following nucleus. This follows 

from the claim that the nucleus has the property of licensing. Thus, onsets 

m ust be followed by a nucleus in syllable structure. A rhymal (i.e. post- 

nuclear) position directly associates with the rhyme constituent and is c- 

comm anded by the nucleus. In this case, a nucleus contains a single 

skeletal point, so as not to violate the binary theorem. Nuclei (apart from 

the domain head) are licensed under government by the head of domain. 

Furtherm ore, na tu ra l languages show that there are collocational 

restrictions betw een post-nuclear consonant sequences (for instance, 

English allows 'act', but not *'atc'.). The two consonants of this sequence 

form  in terconstituent governm ent. W hether or no t a consonant is 

syllabified into a rhymal position is determined by the Coda Licensing 

Principle.

5At first glance, the Binarity Theorem may be faced with counterexamples which 
contain three consonants word-initially (e.g. s+consonant sequences such as in 1 strike1). 
As for these words, GP claims that they are not members of the same consituent, but are 
syllabified into two different constituents. See KLV (1990) and Kaye (1992&1993) for a 
detailed discussion.
6In certain cases, such as in vowel-initial words and in the interconstituent government 
formed by two nuclei, the onset constituent need not dominate a skeletal point. See 
Yoshida (1991) and Da Silva (1992b).
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(4) Coda Licensing Principle (Kaye 1990b: 311)

Post-nuclear rhym al positions m ust be licensed by a following 

onset.

R
I \

N  \  
i \  
x x

This states that in order to be syllabified within a rhym al position, a 

consonant m ust be governed by a consonant in a following onset.7 It 

follows from the two principles above that a phonological domain must 

end in a nucleus which assures the licensing of the onset preceding it. 

Therefore, an apparent word-final consonant is in reality followed by a 

dom ain-final em pty nucleus. As for the licensing of the domain-final 

empty nucleus as well as of a domain-internal empty nucleus, GP supplies 

the Empty Category Principle.8

(5) Empty Category Principle (Kaye 1990b: 314)

i. A licensed empty nucleus has no phonetic realisation

ii. An empty nucleus is licensed if (a) it is properly governed or (b) if 

it is domain final in languages which licenses domain-final empty 

nuclei

7The structure in (4) captures a particular phenomenon with regard to collocational 
restrictions. Since the governors for the post-nuclear position are dominated by 
different constituents (i.e. N in the case of the nuclear position, and the following O in 
the case of the non-nuclear position), there are different constraints determining which 
segments can appear in the coda position, compared to those which can appear in the 
governee position of a branching onset. I will give a more detailed discussion of this in 
Chapter 2.
8The following version in (5-7) differs slightly from that found in Kaye (1992). The 
difference in formulation has no bearing on the discussion of this thesis.

0  <- R
1 I
I N 
I I

<- x x
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(6) Governm ent (Charette 1991a: 83)

A nucleus a  is in a governing relation with a nucleus [3 iff

(i) a  and (3 are adjacent at this level of projection

(ii) the relation is directional (from right-to-left or left-

to-right)

(7) Proper Government (Charette 1991a: 83)

A nucleus a  properly governs an empty nucleus |3 iff

(i) a  governs P

(ii) a  is not itself licensed

Firstly, as can be seen in (5), the licensing of domain-final empty nuclei is 

parametric. On the one hand, languages which do not license domain- 

final empty nuclei would obligatorily give phonetic interpretation to those 

nuclei. On the other hand, in languages which license domain-final empty 

nuclei, words may appear to end in consonants.

Secondly, w hat determines whether a dom ain-internal em pty nucleus 

may be left without phonetic manifestation is whether or not it is properly 

governed. According to proper government, a dom ain-internal empty 

nucleus may be realised as null when it is adjacent to another nucleus 

which itself is unlicensed. If proper governm ent cannot apply, the 

domain-internal empty nucleus must be phonetically expressed.

We have so far given some key principles of GP. As m entioned above, I 

will delineate the details of these notions as necessary. Other notions, such 

as the Government-Licensing Principle and inter-onset government, will 

also be introduced during the discussion.
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3. Underlying representations of Korean

According to GP, segments are composed of elements. The element is the 

primitive phonological unit and it contains a salient property. In addition, 

segments can differ in charm property. W hether or not a segment is 

charmed (positive or negative) is determined by the elements it contains. 

Negatively charmed segments, which are relevant to consonants, contain 

a negative element (•*), and positively charmed segm ents, which are 

relevant to vowels, contain a positive element (+). Elements that are not 

charmed are neutral or charmless. All phonological elements which are

discussed in GP are given below in (8).9

(8) Elements Salient property Elements Salient property

A+ openness U° roundness/labial
1° frontness/palatal v° none
R° coronal ?° occluded
h° narrow ed N + nasal
H" stiff vocal cords L“ slack vocal cords

Based on the above discussion, I propose the following underlying

representations of Korean vocalic and consonantal segments.

^Phonological elements are proposed by KLV (1985, 1990). Harris (1990&1992) and 
Harris & Lindsey (1990) supply a refined interpretation (cf. Chapter 3 in this thesis).
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(9) a. consonants10

i. neutrally charmed segments

p ° t° k° c° s° m n 5 r

X
1

X
|

X
I

X
1

X
1

X
1

X
1

X
1

X
i

?°
1

?°
1

1
?°
I

1
7°
i

1
h °
I

1
?°
i

i
?°
1

1
?°
1

l

El
1

U°
I

1
R°
|

1
v °
1

i
R^
|

i
El

1
n !
i

1
El
i

1
y !1

h ° h °
1

h °
1

1°
|

i
N+
1

i
N+
1

1
N +
Ii

h °
1

L"
I
L“

i
L“

ii. negatively charmed segments

ii-l. tensed segments

p’ t’ k ’

X
1

X
I

X
11

?°
1

1
7°
i

i
7°
ii

U°
I

i
El
i

1
Y lIJ

H~
|

1
H"
1

i
H-
i1

h°
1

h°
I
h°

c s

X X

I I
?° h°
I I

I I
r  H-
I
H"

x

h

10See chapters 3&4 for a detailed discussion of consonantal representations.
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ii-2. aspirated segments

Ph th kh ch

X X X X
1 \ 1 \ 1 \ 1 \
?° \ ?° \ ?° \ ?° \
1 / 1 / 1 / 1 /

h°
i

h°
i

h°
i

h°
ii

IT
1

i

I

i
Y li

I

11
H"

i
H-

1
H"

i
r

H"

b. vowels11

i

x
I

v'

u

X
I

U (

ee a

x x

A+ A+ u° r

u

x

1° U° A+ A+ A+ U° A+
I I I I I I I

ro , T o r u°

r

4. Abbreviations

C

caus.

ECP

fem.

FOD

G

consonant

causative

Empty Category Principle 

fem inine

Final Obstruent Devoicing 

glide

^See Chung (1994) for a detailed discussion on Korean vowel system.
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gen. genitive

im p. im perative

inter. interrogative

masc. masculine

N nucleus

nom . nom inative

O onset

OCP Obligatory Contour Principle

pi* plural

R rhyme

sg* singular

stat. stative

suf. suffix

UG Universal Grammar

V vowel
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C h a p te r  One

THE FACTS OF THE UNROUNDED HIGH CENTRAL VOWEL

1.1 Introduction

The vowel-zero (0) alternation process is attested in a vast number of 

languages, and phonologists have analysed it w ithin a variety of 

theore tical fram ew orks.1 General aspects of this process can be 

illustrated by the following Moroccan Arabic examples (Charette 1991a: 

114):

(1) akolu '(they) eat' akil '(he) eats'
gilta 'puddle (fern.)'

We observe from the above examples that the zero (0) alternant is 

found w hen the position precedes the sequence of a single consonant 

followed by a vowel (cf. [akolu]), but a vowel manifests itself when the 

position is either followed by two consonants in sequence (cf. [gilta]), or 

is followed by a word-final single consonant (cf. [akil]). The vowel-zero 

alternation process in other languages is by and large the same as 

above.

However, as we shall see below, the process of [i]-zero alternation in 

Korean is different, in many respects, from the above. Firstly, the 

vowel [i] can occur even if it is followed by a vowel, separated by a

1For instance, among others, Haddad (1984) for the case of Lebanese Arabic in terms of 
sonority; Mors (1985) for Klamath in terms of the autosegmental approach; Spencer 
(1986, 1988) for Polish in terms of Lexical Phonology; Kaye (1987, 1990b) and Charette 
(1988, 1990a, 1991a) for Moroccan Arabic and French respectively, in terms of 
Government Phonology.
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single consonant (e.g. [p°as°irak°i] ’scraps'). Secondly, the alternation 

can only be observed between stem and suffix (e.g. /m ak° + m ja / 

[m ak °im j0 ] (*[mak°mj0]) 'to block and' vs. /u :l  + m]0 /  [u:lmj0] 

(*[u:limj0]) 'to cry and'). In other words, there are no cases in which 

the vowel [i] in the stem undergoes elision when a vowel-initial suffix 

is added (e.g. /s°as°im  + i /  ('deer' + nom. suffix) --> [s°as°im i] 

(*[s°as°mi]). This shows a different behavioural pattern of alternating 

vowels from that found in other languages; the latter are sometimes 

present and sometimes absent, according to the contexts that follow, as 

seen in the Moroccan Arabic data discussed above. Thus, the standard 

analyses of the Korean alternation have been restricted to the position 

between stem and suffix (e.g. [mak°imj0] vs. [u:lmj0]), but have never 

been extended to other positions.

Despite the above facts, which appear to show that [i] in Korean differs 

little from the non-alternating vowels of this language, there is good 

evidence to claim that this vowel has a special status in Korean 

phonology. That is, as we shall see below, Korean [i] does not behave 

arbitrarily, but appears and disappears systematically. In addition, as 

m entioned above, the vowel does alternate w ith zero in certain 

contexts. This process may be accounted for by the claim that a nucleus 

that dom inates a vowel which regularly undergoes elision may be 

underlyingly empty, and is interpreted either as zero or a vowel, 

according to conditions of government in the phonological domain. 

This notion will be developed throughout the discussion in the 

following chapters.

Therefore, I would like to claim that the properties of [i] in Korean are 

the same as those of alternating vowels in other languages. In other 

w ords, we can predict the behaviour of this vow el both in
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morphologically simplex words as well as in morphologically complex 

words. Thus, the purpose of this thesis is to show that the alternation 

of the unrounded high central vowel with zero is systematic. In this 

chapter I demonstrate the behaviour of this vowel.

In the following sections, I present some data which contain [i] in 

various nuclear positions within a word (1.2.1-1.2.4), and within verbal 

conjugations (1.2.5). It will be seen that the presence or absence of this 

vowel relates to the presence or absence of the following vowel, and to 

the quality of the surrounding consonants.

Firstly, in 1.2.1, we will see that Korean has few words ending in [i], 

whereas other vowels freely occur in this position. In the following 

section, we will consider word-internal [i], and I present some examples 

which show how the interpretation of this vowel is related to the 

presence or absence of the following vowel. From the data in this 

section, we will note the presence of the zero ([0])-alternant when a 

following vowel is present across a single consonant, and the presence 

of the [i]-alternant when the position is either followed by two 

consonants, or is followed by a word-final single consonant. The 

conclusion can be draw n that the vowel [i] in Korean has the same 

properties as those in other languages.

However, we often encounter exceptions to the above. That is, there 

are words which manifest [i] when followed by a single consonant and 

a vowel. These cases will be discussed in sections 1.2.3 & 1.2.4. It will be 

revealed in 1,2.3 that it is the relation between the consonants 

surrounding  the nucleus that determines w hether this vowel is 

audible or not. In 1.2.4, I show that the vowel [i] m ust be audible if it is 

preceded by a fricative or an affricate. Finally, we will see in 1.2.5 that
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[i]-realisation in verbal conjugations is slightly different from that in 

morphologically simplex words,

1.2 The data

In order to understand the properties of the unrounded high central 

vowel [i] of Korean, we must first determine its distribution in a word. 

Let us first discuss word-final [i].

1.2.1 Word-final [i]

Words in Korean may end in either a consonant (e.g. [c°ip°] 'house') or 

a vowel (e.g. [ak°a] 'baby'). What is primarily significant in considering

[1] in Korean is that words ending in [i] are quite rare.2 It follows from 

this fact that the vowel [i] has some unusual properties: if this vowel 

had the same properties as other vowels, we would expect it to have 

the same distribution. Thus, we can make our first generalisation 

concerning [i]:

(2) [i] may not appear word-finally.

2To my knowledge, only three words end in this vowel: [k°i] 'he', [}9ni] 'other (person)’ 
and [eni] 'an interrogative pronoun'. On the realisation of [i] in this position, see 
Chapter 5 on [k°i], and Heo (1991a) on [jani].
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1.2.2 Word-internal [ i ] : some simple cases

W hat Korean phonologists have not recognised, but is surely obvious, 

is that the m anifestation of [i] is dertem ined by the num ber of 

consonants following it.

First, let us consider the positions where the high central vowel may 

not appear, but where other vocalic segments are audible. Consider the 

following examples in (3), where a vowel is followed by a single 

consonant and another vowel.

(3) ak°as’i
arit’ap0
oroc°i
k°urum a
t°araskT
p°sr0c°i

'lady'
'charm ing'
'only '
'cart'
'sty'
’insect’

s°onak°i
mirinae
k°ororor)
maemus°as
s°iraek°i
k’u rem i

'sh o w er1
’the galaxy’
’suffering’
'a ttire ’
’rubb ish ’
’parcel’

It should be noted that the vowels in bold in the above words can be 

replaced w ith other vocalic segments, but not with [i]. This follows 

from the fact that, even though there are some words which contain [i] 

in the same context, they are either morphologically complex, or can be 

pronounced w ithout the vowel. For intance, the w ord [p°anic°il] 

'sewing' is derived from /p°an ir + c°ir/ 'needle + suf.',3 and the word 

'to teach' is pronounced either [k°arichi] or [k°alchi].4

In order to grasp the precise contexts of the behaviour of the vowel [t] 

in word-internal position, it is worthwhile to compare the words in (3)

3An independent process, /r/-de!etion before a palatal consonant, applies to this word. 
See Chapter 2, on the [r] -  [1] alternation.
4We note that, in morphologically simplex words of Korean, there are no more than 5 
words which manifests [i] in the same context as in (3). See Heo (1992) for a detailed 
discussion.
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above with the examples in (4), in which [i] cannot be absent from its 

position.

(4) a. [i] before CC

k°at°ilm ak0
s°ik°imchi
m urip°s’i
t°as°ilk°i

b. [i] before C#

k°us°il
m o:p°s’il
maat°ip°
s°im p°urim

'be arrogant' 
'spinach'
'to venture' 
'gastropods'

s°ikhint°ur]
k°as°imchire
m int°ille
k°ot°ilk°£e

'be im pudent' 
'be sleepy'
'the dandelion' 
'cowbell'

'pearl'
'wicked'
'kno t'
'e rrand '

s°as°im
k°at°ik°
c°ims°ig
wac°ik5in

'deer'
'fu ll'
'an im a l'
'crashing '

Note that it is impossible to find apparent CCC clusters or final CC 

clusters in Korean. We can now confirm that the properties of [i] in 

Korean are similar in many respects to the vowel which alternates 

w ith zero in languages such as Polish (Spencer 1986, 1988, 1991, 

Gussmann 1980, Rubach 1984, 1985, Booi] & Rubach 1984, 1987, Rubach 

& Booij 1985 among others); Serbo-Croatian (Bochner 1981); and 

French (Selkirk 1978, Anderson 1982, Charette 1991) among others.

From the comparison of words in (3) and (4), it is sufficient to say at 

this stage that the high central vowel must occur before an apparent 

consonant cluster, but it should not be expressed before a single 

consonant that is followed by a filled nucleus. The latter property is not 

found in other vocalic segments, which can appear in the same context. 

Therefore, we can formulate another condition on the absence of [i], as 

below.
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(5) The zero alternant is possible before a single consonant that is 

followed by a filled nucleus.

We have so far examined some simple instances of the [i]-zero  

alternation of Korean. They are summarised as follows:

(6) a. The absence of [i] is observed

i. word-finally (with three exceptions), or
ii. before a single consonant followed by a filled nucleus

b. [i] must be present

i. before CC, or
ii. before C#

1.2.3 W ord-internal [i] and the surrounding consonants

In the following sections, we will consider more examples in which [i] 

is manifested in a nucleus which is followed by another nucleus that 

contains a segment (e.g. [sJirek°i] 'rubbish' and [c°inir0mi] 'fin'). As can 

be seen below in (7), many words in Korean fall into this group.

n ik ’i 'to feel' c°inir0m i ’fin '
n ithari 'agaric' h9t°ire ’tra s h ’
k°ichi 'to stop' p°us°ir0m ’ulcer'
k°im an 'no more' m ik’ir0c°i 'to slip'
s°ichi 'to pass by' nak°ine 'passenger'
s°im ul 'tw enty' k°oc°in0k° 'be silent'
t° im ul 'be rare’ silk°im 0ni ’secretely’
n ir i 'be slow' k,ithim 0ri ’e n d ’
s’irek°i 'rubbish' 0C°ip°0 'alas'
k°iraet°o 'even if p°ant°is°i 'certainly '
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thic°ip° 'fau lt'
t’ik°0p° 'be hot'

t°alkhit°0k° 'click'
s°ot’ik°i 'horsetail

The first column contains words manifesting [i] in the first syllable, 

which, by (6aii), should not be present. In fact, there is no case in which 

[i] in the first nuclear position can be absent. Thus, we can define the 

following condition:

(8) [i] in the first nucleus of a word cannot be absent.

The second column contains words in which the vowel [i] is shown in 

the penultim ate or antepenultimate nuclear position, and is followed 

by another vowel in the following nucleus. At first glance, these words 

would lead us to reject the generalisation of (6aii).

To be able to see more clearly the contexts involved, let me make a 

detailed com parison with words which do not contain [i]. The 

examples in (9) illustrate nuclei occurring after and before a consonant 

(in the first and second columns, respectively). The rows in (a) show 

nuclei adjacent to a liquid; the rows in (b) show nuclei adjacent to a 

nasal; the rows in (c) show neutral stops in the same position; and the 

final rows in (d) illustrate the effect of a negatively charm ed, i.e. 

tensed/aspirated segment.
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(9) a. after a liquid a'. before a liquid

k°0:lle5 'dustcloth ' -

k°o:lmok° ’alley' c°inir0m i 'f in '
t’a:lk°i 'strawberry' h0t°ire 'trash '
k°u:\euk° 'chim ney' m ik’ir0c°i 'to slip'

b. after a nasal6 b'. before a nasal

c°inir0m i 'f in ’ k°o:lmok° 'alley'
t°o:gnjar) 'begging' -

a:ngae 'fog' nak°ine 'passenger'
o:nthol] 'w hole ' k’ithim 0ri 'e n d '

c. after a neutral stop7 c'. before a neutral obstruent

h0t°ire 'trash ' t’a:lk°i 'strawberry'
nak°ine 'passenger' k°0:md50p'°-ha 'to stick'
p°ot°ik°i 'dwarf tree' -

s0a2:kV i 'g irl' s°ot’ik°i 'horsetail'

d. after an aspirated/tensed d'. before an asp irated /tensed

segment segment

k’ak’irak°i 'bits of rice' k°u;lt’uk° 'ch im ney '
k ’ithim 0ri ’e n d ’ o:nthoq 'w ho le '
s°ot’ik°i 'horsetail' s°£e:k0s’i 'g irl'
naphithallin 'naphthalene '

1̂ would like to note that, in order to avoid the argument that consonantal sequences 
having zero (0) pronunciation between them may be genuine clusters, we present words 
having a long vowel in the preceding nuclear position. Recall that a consonant after a 
long vowel cannot be syllabified into the rhymal position. Therefore, there must be a 
nuclear position between the two consonants in these words. At this stage, one may 
assume that the vowel [i] is not realised for some reason. Note that words containing a 
short vowel behave in like manner with respect to [i]-realisation.
6I note that a neutral obstruent alternates with its so-called 'voiced' counterpart, after 
a nasal (cf. Chapter 3).
7The zero realisation is impossible after fricatives and affricates, regardless of the 
following consonant (see next section). Therefore, the range of the discussion is 
restricted to neutral stops rather than to neutral obstruents.
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Let us take a close look at each column and group in (9). Remarkably, 

the presence or absence of the high central vowel is predictable from 

the nature of the surrounding consonants. What is interesting is that 

the two columns show complementary phenomena: a nucleus which 

does not m anifest [i], can express the vowel if the order of the 

surrounding consonants is reversed.

Firstly, the zero alternant is possible after a liquid (e.g. [k°e :lle] 

'dustclo th ', [k°o:lmok°] 'alley', [t’a:lk°i] 'straw berry ', [k°u:lt’uk°] 

'chimney'), whereas [i] cannot be absent before a liquid (e.g. [c°inir0mi] 

'fin', [h9t°ire] 'trash', [mik’ir0c°i] 'to slip’) except in the case of the so- 

called geminate (e.g. [k°0:lle] 'dustcloth').

Secondly, if a nasal precedes the nucleus, the vowel [i] shows up only if 

the following segment is a liquid (e.g. [c°inir0mi] 'fin'). The vowel is 

otherwise not audible (e.g. [t°o:qnjaql 'begging', [k°0:mc°0p°-ha] 'to 

stick', [o:nthot)l 'whole'). If the nucleus is followed by a nasal, the vowel 

is suppressed if the preceding segment is a liquid (e.g. [k°o:lmok°] 

'alley'), and [i] shows up otherwise (e.g. [nak°ine] 'passenger', 

[k’ithim0ri] 'end').

Thirdly, when a neutral stop precedes the nucleus, the vowel [i] is not 

manifested before an aspirated or tensed consonant (e.g. [s°aa:kVi] 

'girl'), bu t is otherwise expressed (e.g. [h0t°ire] 'trash ', [nak°inel 

'passenger', [p°ot°ik°i] 'dwarf tree'). If the order of the surrounding 

consonants is reversed, we get the opposite results except in the case 

w here both  consonants are neutral obstruents, that is, the zero 

alternant is found after a liquid (e.g. [t’a:lk°il 'strawberry') and a nasal 

(e.g. [k°0:mcj50p°-hal 'to stick'), but [i] must show up after a negatively 

charmed segment (e.g. [s°6t’ik°i] 'horsetail').
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Finally, if an aspirated or a tensed consonant precedes the nucleus, the 

high central vowel m ust be manifested (e.g. [m ik4r0c°i] 'to slip', 

[k5ithim 0ri] 'end', [s°6t,ik°i] 'horsetail'). As expected, if the order is 

reversed, we can get a sequence of two consonants (e.g. [k°u:lt’uk°] 

'chim ney', [o:ntho q l 'whole', [s°se:k°s’i] 'girl'), except if both onsets 

contain an aspirated or a tensed consonant. This can be summ arised 

below;

(10) [i] between two consonants
C2

Cl
liquid nasal neutral

obstruent
tensed or 
aspirated

liquid 0 0 0 0

nasal i 0 0 0

neutral stop i i i 0

ten./asp. i i i i

Let us now consider a case which is absent from table (10). It relates to 

the nuclear position after fricatives and affricates.

1.2.4 [i] after fricatives or affricates

As m entioned above, the nucleus after fricatives and affricates m ust 

have phonetic content even though the following consonant is either 

tensed or aspirated. Some examples are given below:

(11) us°ik’war) 'funny ' mes°ik’0p° 'to feel sick'
h0s°ikhi 'husky ' k°as°iphel 'gospel'
ac°ithask° 'Aztec' s°ic°ik’i 'Japanese proper name'

W ith respect to these words, rather than making the generalisation 

that a nucleus between a neutral and a tensed/aspirated segment is not
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interpreted as [i], I would like to claim that fricatives and affricates have 

a special property that other consonants do not have. This can be 

justified by observing neutral stops that appear in the same position as 

the fricative/affricate. There is no case where a nucleus manifests the 

vowel [i] between a neutral stop and a following tensed or aspirated 

consonant. Therefore, we m ust determine the special nature of the 

fricatives and affricates of Korean. If there is another explanation for 

why the nucleus after these segments must have phonetic content, this 

also should be determined.

We have so far discussed the presence and absence of [i] w ithin a 

m orphologically simplex word. I conclude this chapter on the 

phonological behaviour of [i] with a consideration of verbal suffixation.

1.2.5 [i] in verbal suffixation

Korean has a rich morphology. This property can be seen in verbal 

conjugations. That is, in an utterance, a verbal stem is always followed 

by at least one suffix. In certain cases, we find [i] between stems and 

suffixes. Note that no suffixes begin with a negatively charm ed 

segment. Observe the examples in (12) below:

(12) [i] between stem and suffix

a. suffix: /s ° i /  (honorific)

m ak° [mak°ls°i]
c°ap° [c°ap°is°i]
p°at° [p°at°is°i]
p°ic° [p°ic°is°i]

'to block' 
'to catch' 
'to receive' 
'to make'
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k’ak’ [k’ak’is°i] 'to cut1
is’ [is’is°i] 'to be'
c’och [c’ochis°i] 'to chase'
n0:m [n0mis°i]8 'to go over
s°in [s°inis°i] 'to wear"
am ur [amus°i]9 (~[amuris°i]) 'to recover
p hur [phus°i] (~[phuris°i]) 'to solve'
k°a [k°as°i] (*[k°ais°i]) 'to go'
c°u [c°us°i] (*[c°uis°i]) 'to give1

b. suffix: / m ja / 'and'

mak° [mak°im]0] 'to block'
u:s° [us°im]0] 'to laugh
nak’ [nak’imja] 'to fish'
p°aeth [p°aethim]0] 'to spit'
k°a:m [k°amimj0] 'to roll'
s°in [s°inim]0] 'to wear'
s°a:r [s°a:lmj0] (~ [s°arimj0]) 'to live'
p hur [phulmj0] (~ [phurimja]) 'to solve'
k°a [k°amj0] (*[k°aimj0]) 'to go'
c°u [c°umja] (*[c°uimj0]) 'to give'

c. suffix: / r a /  'in order to'

mak° [mak°ir0] 'to block'
c’ic0 [c’ic°ira] 'to tear'
t°ak’ [t°ak’ir0] 'to clean'

o CL
) sj
4

[t°0phir0] 'to cover'
t°a:m [t°amir0] ’to fill'
s°in [s°inir0] 'to wear'
p hur [phull8] (~ [phurira]) 'to solve'
k°0:r [k°a:lle] (~ [k°0riro]) 'to hang'
k°a [k°ara] (*[k°air0]) 'to go'
c°u [c°ura] (*[c°uir0]) 'to give'

8Note that stem vowels undergo shortening if the following nucleus is filled. I do not 
explore this issue in this thesis. See Rhee (in preparation) for a detailed discussion.
9An independent process triggers the loss of /r /  before /s ° /  and /n / .  I do not discuss tins 
process in this thesis. The reader is referred to Huh (1982) for a detailed discussion.
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As can be seen above, the vowel [i] is always expressed after a stem-final 

obstruent (e.g. [mak°is°i] 'to block (honorific)'). We also see that [i] is 

not realised after vowel-final stems (e.g. /k °a / 'to go' + /m js /  'and' — > 

[k°amj9]). These are exactly the same as in the case of morphologically 

simplex words.

However, there are cases where [i]-realisation is inconsistent when 

com paring morphologically simplex words and verbal suffixations. 

Firstly, the vowel [i] is audible between nasals (cf. /s°in  + m je / 'to wear 

and' —> [s°inimj0] (*[s°inmj0])), and in sequences involving a nasal 

followed by a neutral obstruent (cf. /s°in  + s°i/ 'to wear (honorific)' --> 

[s°inis°i] (*[s°inzi])). Recall that the vowel [i] is not expressed in the 

same contexts in morphologically simplex words (cf. [kumnil] 'to 

stretch' and [t°0mbi] 'to attack'). This is summarised in (13) below.

(13) Expression of [i] between nasals or between nasals and neutral 

obstruents:

a. w ithin a morphologically simplex word: NO (e.g. [kumnil] 

'to stretch', [t°0mbi] 'to attack')

b. between verbal stem and suffix: YES (e.g. [anhnj0] 'to hug', 

[s°inis°i] 'to wear')

The fact that /r /-e n d in g  stems allow two different pronunciations is 

another point that we should discuss. In such cases, the the vowel [i] 

may or may not expressed after stem-final / r / .  (cf. / p hur + m j0 / 'to 

solve and' --> [phulm j0] ~ [phurlm j0]). In morphologically simplex 

w ords, the vowel [i] is not expressed in the same context, as in 

/t°a rv°k°u / [t°alk°u] 'to heat' and /j0rv°m ae/ []0lm£e] 'fruit'. In other
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words, [riCV] never occurs in morphologically simplex forms. This is 

summarised in (14) below.

(14) Expression of [i] after / r /:

a. within a morphologically simplex word: NO (e.g. [t°al0k°u] 'to 

heat’, /jarv°m ae/ [jalmse] 'fruit', [k°a:lle] 'dustcloth')

b. betw een verbal stem and suffix: YES/NO (e.g. [phus°i] 

~ [phuris°i] 'to solve (honorific)', [s°a:lm]9] ~ [s°arim ja] 'to 

live + and', [phulle] ~ [phuriro] 'to solve + in order to')

We have so far discussed the data with respect to the presence and 

absence of [i] of Korean. What we can conclude is that Korean [i] does 

not behave arbitrarily, bu t appears and disappears systematically. 

W ithin a morphologically simplex words, it is generally controlled by 

the interaction of the presence or absence of the following vowel and 

the quality of the surrounding consonants. The only exception is the 

word-initial nuclear position. The generalisation may be extended to 

verbal conjugations but in a slightly modified manner.

Thus, the next task is to formally explain the above observation. Before 

attem pting this, let us, in the following chapter, discuss the syllable 

structure of Korean .
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C h a p te r  Two

THE SYLLABLE STRUCTURE OF KOREAN

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter I will discuss the representation of Korean syllable 

structure. The purpose of this chapter is twofold: firstly, we m ust 

establish the syllabic inventory of Korean as one of the set of 

universally  well-form ed structures. Secondly, w ith respect to the 

discussion in this thesis, I show that any consonantal sequence in 

Korean is not genuine, but is mediated by an ‘empty nucleus’1.

This chapter is structured as follows: in 2.2, I present some previous 

proposals concerning Korean syllable structure. We will see that there 

is general agreem ent on that onsets do not branch, and rhymes and 

nuclei may branch.

On the other hand, we also see that there are some issues that authors 

disagree. The first concern about the syllable structure of Korean is the 

representation of a glide preceded by a consonant (e.g. / p hjo /  and 

/k °w a /) . Secondly, there is no agreem ent as to w hether syllable 

structure should be built on the lexical representation (e.g. Kim- 

Renaud 1973, 1974, 1978, 1986), or on the surface form (Ahn 1985, Sohn 

1987).

1The empty nucleus refers to the nucleus dominating a point which has no segmental 
content.
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In 2.3, I introduce the syllable structure proposed by GP. This is 

followed by 2.4, where I describe Korean syllable structure in terms of 

the principles of GP. Arguments against the previous analyses will also 

be included. In this section, I claim that Korean does not allow 

branching rhym es. I argue for this claim w ith several pieces of 

evidence.

2.2 Previous proposals

2.2.1 Ahn's proposal

Ahn (1985) assumes that a syllable in Korean is composed of an 

optional onset consisting of a consonant and a glide (G), an obligatory 

rhyme consisting of a vowel, and an optional coda where only a single 

consonant can appear. This gives us the following syllable template for 

Korean, where C and V represent C- and V-slots respectively in the CV 

tier:2 We note that this view is by and large the same as that of B.-Kun 

Lee (1982).

(1) Syllabic skeleton of Korean (Ahn 1985: 48)

G : syllabic tier
/ \

/ I  \
(O)
1

N (C)
1
c

i i
V c : CV tier

/  \ 1 1
(x) (G) y (z) : segmental tier

2The CV tier is a prosodic template, composed of the slots of C and V that represent 
timing units of segments. It is referred to as the skeletal tier in other frameworks.
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Ahn claims that a pure consonant3 can appear in the onset position, 

but no CC-cluster is allowed. This claim is based on surface forms 

which appear as the following: (K.-O, Kim & Shibatani 1976, taken 

from Ahn 1985: 47).

(2) CV, CGV, CV, V, CVC, CGVC, GVC, VC (note: G indicates a 

glide)

As for the glides (cf. G in the structure (1)), Ahn claims that they link to 

an onset, and he provides the following two reasons: firstly, glides are 

optionally present in the syllable, and optionality is a property of the 

onset and coda, but not the nucleus. Secondly, by inserting glides under 

onsets, the assumption that only a vowel can be associated with a V 

slot (Ahn 1985: 49) is maintained. He further claims that a consonant 

and a following glide associate with a single C slot under the onset, as 

can be seen in (1) above. He thus claims that Korean does not allow 

branching onsets.

As for the syllabification of the post-nuclear consonant, Ahn claims 

that it will associate with the coda position unless a vowel follows it. 

This means that he allows branching rhyme constituents in syllable 

structures.4

We note that, since the above syllable struc tu re  in (1) is a 

representation of the surface syllable structure, he proposes several 

principles for syllabification, which I do not explore here, to get the 

final derivation from the underlying representation. Following Lexical 

Phonology, he assumes that syllabification applies at the beginning of

3It is not clear what is meant by 'pure consonant'.
4I return to this issue in more detail in the following section.
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every stra tum , im m ediately after the input of a m orphological 

operation.

2.2.2 Sohn's proposal

Sohn (1987) has proposed the following syllable structure for Korean, 

see (3b) below, by adopting the model of syllable structure proposed by 

Levin (1984, 1985).

(3) a. notation

i. N" —> (spec) N'
ii. N' —> N (spec)
iii. N  —> syllable head

b. Syllable structure of Korean (Sohn 1987: 104)

N "
/  I 

/  N '
/  I \

/  N \
/  /  \  \

X X X X
I I I I

C G V C

Sohn proposes the above syllable structure based on the fact that

Korean allows maximally four segments within a syllable, which are

ordered as a sequence of consonant-glide-vowel-consonant (e.g. [p°j8l] 

'star'). She thus claims that the onset and the coda can accomodate only 

a single consonant.
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Sohn is also particularly keen on determining the syllabification of the 

glide. She proposes that the glide must belong to the nucleus rather 

than to the onset, for the following reasons: firstly, there are no 

cooccurrence restrictions between the two members of syllable initial 

clusters consisting of consonants followed by glides (e.g. rpQ8p°w 9n1 

'court'); secondly, the glide only appears in prevocalic position (cf. 

* [p°0p°9w nj). She claims that if the glide is part of a non-vocalic 

constituent, it should freely appear both before and after vowels, i.e. in 

both the onset and coda positions.

As for the representation of glides, Sohn claims that they are 

nondistinct from vowels with respect to the featural representations, 

thus, "the term  'diphthong' refers to two distinct syllabic segments 

under a single nucleus node" (1987: 114). That is, both long vowels and 

diphthongs are underlyingly of the same structure in the sense that 

they equally associate to two skeletal points, as represented in (4) below.

(4) a. long vowel b. diphthong

N  N
/  \  /  \

X X  X X

\  /  I I
[aF] [ocF] [pG]

(where a , P = or and F ^  G.)

As for the coda position, Sohn agrees with Ahn's proposal. That is, 

they posit the post-nuclear position (i.e. the so-called 'coda' position) 

for the post-vocalic consonant. This means that they allow branching 

rhym e constituents in their syllable structures. Therefore, unless a 

vowel follows, the post-vocalic consonant will associate w ith the 

rhymal position (e.g. /c°ip°/ ’house').
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They claim that the rhymal position of Korean syllable structure has 

certain restrictions. Firstly, it dominates only one C-slot (or skeletal 

point). Thus, an apparent w ord-internal consonant cluster (e.g. 

[s°alk°u] 'apricot') will occupy two distinct syllables. Note that they treat 

any consonant cluster as a genuine sequence. They also claim that the 

view that the rhym al position can accomodate only one position 

accounts for so-called 'double consonant simplification', whereby an 

underlying consonant cluster in word-final position reduces to a single 

consonant, unless a vowel-initial suffix is added (e.g. / i lk ° /  'to read': 

[ilc’a] or [ik°c’a] 'to read + let us' vs. [ilk°0] 'to read + adverbial suf.'). 

They claim that Korean may underlyingly allow two consonants in 

final position, but one of the two consonants must be truncated from 

the coda C slot (or skeletal position) in the surface representation.

We have so far examined some previous analyses of Korean syllable 

structure. What is observed is that the two authors share the view that 

Korean does not allow branching onsets, but allows branching rhymes 

and nuclei. W hat is not agreed between the two authors is the 

syllabification and representation of the glides. Ahn (1985) (and Lee 

1982) claim that they associate with an onset, and Sohn (1987) claims 

that they associate with a nucleus. Furthermore, the representation of 

the glide varies: while Sohn claims that it is dom inated by a skeletal 

po in t (Sohn 1987), it does not have its own tier in the structure 

proposed by Ahn.

A w ord should also be said about the level at which syllable structure is 

established. While the above authors establish syllable structure based 

on surface form, there is a claim that syllable structure should be built 

on lexical representation (e.g. Kim-Renaud 1973, 1974, 1978, 1986). This 

disagreement about the level of syllabification gives us two different
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types of syllable structure, according to the number of positions that the 

coda allows - one allows a single coda position, and the other, two coda 

positions.

My proposal for the syllable structure of Korean is different from these 

in various respects. Before detailing my arguments, let us consider the 

theory of syllable structure that GP proposes.

2.3 Syllable structure in GP

As m entioned in the Introduction, GP claims that a well-form ed 

phonological represen ta tion  consists of a set of O nset-Rhym e 

sequences, and the post-nuclear (i.e. rhymal) position is c-commanded 

by the nucleus, as in (5) below.

(5) O R O R
I I \  I I \
I N \  I N  \

C onstituents m ay or m ay not branch according to the param eter 

settings of a language. However, following the principles of Strict 

D irectionality and Strict Locality, GP rejects any constituents that 

contain more than two positions (the Binarity Theorem).

W hether or not two positions can be sisters within a constituent is 

determ ined by the governing relation between them. Since governing 

relations are asymmetric relations that skeletal points enter into, one 

m ust be the head and the other the complement that m ust be governed 

by the head.
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The segments along with the skeletal points contracting the governing 

relation m ust satisfy certain charm or complexity requirements.5 Along 

this line, GP claims that the well-formed syllable structure of a 

language is not established by the so-called 'relative sonority' of 

segm ents in the language (Kiparsky 1979, Steriade 1982, Selkirk 

1982&1984, van der Hulst & Smith 1984, Giegerich 1985, Ito 1986, Hogg 

& McCully 1987, Parker 1989, Goldsmith 1990, D urand 1990 among 

o thers)6, but rather that it is the governing relation between adjacent 

positions that decides the correct syllabification.

2.3.1 The structure of well-formed onsets

Let us first consider well-formed onsets. GP allows branching and non

branching onsets, as shown in (6) below.

(6) a. non-branching onset b. branching onset

O
/  \  

x x

The structure (6a) represents a non-branching onset. N on-nuclear 

(either neutral or negatively charmed) segments can be associated to

5GP claims that all segments are either elements themselves or consist of a combination 
of elements (KLV 1985), This derives two important conclusions: firstly, segments are 
either charmed (positive (+) or negative (")) or charmless (neutrally charmed (°)) 
according to the charm property of the elements they contain; and secondly, segments 
may differ in tire number of elements they contain. These two parameters determine the 
governing relation between two positions: charmed segments may govern neutrally 
charmed segments (cf. KLV 1990: 202), and a neutrally charmed segment may govern 
another neutrally charmed segment if it is not less simplex than the other in terms of 
the number of elements it contains (cf. Harris 1990: 274).
6See Hogg & McCully (1987: 49-50), and Durand (1990) for the disadvantages of the 
sonority approach.

0
1

x
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this position.7 Let us now consider the case of a branching onset (cf. 

(6b)). By exam ining the combinatorial conditions of consonantal 

sequences in word-initial position(s), we find that languages have very 

rigid constraints on their distribution. For instance, given a word- 

in itial consonantal cluster Cl Cl in Spanish (Hooper 1976), the 

segments which can occur in Cl are/, p, t, k, b, d, g and nothing else; 

and r and I are eligible for the position C2.8 This ordered composition 

is impossible to reverse. This is more or less the same for English and 

other languages which allow consonantal clusters in w ord-initial 

positions. This composition is expressed, under GP theory, in such a 

w ay that the segm ent occurring in the Cl position is negatively 

charm ed ("),9 w ith the other consonant being neutrally charm ed (°). 

The theory claims that the branching onset m ust have such a 

configuration because of the existence of governm ent between two 

members. Therefore, the branching onset is formalised as below:

(7) branching onset

O 
/  \

/  \
x. -> x
I I

G- 0 °10

7As a rough approximation, certain obstruents and non-sibilant fricatives are 
negatively charmed, while glides, liquids, nasals and some obstruents are neutral (or 
charmless). No consonants are positively charmed. See Chapters 3&4 on the charm 
property.
8Note that / l /  does not appear after /t, d /.
9This does not mean that all word-initial consonant sequences are onsets. See below (cf. 
footnote 11).
10We note that the neutral segment which can appear in the governed position in 
branching onset can contain at most two elements (cf. Harris 1990: 277). It is for this 
reason that nasals, which contain 3 (or 4) elements, cannot appear in a governed 
position, even though they are neutrally charmed. For a detailed discussion, see KLV 
(1990) and Harris (1990).
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In this structure, the leftmost skeletal point, which is underlined, is the 

head of the configuration and dom inates a negatively charm ed 

segment. It governs its complement, occupied by a neutral segment. 

The most common word-initial sequences, such as /p i, pr, tr, kl, k r / , 

respect this configuration. GP claims that any true consonantal 

sequence (i.e. a sequence not separated by an empty nucleus) which 

respects this configuration, forms a branching onset.

There are two theoretical reasons for rejecting the hypothesis that 

initial / s /  + consonant (cf. [stjool) and / s /  + consonant sequence (cf. 

[strjeet) are syllabified into a single constituent (Kaye 1992): the first 

reason, for which no further discussion is required, is that such 

syllabification, at least in the second example, violates the Binarity 

Theorem. Secondly, / s /  cannot license a following consonant, such as 

/p ,  t, k / ,  for / s /  does not have the charm value or complexity 

requirem ent needed in governing the following consonants: / s /  

contains two elem ents and the following consonants are either 

negatively charmed or, if neutral, they contain at least three elements. 

The initial / s /  of such consonant clusters, therefore, cannot be a 

m em ber of the same constituent as the rem aining consonants, but 

m ust belong to an adjacent constituent.11

11 KLV (1990) and Kaye (1992) show, with evidence from various languages, that the 
initial / s /  is associated with a post-nuclear (i.e. rhymal) position, and the following 
consonant sequences form a branching onset, as below:

R O
I \  /  \

N  \  /  \
I \  /  \

X X X  (  X )

I I I
s t  r
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2.3.2 The structure of well-formed nuclei

Let us turn to the nucleus. GP allows branching and non-branching 

nuclei, as shown in (8) below.

(8) a. non-branching nucleus b. branching nucleus

N 
/  \  

x x

Let us first consider (8a). All vocalic (either positively charm ed or 

neutrally charmed) segments can associate w ith this position.12 GP 

allows branching nuclei in two cases: one m anifests a heavy 

d iph thong , and the other m anifests a long vowel. In heavy 

diphthongs, positively charmed (+) segments (e.g. / a / )  or complex 

neutral segments (e.g. / o / ) 13 appear in the head position, and the 

complement position, which is governed by the head, is occupied by a 

simplex neutral segment (e.g. / l / ) . 14 Technically, a non-high vowel in 

the first term is followed by a high vowel in the second. Sequences like 

/ a l /  and / a u /  are typical examples of this type of diphthong. Therefore, 

heavy diphthongs are expressed as head-initial. On the other hand, in 

the representation of a long vowel, a single segment occupies the two 

nuclear positions. Both structures are shown in (9).

12Roughly speaking, the vowel / a /  and nasalised vowels are positively charmed, 
while all other vowels are neutral.
13Neutral segments can be divided into two groups, simplex and complex, according to 
the number of elements they contain. Simplex segments contain only one element, and 
complex segments contain more than one element.
14Note that simplex segments consist of a single element, and complex segments consist 
of at least 2 elements.

N
I
x
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(9) branching nuclei

a. heavy diphthong b. long vowel

N 
/  \

N 
/  \

x -> x X X

<J+/° (J°
\  /  
<y+/°

A w ord should be said about the other type of diphthong, namely the 

light diphthong. Typical light diphthongs consist of a high vowel in 

the first term, and a non-high vowel in the second term (e.g. / l a /  [ja] 

and / l a /  [wa]). W hat is im portant w ith respect to the charm  

configuration is that light diphthongs do not have the representation 

in (9a). That is, the first member of the light diphthong is not positively 

charm ed. Therefore, the representation of the light d iphthong  is 

distinct from that of the heavy diphthong. If this were not the case, 

light diphthongs such as / l a /  and /D a / would occupy two skeletal 

points, like long vowels and heavy diphthongs, and so one would not 

be able to account for their quite distinctive behaviour. In terms of 

stress, for instance, the light diphthong behaves like a short vowel, and 

the heavy diphthong, like a long vowel. For this reason, GP claims that 

a light diphthong has the representation in (10) following, where two 

segments associate with a single skeletal point,

(10) light diphthong

15When both segments are neutral (cf. /u i/) , the right member must be simplex.

N

x
/  \

<J° C +/015
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Before we discuss the structure of well-formed rhymes, let us consider 

empty constituents.

2.3.3 Empty constituents

W hat we have seen up to this point are the cases where the three 

levels (i.e. constituent level, skeletal level and segmental level) of a 

phonological position are present. In addition to these representations, 

GP allows the representation of an 'empty' constituent, where the 

consitituent is present, but the other two positions may be absent as 

shown in (11). This is based on the claim (e.g. M arlett & Stemberger 

1983: 617) that constituents are represented entirely independently of 

the skeletal points and the segments with which they are associated.

(11) a. O /N  b. O /N
I

x

(11a) has a constituent, but has neither a skeletal point nor segmental 

m aterial, and ( lib )  has a constituent and a skeletal poin t but no 

associated phonological content.

In the case of the onset constituent, both types of empty constituent are 

possible. The type (11a) can be found in vowel-initial w ords, and 

between a sequence of adjacent nuclear positions. Both are shown in

(12), where French and Brazilian Portuguese words respectively are 

taken as examples.



(12) a. vowel-initial syllable: / am i/ 'friend'

N
1

0
1

N
|1

X
1

1
X
1

1
X
[1

a
1

m
1

i

b. a sequence of adjacent nuclear positions: /p ia d a /  ’joke’17

N
1

O N
1

0
1

N
I1

X
]

1
X
I

1
X
I

\

X
I1

i
1
a

I
d

1

a

The other type of onset constituent (i.e. the onset that dom inates a 

skeletal point but no associated phonological content) can be found in 

words which phonologically behave as if they began with a consonant, 

though they apparently begin with a vowel.18

16In compounds, the empty onset may associate with a consonant if the preceding word 
contains a floating segment at die end. In French, for instance, die final / t /  of the word 
/p (o )tit/ 'little' is recognised as a floating segment by various authors (e.g. Vergnaud 
(1982), Clements & Keyser (1983), Encreve (1988)). When this word is added to the 
consonant-initial word, say, / ku / 'neck', the floating consonant is not realised, as in 
[p(9)tikul 'little neck*. However, when the word is added to the vowel-initial word, 
say, /a m i/ 'friend', the floating / t /  associates with the initial empty onset of the 
word /a m i/, dius is audible as in [p(9)titami].
0
1

N
1

0
1

N
1

0
1

N
1l

X
1

1

X
1

J

X

J

X
1

r

X
1

1

X
1

I

p

1

(e) t
i

i
1

t k
i

u [ p(9) t i ku]

O N O N O N O N
1 1 1 1 / 1 1 1

X X X X (x) X X X

1 1 1 1 / 1 1 1
p (a) t i t a m  i [ p ( 9 ) t i t a mi ]
See Vergnaud (1982) and Charette (1990a) for a detailed discussion.
17Tliis is a context that may be subject to OCP, since two identical units are adjacent. See 
Da Silva (1992a&b) for a detailed discussion on the phonological processes between 
nuclear positions.
18The discussion on this type of empty onset can be found in Clements & Keyser (1981), 
Marlett & Stemberger (1983),Vergnaud (1982) and Charette (1991a).
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As for the empty nucleus constituent, GP claims that a nucleus always 

dominates a skeletal point, as below in (13b). Following the Licensing 

Principle, all phonological positions save the dom ain head m ust be 

licensed w ithin a domain. The onset constituent is licensed by the 

following nucleus at the skeletal level. This means that the nucleus 

has the property of licensing by virtue of having a skeletal point.

2.3.4 The structure of well-formed rhymes

The final type of branching configuration is that of the branching 

rhyme. This structure consists of a short vowel which is followed by a 

consonant. Needless to say, any vocalic segment can appear in the 

nuclear position, thus, no particular charm property is required here. 

Since the nuclear position in a branching rhyme can dom inate only a 

short vowel (recall the Binarity Theorem), a consonant following a 

long vowel is syllabified into the following onset (cf. 14a), rather than 

into a rhymal position (cf. 14b).

(13) a. * N b. N

x

(14) a. R O b. * R

N 
/  \

I \
N  \

/  \  \
x x X X X X
\  / \  /  I

a a  a
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GP cites the 'Coda Licensing Principle' in accounting for the post- 

nuclear position w ithin a branching rhyme. This states that post- 

nuclear positions m ust be licensed by a following onset, and is 

m otivated by the fact that, in many languages, the rhym al position is 

considerably restricted as to its permitted segmental content. Based on 

such empirical evidence, GP claims that, given a consonant sequence, 

w hether a consonant is syllabified into a rhymal position or into a 

following onset position is determined by the direction of government 

between the two consonants. Concretely, the rhymal position requires a 

neutral segm ent which is governed by a consonant in a following 

onset. This is illustrated by the English word 'milk' and the French 

w ord /e k ra /  'screen', in (15) below.

a. /m ilk /

O R o19
1 1 \ 1
1 N \ I
i 1 \ l

X X X
1 I 1

X
I1 1 1 

m I 1
1

k
T I

b. /e k ra / ’screen'

O R O R *0 R
1 / \ 1 1 \

N / \ N N \
1 / \ 1 1 \

X
1

X
1

X
t

X
1

X
1

X
1J

e
1

k
1

r
1
a

1
e

1
k

I T T

0  R
1 I
I N
I I
x x

19This structure is not yet complete. I return to it shortly.
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In (15a), the first consonant of the sequence / lk /  associates with the 

rhym al position, since it is neutral and is governed by the following 

/ k / .  On the other hand, the sequence in (15b) forms constituent rather 

than interconstituent government (see below), because / k /  governs the 

following consonant / r / .

The governing relation between a post-nuclear position and the 

following onset forms a relation of 'interconstituent governm ent'. 

Since the two segments occupy two different constituents, we may 

expect a rather different governing relation to that of constituent 

governm ent. In fact, there are two points of difference: firstly, any 

neutral consonant, including nasals, can appear in the post-nuclear 

position; and secondly, the following onset need not be negatively 

charmed. Concretely, the head can be occupied by either a negatively 

charm ed segm ent (C~), or by a neutrally charmed (C°) segment if it is 

not less simplex than the preceding one in terms of the num ber of 

elements it contains.20

W hat we should be aware of is the fact that the post-nuclear position 

cannot appear w ithout a following onset to govern it. Thus, a coda is 

not allowed in word-final position. An apparent word-final consonant 

is syllabified into an onset and is followed by an empty nucleus. Recall 

that all phonological domains must end in a nucleus (cf. the 'Licensing 

P rincip le ' in the Introduction). Therefore, the w ord  'm ilk ' is 

represented as /m llk v %  and is syllabified as below in (16). Note that 

/ v ° /  indicates the empty nucleus.

20GP provides the following segmental complexity hierarchy of neutral segments (KLV 
1990: 219):

segments: {glides, r} < 1 < nasals
no. of elements: 1 2 3(or4)
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(16) /m llk v 0/

o R O R
1 1 \ 1 1
1 N  \ 1 N
1 1 \ 1 1

X
I

X X 
1 I

X
1

X
I

m
I 1

I 1

1
k

2.3.5 Summary

In this section, I have discussed the possible constituents and well- 

formed syllable structures of human languages within the fram ework 

of GP. Constituents21 are maximally binary branching, and sequential 

constraints are determined by the government between two segments. 

This is summarised in (17) below.

(17) well-formed syllable structures

O < - R b. R O < - R
1 I 1 \  I I
1 N N \  I N
1 1 1 \  I I

X
1

X
1

X X < — X X 
1 I 1 11

C“/°
i

V /v°
1 1 1 1 
V c °  C - /°  V /v'

21Note that the 'syllable' itself is not a constituent (KLV 1988, Charette 1988, 1991a). 
Brockhaus (1992: 117) provides two reasons for this: theory-internally, it would be 
anomalous in being the only right-headed constituent, given that each nucleus governs 
the immediately preceding onset; and theory-externally, there is no conclusive 
evidence for the existence of such a constituent.
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c. O < R d. R 
I \  
N \

0  < -
1 \
I \
I \

R
I \
I \
I \

N
\

N

x -> x X x -> X < -  X - >  X X

C“ C° V /v° V C° Cr C° V /v°

It should be noted that the syllable structure of any hum an language 

m ust confirm to these perm itted configurations. N ot every language 

exhibits all the structures above. Actually occurring structures vary 

param etrically from one language to another. For instance, French 

allows all the structures in (17) above (cf. [mOstr] 'monster' in (17d)); 

but the structures (17c&d) cannot be found in English if the final 

nucleus is em pty (cf. [tru:] 'true' and [estrei] 'astray', bu t *[etr] and 

*[estr]). As we shall see below, Korean does not permit (17b, c&d) at all.

Finally, a word should be said about the process of resyllabification. 

Based on the Projection Principle, GP does not allow resyllabification.

(18) Projection Principle (KLV 1990: 221)

G overning relations are defined at the level of lexical 

representation and remain constant throughout a phonological 

derivation.

Following this principle, there is no m odification of governing 

relations formed at the level of the underlying representation until the 

final stage of the derivation is reached. It follows from this that GP 

precludes any change of syllable structure that is formed at the level of 

the u n d erly in g  rep resen ta tio n .22 W hat is allowed in GP is the

22An early comment by Selkirk (1982: 356f), makes the same point:
We will not assume that the principles of BSC [basic syllable composition/YH] 
'apply', in the sense that they participate in a phonological derivation, converting 
a phonological derivation. Rather, we think of them as well-formedness conditions
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strengthening or weakening of a governing relation. Thus, it is claimed 

in GP that "segmental phonology is composition and decomposition." 

(KLV 1985).

Com paring GP with theories which allow resyllabification, although 

both frameworks may account for a process, GP is more constrained 

because of the Projection Principle, and is thus superior.23

on underlying phonological representation, which thus is to be thought of as having 
syllable structure.

Steriade (1988: 271) also states that "all foot construction respects preexisting 
constituents".
23The reader is referred to Rice (1989) for a detailed disussion of eliminating 
resyllabification.
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2.4 The syllable structure of Korean

In this section, I discuss the syllable structure of Korean. In the 

discussion, I discuss some issues arising from previous works, on 

w hich I disagree, and argue the points in favour of Charm  and 

Government Theory. Since I agree with the claim that Korean does not 

allow branching onsets, but allows branching nuclei, I only consider 

the syllabification of glides and of post-nuclear consonants (i.e. the 

existence of a rhym al position). Based on this discussion, general 

aspects of the syllable structure of Korean will be dem onstrated at the 

end of the section.

2.4.1 The syllabification of the glide

This section discusses the representation of prevocalic glides in Korean 

(e.g. /k °w a / 'and' and / ja g /  'sheep'). We will refer to these forms as iV 

and uV sequences24, where V stands for any vowel. In 2.2, we saw two 

different proposals concerning the representation of glides and their 

syllabification. Firstly, Sohn (1987) claims that glides belong to the 

nucleus, and they associate with a skeletal point distinct from the 

following vowel (cf. 19a). Ahn (1985), on the other hand, claims that 

glides associate with an onset w ithout its own skeletal point, i.e. to a 

complex segment, (cf. 19b).

24Following the internal representations of the segments, i and u will be represented as 
1° and U° respectively.
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(19) a. N  b. O N
/  \  I I

X X  X X
I I  /  \  I

I°/U° V C I°/U° V

The problem concerning the glide is thus twofold:

(20) a. does the glide have its own skeletal point?

b. which constituent does it associate with?

In answering the above two questions, there are four possibilities for 

the syllabification of the glide and its neighbouring segment25:

a.  O  
1

N
I

b. 0  N
1 II

X
I

X
1 1 

X X
1 /  \ /  \  1

C F / U °  V c  r / u °  v

c.  O N d. O  N

/  \ 1 1 /  \
X X 
1 1

X
i

X X X  
1 1 1I 1

C  I ° / U °

i

V
1 1 I

C  I ° / U °  \

(21a) illustrates the structure in which glide-vowel sequences form a 

light diphthong. In this structure, the preceding onset dom inates a 

consonant only. In (21b&c), the glides associate with an onset position. 

In these structures the following nucleus dominates a vowel only. 

W hat is different between the two structures is that (21b) represents the 

non-branching complex onset in which the glide together w ith the 

preceding consonant associates with a single skeletal point. This is 

w hat Ahn (1985) claimed. On the other hand, (21c) illustrates a 

branching onset structure in which the glide associates w ith the

25Yoshida (1991) and Da Silva (1992a&b) have discussed the same issue in a similar 
way.
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governed position. Finally, (21 d) illustrates a branching nucleus in 

which the glide-vowel sequence associates to two distinct skeletal 

points. This is w hat Sohn (1987) claimed.

Among these four possibilities, we can easily exclude (21d) from 

consideration, because it violates the governing requirem ent of a 

branching nucleus. Concretely, in a well-formed heavy diphthong, the 

left member, which is the head (or the governor) may contain either a 

positively charm ed segment, or a complex segment, and the right 

m ember, which is the complement (or the governee), m ust be filled 

w ith a simplex neutral segment. Thus, a heavy diphthong cannot be 

iV / uV, but m ust be V i/V u, as in English [prald] 'pride1.

We also exclude the branching onset hypothesis in (21c) from the 

following data given in (22) below.

k°wa 'a n d ’ k°jul 'o range'
p°wa 'look!' p ’j0 'bone '
t°waec°i 'p ig ' t°it°j0 'step!
c°wi 'm o u se 1 k°ac°j0 'have (it)!
s°waet°o 'ru sh ' m jo 'g rave '
s°unj0 'n u n ' p°irjo 'm a n u re '

From the above examples, we see that there are no restrictions on 

which consonant can precede the glide. This is never the case for the 

head of a branching constituent. Therefore, the correct configuration of 

the glides will be either (21a) or (21b), which are repeated in (23) below.
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2.4.1.1 Two different types of glide-vowel sequences

In this section, I will discuss the syllabification of the glides with respect 

to the two representations in (23) above.

In considering the syllabification of the glide-vowel sequence, it should 

be noted that Korean manifests two types of glide-vowel sequences. 

One type allows alternative forms where the glide is realised as a high 

vowel, as in (24a), while the other does not allow such alternants, as in 

(24b).26

(24) a. glides that alternate with a high vowel27

[p°w8s°9] [p°U0S°0] 'to pour + because'
[t°W0S°0] [t°U0S°0] ’to put + because'
[C°W0S°0] [C°U0S°0] 'to give + because'

[k°j0s°3] [k°i0s°0] 'to crawl + because'
[mj0s°0] [mi0s°0] 'to tear + because'
[c°j0S°0] [c°i0s°0] 'to carry + because'
[k°as°jo] [k°as°io] 'to go + imperative suf.'

b. glides that do not alternate with a high vowel

[wat°il] 'shivering' [k°wa] 'and'
[w0nak°] 'originally' [hwols’in] 'very'
[wi] 'above' [c°wi] 'mouse'
[wae] 'why' [t°Wcec°i] 'pig'

[jak°] 'medicine' [p’jam] ’cheek1
[j0lmse] 'fruit' [p°j0] 'rice plant'
[jori] 'cooking' [mjo] 'grave'
[juri] 'glass' [k°jul] 'orange'

26I borrow Da Silva's (1992a&b) idea for this discussion. 
27Examples are taken from Yoo (1985b).
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In the following pages, I argue that the glide-vowel sequences in (24a) 

are derived from a sequence of nuclear positions form ing a light 

diphthong. As for the glide-vowel sequences in (24b), I would like to 

claim that the glide and the following vowel form a light diphthong. 

Let us call glides of this type 'lexical glides'. Let us first consider (24a).

2.4.1.2 The phonological representation of glides that alternate with a 

high vowel

In the above, I claimed that the words in (24a), where a glide has an 

alternative pronunciation, are (i) derived from a sequence of nuclear 

positions, and (ii) involve a light diphthong. The first claim can be 

justified  by the fact these words are the concatenation of two 

morphemes. For clarity, we repeat the examples below in (25).

(25) [p°w0s°a] [p°U0S°0] ’to pour + because'
[t°W0S°0] [t°U0S°0] 'to put + because'
[C°W0S°0] [C°U0S°0]. 'to give + because'
[onwi] [onui] 'brother and sister'
[p°ak’wi] [p°ak’ui] 'to change (causative)

[k°j9s°0] [k°i0s°0] 'to crawl + because'
[mj0s°0] [mi0s°0] 'to tear + because'
[c°j0S°0] [c°i0s°0] 'to carry + because'
[k°as°jo] [k°as°io] 'to go (imperative)’
[has°ju] [has°iu] 'to do (imperative)'

In order to justify the second claim that the glide-vowel sequences in

(25) form a light diphthong, as distinct from an analysis whereby the 

glide, together with the preceding consonant, forms the non-branching
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complex onset constituent, we adopt the following criterion in (26) 

proposed by Da Silva (1992b: 73) for the corresponding contexts.

(26) Complex segments [i.e. non-branching complex constituents 

/YH] present restrictions with respect to the segment material, 

which may occupy their skeletal position

The data in (25) show that the glides can be preceded by any of the 

consonants found in Korean. In particular, we see that [w] and [j] can be 

preceded by [p°] and [c°] respectively (e.g. [p0w9s°9] 'to pour' and 

[c°j9s°9 ] 'to carry'). Notice that they share the elements U° and 1° 

respectively. The fact that no segmental restriction is im posed on 

consonant-glide sequences implies that the two segm ents are not 

associated to the same skeletal point. However, we see that there are 

certain restrictions on the glide and the following vowel. That is, [w] 

can be followed only by [9] or [i], and [j] can be followed by [0] or [o] and 

[u]. No other vowel can be preceded by the glides. Therefore, the glides 

in (25) cannot be members of a non-branching onset, but form a light 

diphthong with the following vowel, as shown in (27).

(27) / c°i + As°9/ [c°j9s°9] ~ [c°i9s°9‘] 'to carry + because'28 
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28The verbal suffix /A /  is realised either as [a] or [9] according to the nature of the stem 
vowel (cf. S.-J. Chung (1994)).
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2.4.1.3 The syllabification of lexical glides

In this section, I discuss the syllabification of the lexical glides [j] and [w] 

with respect to the two representations in (23) above. In the following 

pages I claim that the two glides associate with a nucleus, forming a 

light diphthong.

The first piece of evidence for the claim that the representation of the 

glide-vowel sequence of Korean cannot be (23b) but (23a) comes from 

the fact that there are systematic constraints on what vowel can follow 

the consonant-glide sequence. Consider the following examples in (28) 

below.

(28) a. [w] cannot be followed by [o] or [u]

/w a/ [k°wail] fruit' [c°wa] 'left'
/W0/ [mwol] 'what' [hw0ls’in] 'very'
/w i/ [t°wi] 'back' [c°wi] 'mouse'
/wae/ [t°waec°i] 'pig' [s’wa3k°i] 'wedge'
/w e/ [mwe] 'mountain' [k’wemas] 'to sew'

b. [j] cannot be followed by [i] or [e], and [se]

/ja/ [p’jam] 'cheek' [k°jarim] 'long'
/j0 / [p°j0 j 'rice plant' [hjo] 'tongue'
/ju / [k°urju] 'detention' [kjul] 'orange'
/jo / [mjo] 'grave' [phjo] 'ticket'

[hwal] 'bow' 
[p°0p°w0n] 1 
[nwi] 'sister'
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As can be seen in (28) above, there are systematic constraints between 

the glide and the following vowel. That is, the vowels / i / ,  / e /  and /ae / 

cannot im m ediately follow the palatal glide (i.e. *[p°je]), and the 

vowels / u /  and / 0/  cannot follow the labial glide (i.e. *[k°wo]).

The second piece of evidence comes from the [r] -  [1] alternation (C.-W. 

Kim & H.-Y. Kim, 1991: 141, cited in Rhee 1993). In Korean, [r] occurs 

between two filled nuclei, and [1] occurs elsewhere, as shown in (29) 

below.

(29) [mul] 'water' [muri] 'water (nominative)'
[multo] 'water + as well' [mure] 'water + at'

Let us now consider compounds, in which the first w ord ends in a 

liquid and the second word begins with a lexical glide.

(30) [ir-joil] (*[il-joil]) 'Sunday'
[s°0r-ja] (*[s°9l-ja]) ’snow -night'
[phar-w0l] (*[phal-w0l]) '8-month (August)’
[chir-wi] (*[chil-wi]) '7th grade'

The fact that the liquid is realised as [r] shows that it is followed by a 

nucleus, with which the glide and the following vowel associate.

We have so far discussed the syllabification of the lexical glides of 

Korean. W hat we have seen is that the glides together w ith the 

following vowel form a light diphthong. Let us now move onto the 

issue of branching rhymes.
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2.4.2 Does Korean allow branching rhymes?

To m y knowledge, no one has argued against the hypothesis that 

Korean has branching rhymes. This follows from the fact that, firstly, 

Korean allows apparent consonantal clusters after short vowels, such 

as in [k’a lt’aek0i] 'funnel'; and secondly, some words contain double 

consonants in final position, as in [mulk°-0s°0] 'be watery + because'.29 

The standard view (e.g. Ahn 1985) claims that the first consonant of the 

cluster associates with a rhymal position, and the following consonant 

associates with the following onset.

How ever, there are factors that make the branching rhym e view 

suspect. The first argument concerning the branching rhyme is derived 

from the fact that Korean abounds with words containing a long vowel 

followed by an apparent consonant cluster,

(31) V:CC

[k°o:lmok°]
[marls’sg]
[t°a:nchu]
[mo:p°s’i]
[t°a:mbae]
[i:mgim]

'alleyway'
'trouble '
'bu tton '
'very '
’cigarette'
'k ing '

[9:lma]
[t’a:lk°i]
[0:mpho]
[a:ngas]

'how  m uch’ 
'strawberry' 
'th rea t'
'fog'

[t°o:gnjar]] ’begging' 
[o:nthol]] ’w ho le '

This is not paralleled in other languages which are believed to have 

genuine branching rhymes. For instance, it is claimed that a well- 

form ed postvocalic cluster (e.g. / Ik /)  cannot follow a long vowel in 

Dutch (van der Hulst & Smith 1984: 39) or in French (Charette 1992),

29There are around 50 words which contain double consonants. In this type of word, both 
consonants are pronounced when vowel-initial suffixes are added, but one consonant is 
lost when no suffix follows, or certain consonant-initial suffixes are added. See Chapter 
5 for a detailed discussion on double consonant simplification.
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and this is by and large the case in other languages which allow 

branching rhymes.

This property can be captured naturally in the theory of GP. Recall that 

a consonant is syllabified into the rhymal position if it is governed by a 

following consonant (cf, the Coda Licensing Principle). In other words, 

given a consonantal sequence, the preceding consonant is forced to 

associate with the rhymal position under government by the following 

consonant. In this case, the preceding vowel must be short so as not to 

violate the Binarity Theorem. Therefore, it is quite natural that, in 

languages which allow branching rhymes, the sequence *V:CC where 

the second member of the cluster governs the preceding one cannot be 

found or is very rare. Put another way, if a language abounds with 

sequences of the type of V:CC, it is very dubious that a branching 

rhyme is present. Korean belongs to this type of language.

My second argum ent concerns the fact that languages which allow 

branching rhym es have constraints between nasals and following 

obstruents. In English, for instance, it is usually the case that such 

sequences are hom organic (e.g. ca[mp], fi[r)g]er and te[nt]) if two 

consonants form a genuine cluster.30

Let us now  consider the case of Korean. If this language allows 

branching rhym es, we may not find heterorganic sequences of 

nasal+obstruent after a short vowel in m orphologically sim plex

30We acknowledge that the homorganic constraint may or may not hold in suffixation. 
On the one hand, we have 'i[m]possible' P'ilnjpossible1), where the prefix-nasal 
assimilates to the following consonant; and we have ’u[n]paek (*u[m]p3ek)' on the other 
hand, where the preceding nasal does not assimilate to the place of articulation of the 
following obstruent. GP claims that this is a matter of analytic/non-analytic 
suffixation (cf. Chapter 5).
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w ords.31 However, as can be seen in (32), Korean abounds with such 

sequences.

(32) [p°0ngaa] 'lightn ing ' [t°angol] 'custom er'
[s°ingirjo] 'shoe repairer' [k°9nbaq] 'be arrogant'
[s°anbi] 'scholar' [t°anbak°] 'right now'
[s°amga] 'be discreet' [s°0mgi] 'to serve'
[amgu] 'to tempt' [momzo] 'personally '
[amcgi] 'th u m b ' [nsemzas] 'sm ell'
[t°oqbaa] 'sharing jobs in hunting' [aqbathim] 'be wide'
[t°oqbu] 'bean flower' [c°aqdori] 'h a m m e r'
[aarjdu] 'cherry' [maqzak0] 'm a t '

The above discussion leads us to claim that Korean does not allow 

branching rhym es, and any apparent consonant cluster is, in fact, 

mediated by an (empty) nucleus.

Let us now  consider w ords (or stems) containing final double 

consonants. Recall that we lose one of the two consonants when no 

suffix follows, or certain consonant-initial suffixes are added, and both 

consonants are pronounced when vowel-initial suffixes are added (cf. 

Chapter 5). If our prediction that Korean does not allow branching 

rhymes is correct, the two consonants are not a genuine cluster but are 

separated by an empty nucleus. This may be confirmed in two ways. 

Firstly, some words contain a long vowel.

(33) stem stem + /A s°0 / 
'because'

stem + /k °o / 
'a n d '

/s°a:rv°m v0/  
'to boil'
/t°a :rv 0m v0/  
'to resemble'

[s°almas°a]

[t°almas°0]

[s°a:mk’o]

[Parmk’o]

31 Morphologically simplex words refer to the words where no suffixes are involved. 
Thus, they are unanalysable in phonological and morphological point of view. See 
Kaye (1993) for a detailed discussion.
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/o:rv°mv0/  
’to infect’

[olmas°0] [o:mk’o]

/ t ’0:rv°p°v°/ 
’be astrigent’

[t>0lp°0S°0] [t’0:lk’o] or [t’0:p°k’o]

/j0:rv°p°v°/ 
’be thin1

[]0lp°0S°0] [j0:lk’o] or [j0:p°k’o]

/0:p°v°sovo/  
'not to be’

[0p°s’0] [0:p°kJo]

/m a:nv°hv°/ 
'be plenty'

[man(h)a] [ma:nkho]

The above words show that the stem vowel is realised as long when a 

consonant-initial suffix is added, and as short w hen a vowel-initial 

suffix is added. If a putative vowel lengthening process applies before a 

consonant-initial suffix, the word /c°ip°v°/ 'to pick' m ust be realised as 

*[c°i:p°k’o] rather than as [c^p'T/o], which is, in fact, the attested form. 

Therefore, the above words m ust contain a long vowel underlyingly, 

and shortening occurs before a vowel-initial suffix. Since the words in

(33) contain a long vowel, the following consonant cannot associate 

with the rhymal position, but instead associates with an onset followed 

by an empty nucleus, as shown in the lexical representation. Therefore, 

the two consonants in the above examples do not form a genuine 

sequence.

Secondly, some words can be related to earlier forms. The following 

words are confirmed by the diachronical an d /o r synchronical research 

of m any Korean scholars (e.g. K.-M. Lee 1978) to be morphologically 

complex, i.e. they are derived verbs (cf. 34a) or nouns (cf. 34b).
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(34) a. derived verbs: stem + /A s°8 / 'because', /c ° i/  (interrogative)

[p°ulk°0s°0]/ [p°ulc’i] (or [p°ukVi])
/p °u rv0k°v0/ 'b e  red' <= /p °u rv 0/  'fire'

[p°alp°as°0]/ [pa:lc’i] (or [p°a:p°cl])
/p°a:rv°p0v0/ ' t o  step' <*= /p°a:rv°/ 'foot'

[mulk°0so0], [mulc’i] (or [mukVi])
/m urv°k°v°/ 'be watery' <= /m u rv 0/  'water'

b. derived nouns: stem + / i /  (nominative suffix), / t° o /  'as well'

[s°a:lmi], [s°a:mt°o]
/s°a:rv°m v°/ 'life' <;= /s°a:rv0/  'to live'

[a:lmi], [a:mt°o]
/a:rv°m v°/ 'knowledge' <= /a :rv 0/  'to know'

Since the words in the left column are derived from the ones in the 

right, the second consonant must be suffixed. I claim that the suffix 

forms a separate phonological domain from the stem, as in the case of 

the English [[peepjed].32 This follows from the fact that vowel length is 

still m aintained in the derived forms. Therefore, the above double 

consonants are in fact separated by a domain-final empty nucleus.

Even though not all possible double consonant sequences are attested, 

we may still claim that such words are morphologically complex. In 

fact, some phonologists (e.g. P.-S, Lee 1982, 1985) claim that Old Korean 

is a CV type of language.

I have so far argued in favour of the claim that Korean has no 

branching rhymes. Let us now further justify this claim with evidence 

from the distribution of the segment / r / .

32See Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion of suffixation.
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For a discussion, let us take the word [k’alt’ask°i] 'funnel'. Following 

the standard theory, this word has a branching rhyme as below in (35), 

w here [1] associates w ith a rhym al position and the follow ing 

consonant / t ’/  attaches to the following onset.

(35) [k’alt’askT] 'funnel' (standard version)
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It seems that this structure respects all parameters of syllabification 

provided by GP: the consonant / 1’/  in the second onset position is 

negatively charmed and it can govern the preceding neutrally charmed 

segment [1], etc.

The argum ent starts from the fact that the liquid has a distributional 

constraint: it is realised as [1] when it appears word-finally (cf. [mal] 

'horse') and before another consonant as above, and it is realised as [r] 

if it appears in inter-vocalic position (cf. [s°ori] ’sound'). In such 

circumstances, we need to decide the directionality of the process. 

Which segm ent is the underlying representation, and which is the 

variant? If we take / l /  as the underlying representation, an explanation 

is required for the alternation / l /  --> [r] in inter-vocalic position, and if 

/ r /  is taken as the underlying representation, we should explain the 

appearance of [1] in word-final and pre-consonantal positions.

Let us first consider / l /  as the underlying representation. In this case, 

the w ord 'sound' is lexically represented as /s °o li/ , and is realised 

[s°ori]: / ! /  is lenited to [r]. This is shown in (36). Note that / ! /  is derived
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/

by the combination of the coronal element R° and the occlusion 

element ?°.

(36) /s°o li/ [s°ori] 'sound'
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The derivation in (36) seems quite natural, because lenition can be 

observed in Korean as well as in many other languages. For instance, 

in Korean, t° (= R° + ?° + h°), and p°-(= U° + ?° + h°), vocalise to [r] and 

[w] respectively between vowels (e.g. /k°0:t°v° + as°8 / ’walk + because' 

--> [k°0r0s°0] and /k°o:p°v° + 0s°0/ 'pretty + because' — > [k°owas°0])33. 

H ow ever, there is a crucial fact which leads us to claim that 

vocalisation of the liquid is inconsistent with that of / t ° /  and / p %  

That is, lenition of the latter consonants applies only if the stem vowel 

is long. Vocalisation cannot be found when the stem contains a short 

vowel. For instance, a verbal stem such as /k °0 t°v°/ 'to collect' and 

/k °o p °v 0/  'num b', which contain a short vowel, do not undergo 

lenition, thus, they are respectively realised as [ko0 toa s°0 ] (not 

*[k°0r0s°a]) and [k°op°as°0] (not *[k°owas°0]) when the same suffix is 

added. On the contrary, a liquid never fails to vocalise to [r] when it is 

in intervocalic position, regardless of vowel length. For instance, the 

two stems /m a lv 0/  'to roll' and /m a:lv0/  'to stop', which differ in 

vowel length, are both realised as [r] (as in [maras°0]). A part from

33See Rhee (in preparation) for the process of consonantal lenition and vowel 
shortening.
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liquids then, Korean never allows consonantal lenition after a short 

vowel.34 It is not plausible to claim that the liquid is the only exception 

to the generalisation. Therefore, we can draw  the conclusion that 

positing / l /  as an underlying representation is not correct.

Alternatively, let us consider / r /  as the underlying representation of 

these segments. First consider the process / r /  --> [1] in word-final 

position. In Korean, non-nasal consonants in domain-final position 

m ust undergo neutralisation35, and it appears that they m ust contain 

only two elements (the head element and 7°). If a segm ent which 

contains more than two elements including 7° appears in this position, 

it loses elements that are neither the head nor 7° (e.g. / p h/  (= U° + 7° + 

h° + H") ~> [p°] (= U° + 7°), and if a segment does not contain the 

element 7°, it acquires this element (e.g. / s ° /  (= R° + h°) --> [t°] (= R° + 

7°). The segment [r] thus cannot appear by itself in such a position, 

because it is composed of a single element R°. Therefore, before a word- 

final em pty nucleus,36 it is necessary to add the element 7° to the

34I would like to note that it is not the case that all consonants preceded by a long 
vowel undergo vocalisation. There is no vocalisation of nasals, velar obstruents or 
affricates whether or not the preceding vowel is long. See Rhee (in preparation) for a 
detailed discussion.
^Neutralisation refers to the fact that (i) the underlyingly tensed, and aspirated 
segments, fricatives and affricates alternate with the homorganic neutral stop in word- 
final and stem-final position, before certain consonant-initial suffixes, and (ii) the 
liquid is realised as [1] in the same contexts. Some examples are given below.

p°ak’ + e [p°ak’e] p°ak50 [p°ak°] 'outside'
p°ak,-t°o [p°ak°t’o] 'outside and'

p0ath + e [p°at^e] p°at^0 [p°at°] 'field'
p°ath-t°o [p°at°t’o] 'field and’

p°is° + i [p°is°i] pois°0 [p°it°] 'a comb'
p°is°-t°o [p°it°t’o] 'a comb and'

nac° + i [nac°i] nac°0 [nat°] 'daytime'
nac°-t°o [nat°t>o] 'daytime and'

mar + i [mari] maro [mal] 'horse'
mal-t°o [malt°o] 'horse and'

See Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion.
36Recall that an apparent word-final consonant associates with an onset that is 
followed by the word-final empty nucleus.
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existing element R°. This combination yields [I], as we require. This is 

shown below in (37), where /m arv °/ ’horse' is taken as an example.

(37) word-final / r /

O R O R  O R O R
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Let us now consider the alternation / r /  --> [1] before another consonant. 

According to the Coda Licensing Principle, a consonant may occupy the 

rhymal position iff it is governed by a following onset that dominates a 

consonant which is superior in charm a n d /o r  complexity to the 

governee. If we apply this principle to the claim that / r /  is an 

underlying representation, we get the following structure in (38) for the 

word /k ’art’aek°i/ [k’alt’aek0i] 'funnel'.

(38) / k ,art’aek°i/ 'a funnel'.

o R O R O R
1 1 \ 1 1 1 1
1 N \ 1 N 1 N
1 1 \ 1 1 1 1

X
I

X X 
| |

X
I

X
1

X X 
i i1

k’
I 1
a r

1
t’

i

se

-
o

In this structure, a rhymal position dominates / r / ,  but this w ord is 

p ronounced as [k’a lt’aak^]. Theoretically, there is no particu lar 

motivation for the process by which / r /  alternates with [1], / r /  is one of 

the best governees, and thus is easily governed by a follow ing
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negatively charm ed consonant. It would be completely ad hoc to 

propose a structure in which the governee undergoes a strengthening 

process.37 We thus claim that the structure which allows a branching 

rhyme is incorrect.

Let us now  suppose that the two consonants [It’3 in [k’alt’aek0i] is not a 

genuine sequence, as in (39) below. That is, the two consonants are 

separated by an empty nucleus, which is not phonetically pronounced 

for some reason.38

/ k ’arv°t,aek(V  [k’alt’sek*T] 'a funnel'

0
1

N
1

0
1

N
1

0
1

N
1

0
1

N
11

X
1

1
X
1

1
X
1

1
X

1
X
1

1
X
1

1
X
i

i
X
11

k’
1
a

1
r

1
t’

1
ae

1

k°
i

i

W hat we need to recall in this situation is that the segment in question 

is realised as [1] before word-final empty nuclei, w hich are not 

phonetically interpreted. We can generalise the motivation of the [r] ~ 

[1] alternation of Korean, such that / r /  is an underlying representation 

realised as [1] before a licensed empty nucleus (i.e. the nucleus that is 

not phonetically pronounced), whether word-final or word-internal. 

Concretely, since the onset dominating / r /  is followed by a licensed 

empty nucleus, we can expect the same process that is observed before a 

(licensed) word-final empty nucleus. Recall that word-final / r /  (= R°) 

becomes [1] by composition with ?°. The same logic would explain the 

process / r /  —> [1] in word-internal position. If Korean allows branching 

rhymes, there is no reason for / r  /  to be pronounced as [1].

37This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
38The behaviour of the empty nucleus will be discussed throughout the remaining 
chapters.
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It is now possible to generate the alternation of [1] and [r] in Korean: [1] 

appears before a licensed empty nucleus; / r /  remains as it is if the 

following nucleus is filled with a vowel. Indeed, there are no cases in 

which the liquid is realised as [1] and the following nucleus has 

phonetic content.

W hat is im portant to the present discussion is that / r /  is always 

associated with an onset and is followed by a (filled or empty) nucleus. 

Superficially, it may seem that the sequence of [1] and another 

consonant preceded by a short vowel is a case of interconstituent 

governm ent form ed betw een the post-nuclear position and the 

following onset, but this is not the case. In fact the two segments are 

associated with two onsets separated by an empty nucleus.

We can reasonably extend the above discussion to all apparent 

consonant clusters. Recall that it is only the vowel [i] that does not 

appear betw een the sequence of consonants where other vocalic 

segments are audible (cf. Chapter 1). If we assume that [i] is the phonetic 

m anifestation of the unlicensed empty nucleus, we can draw  the 

conclusion that an apparent consonant cluster of Korean is in fact 

separated by a (licensed) empty nucleus. This means that Korean has 

only open syllables, as illustrated in (40) below.

(40) syllable structure of Korean

The established syllable structure of Korean based on GP eliminates 

two related problems. Firstly, we can preclude the disagreement about 

the level at which the syllable structure of Korean should be built.

0  N  O
1 I \  I

X X (x) X

N O
I \  I

X (x) X

N 
I \  
x(x)
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Since this question arises from the so-called surface coda constraint, we 

can also dismiss such constraint. That is, the surface coda constraint is a 

m atter of (the licensing property of) the em pty nucleus which is 

preceded by an apparent consonant cluster, ra ther than  being 

consequential of the fact that Korean allows only a single slot in the 

coda position. Notice that the latter explanation should  allow 

resyllabification in order to derive a phonetic representation from an 

underly ing  representation. We can claim that phonology is the 

interpretation of syllable structure, rather than the reform ulation of 

syllable structure.

In this chapter, we have discussed syllable structure in general and 

specifically that of Korean. Syllable structure is established at the level 

of lexical rep resen tation , and rem ains constant th roughou t a 

phonological derivation. All constituents are maximally binary, and 

the presence of a branching configuration is determined by the charm 

relationship between two adjacent segments. As far as Korean syllable 

structure is concerned, it contains only open syllables. An apparent 

consonant cluster is in fact separated by an intervening empty nucleus.

Empty nuclei can occur in both word-final and word-internal positions. 

They play a very significant role in various phonological phenomena 

in m any languages. In the following chapters I discuss the em pty 

nucleus in Korean.
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C h a p te r  T h re e  

THE LICENSING OF EMPTY NUCLEI IN KOREAN

3.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the licensing of empty nuclei in Korean. Firstly, 

we consider word-final empty nuclei (or more precisely domain-final 

em pty nuclei). As m entioned in Chapter Two, GP claims that a 

phonological domain m ust end in a nucleus. This follows from the 

coda licensing principle, which states that a rhymal position m ust be 

licensed by a following onset. In accordance with this principle, an 

apparent domain-final consonant cannot be syllabified into a rhyme, 

but m ust be syllabified into an onset followed by a domain-final empty 

nucleus.

Secondly, I discuss domain-internal empty nuclei. It was proposed in 

Chapter Two that Korean contains only open syllables, so that any 

observed consonantal sequence is not genuine. In any apparent cluster 

of two consonants, there will be an intervening ’empty nucleus', i.e. a 

nucleus dom inating a skeletal point which has no phonological 

content. We have also seen in Chapter One that [i] alternates with zero, 

and that its distribution is predictable. It is now possible to assume that 

the vowel [i] is a manifestation of an empty nucleus. We m ust now 

define the conditions under which empty nuclei are or are not 

expressed phonetically.
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GP provides a principled account for the process of vowel-zero 

alternation. As can be seen in the definition of the Empty Category 

Principle (henceforth ECP) below, whether or not an empty nucleus is 

phonetically interpreted is a matter of licensing. An empty nucleus that 

is licensed is not phonetically interpreted, whereas an unlicensed 

empty nucleus is phonetically interpreted.

(1) a. Empty Category Principle (Kaye 1990b: 314)

i. A licensed empty nucleus has no phonetic realisation

ii. An empty nucleus is licensed if (a) it is properly governed or 

(b) if it is domain final in languages which licenses domain-final 

empty nuclei

b. Government (Charette 1991a: 83)

A nucleus a  is in a governing relation with a nucleus P iff

(i) a  and P are adjacent at the relevant level of projection

(ii) the relation is directional (from right-to-left or left-to-

right)

c. Proper Government (Charette 1990a: 238)

A nucleus a  properly governs an empty nucleus P iff

(i) a  governs p

(ii) a  is not itself licensed
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3.2 Domain-final empty nuclei in Korean

3.2.1 Korean licenses domain-final empty nuclei

As m entioned above, an apparent domain-final consonant is followed 

by a dom ain-final empty nucleus. According to ECP, domain-final 

em pty nuclei of certain languages are licensed. This m eans that 

languages may vary according to whether or not they license domain- 

final em pty nuclei. Languages like Dida, Japanese and Italian are 

distinguished from others like English and French. While a domain- 

final empty nucleus is realised as zero in the latter, this is not the case 

in the former, where words always end in a vowel. For instance, in 

Japanese, the English loan w ord strike is realised as [suturaiki] 

(industrial action), or [suturaiku] (baseball term), where the domain- 

final nuclear position is filled with a vowel. That is a result of the fact 

that domain-final empty nuclei are not licensed in Japanese.

On the other hand, English and French, among others, belong to the 

class of languages that license domain-final em pty nuclei. These 

languages are characterised by the fact that they allow words ending 

phonetically in a consonant (cf. 2a) or a consonant cluster (cf. 2b), and 

under no condition will a domain-final empty nucleus be phonetically 

realised.
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(2) a. /keetv0/  'cat' b. /ten tv0/  ’tent’

o R O R O R O R
1 1 1 1 1 1 \ 1 i
1 N 1 N 1 N \ 1 N
1 1 1 1 I 1 \ 1 1

X
I

X
1

X
1

X X
1

X X 
I i

X
1

X

i
k

i
ae

i
t

i
t

i i
e n

i
t

Let us now consider the case of Korean. The following two structures 

justify the claim that Korean licenses domain-final empty nuclei.

(3) a. /c°ip°v0/  'house'

0
1

N
1

0
1

N
11

X
i

1
X
(

I
X
1

1
X

i
c°

i
i

1
p° [c°ip°]

b. /k°urv° m v°/ 'cloud'

0
1

N
1

0
1

N
1

0  N
1 It

X
1

i
X
I

1
X
1

1
X

i i 
X X 
11

k°
i

u
1
r

i
m [k°urim]

The fact that the domain-final empty nuclei in above structures are not 

phonetically interpreted can be seen as proof of the claim that domain- 

final empty nuclei of Korean are licensed.1 In fact, Korean abounds 

with words ending in a consonant, and does not have words ending in 

[i]. This is im portant to determine whether or not Korean licenses 

w ord-final em pty nuclei. It should be recalled tha t [i] is the

1As will be revealed later (cf. 3.2.3), the structure (3b) eliminates a putative claim that 
the word-final empty nucleus in (3a) is licensed by virtue of proper government that 
operates from left to right, rather than being itself licensed. If this were the case, it 
would be the domain-final empty nucleus, in (3b), rather than the penultimate nucleus 
that were phonetically interpreted. However, the form *[k°urmi] is impossible.
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manifestation of an empty nucleus. Thus, the fact that [i] does not occur 

domain-finally provides very strong evidence that an empty nucleus 

in this position is not phonetically realised. Therefore, we can draw the 

conclusion that Korean licenses domain-final empty nuclei.

Although Korean licenses domain-final empty nuclei, as does English, 

there is a phonological process that cannot be found in English and the 

like. That is, the consonants that can appear before a domain-final 

em pty nucleus are severely constrained. N either a fricative, an 

affricate, nor a negatively charmed (i.e. an aspirate or a tensed) segment 

can appear in this position. In a word containing one of these segments 

in an a p p aren t dom ain-final position , it a lte rna tes w ith  a 

corresponding neutral stop. For instance, the word /p °a thv ° / 'field' and 

/k°os°v0/  ’place' are realised respectively as [p°athe] and [k°os°e] when 

the locative suffix / e /  'at' is added, but are pronounced as [p°at°] and 

[k°ot°] in isolation, and as [p°at°k’wa] 'field and' and [k°ot°k’wa] 'place 

and' w hen certain consonant-initial suffixes follow. This process is 

called 'N eutralisation'. We consider this process in the following 

section.

3.2.2 Neutralisation before a domain-final empty nucleus

There has been a great deal of dispute among Korean phonologists and 

phoneticians over the problem of neutralisation, that is, over the 

question of why neutralisation of tensed, aspirated, affricated and 

fricative consonants would occur domain-finally and before another 

consonant (in GP terms, before licensed empty nuclei), whereas all
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distinctions are maintained when an unlicensed nucleus follows. Let 

us first give some examples.

(4) Neutralisation before a domain-final empty nucleus2
UR Cv° CV
k° [c°uk°] 'porridge' [c°uk°i] 'porridge (nom.)'
k’ tpak°] 'outside' [pak’e] 'at the outside’
kh [pu0k°] 'kitchen' [pu0khe] 'at a kitchen’
P° [c°ip°] 'house' [c°ip°i] 'house (nom.)'

P’ - tap’a] 'daddy'
ph [ip°] 'leaf' [iphi] 'leaf (nom.)'
t° [nat°] ’rick’ [t°al] 'the moon'
t’ - [t’al] 'daughter'
th [p°at°] 'field' [p°athe] 'at the field'
c° tnat°] 'daytime' [nac°e] 'at daytime'
c’ - [kac’a] 'imitation'
ch [k’ot°] 'flower' [k’ochi] 'flower (nom.)'
s° [ot°] 'clothes' [os°i] 'clothes (nom.)'

s’ [it°-k’o] 'to be and' [is5 ini] 'to be + because'
m [nam] 'other person' [mal] 'horse'
n [s°an] 'mountain' [nun] 'eye1

?! [k°ag]_ 'river' [c°ol]i] 'paper'
r [to:l] 'stone' [norae] 'song'

As this table shows, only seven neutral sounds appear in domain-final 

position: [k°, p°, t°, q, m, n, 1], Apart from nasals, liquids and neutral 

stops, all o ther sounds, including fricatives and affricates, are 

neutralised to the homorganic neutral stop when they appear in final 

position. The alternation  of / r /  w ith [1] is another case of 

neutralisation. This is summarised as follows:

2We note that there is no noun which ends underlyingly with /h / ,  thus its surface form
in isolation cannot be tested. In verbal conjugation, /h /  itself may not be audible. It can 
be deleted before an unlicensed nucleus (e.g. /noh + A / 'to put + adverbial suf.' --> 
[no(h)a]), and it is deleted from its position and is combined with the following neutral
obstruent of the suffix (e.g. noh + ko [nokho]). Thus, /h /  is excluded from the discussion
of neutralisation. For a detailed discussion on aspiration, see Rliee (in preparation).
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(5) N eutralization

UR k°, k’, kh p°, p ’, ph t°, th c°, c’, ch s°, s’ r
PR k° P° t° t° t° 1

Before we discuss this process in terms of GP, let us first review some 

previous analyses.

3.2.2.1 A review of Previous Analyses

M any contributions have been m ade tow ards an analysis of 

neutralisation (for instance, C.-W. Kim 1970, 1979, Kim-Renaud 1986, 

Ahn 1985, Sohn 1987, Rhee 1991 & (in preparation) etc.). They group 

themselves into two approaches: a phonetically-based approach, and a 

phonologically-based approach. I present each in turn.

A typical phonetic explanation for the neutralisation of stops (cf. the 

first three columns in (5)) is as follows:

The neutralisation of the three stop series in syllable-final position 

in Korean can be explained as follows. In syllable-final position,

stops are unreleased ......  As the articulation stops at the time of

closure, allow ing no more muscle tension bu ildup  or glottal 

opening, the distinctive features necessary for differentiating among 

the three series do not exist any more, and they are pronounced and 

perceived as the same. (Kim-Renaud 1986: 9)

The explanation for the processes of affricates (e.g. /c ° /  —> [t0]) and 

fricatives (e.g. / s 0/  --> [t0]) is based on the same phonetic grounds, i.e. as 

an unreleasing process. According to Kim-Renaud (1986), Korean
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affricates involve a coronal stop followed by a fricative release that is 

[+delayed release], and when they are unreleased, only the stop part 

gets articulated and perceived. As for a fricative, Kim-Renaud claims 

that it is like a stop except that the air escapes through a narrow  

opening, and when the tongue closes the oral cavity in terminating the 

fricative, the end result is a stop of the same point of articulation.

All other explanations except Sohn (1987) and Rhee (1991 & in 

preparation) are more or less the same as this. The above account 

appears at first sight adequate. However, following the above claim, we 

predict that if a language has an unreleasing process (in final position), 

we should find the same (or similar) effect in the consonant in 

question. In English, however, final stops are often unreleased, but 

there is no process such as / s /  —> [t]. Thus, w hat we need is a 

phonological account which can explain the difference between the two 

languages. Concretely, w hat is the phonological defin ition of 

'unreleasing', and of some other articulatory activities, such as 'no 

muscle tension buildup or glottal opening', and the 'loss of [delayed 

release]'?

An alternative account for neutralisation can be found in Sohn (1987), 

who discusses it w ithin the framework of underspecification and 

feature geometry. Sohn claims that the above three types of stop differ 

in laryngeal features. That is, tensed consonants have the feature 

[+spread glottis], aspirated consonants have [+constricted glottis], while 

neu tra l consonants have neither gesture (i.e. are claim ed to be 

underspecified). Therefore, Sohn claims that neutralization in Korean 

is firstly characterised by the deletion of the laryngeal features, as 

shown below in (6).
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(6) Neutralisation (Sohn 1986: 264)

N'
I

x
I 

I
laryngeal tier: [a F]

As for the neutralisation of the affricates and fricatives, Sohn claims 

that / t ° /  is underlyingly totally unspecified, whereas / s 0/  is specified 

with [+cont] on the manner tier, / c 0/  is specified with [-ant] on the 

place tier. Therefore, w hat is involved in the neutralisation of the 

affricates and fricatives into / 10/  is delinking of these underlyingly 

specified features for coronal consonants (1986: 265). Sohn, in 

conclusion, claims that neutralisation is identified as the delinking of 

the features on the laryngeal tier, the manner tier, and the place tier if 

characterised by [-anterior], and proposes the neutralisation rule as in

(7).
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(7) Neutralisation (Sohn 1987: 266)

N 1
I

core skeleton: x
I

root node: *
/  \

laryngeal tier: * \
I \

I \
[aF] \

supralaryngeal tier: *
!  \

m anner tier: * \
I \

I \
[+ cont] \

place tier: *

[- ant]

The structure (7) shows that neutralisation applies w hen any feature 

specifications appear on the laryngeal tier, and when the m anner and 

place tier dominate [+ cont] and [- ant] respectively. Sohn also claims 

that a neutral velar stop, which is specified as [- ant, - cor] on the place 

tier, is not subject to neutralisation, because neutralisation refers to the 

feature specification [- ant] only as a functional unit on the place tier.

Sohn's approach seems reasonable to account for neutralisation in 

Korean. H ow ever, her delinking approach cannot account for 

neutralisation of / r / ,  whereby it alternates with [l].3 Since / r /  contains 

neither a laryngeal feature, [+ cont] nor [- ant], it m ust not be subject to

3Sohn (1987: 314) claims that / r /  is an underlying segment, and is realised as [1] in 
rhymal position. Note that she has only discussed the neutralisation of obstruents.
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neutralisation. Furtherm ore, Sohn does not show w hat m otivates 

neutralisation in Korean. Since there are languages which do not have 

such a process, we should explain why Korean does. M oreover, 

w ithout having reasonable answers for the above questions, we may 

lose the logical connection between neutralisation and some other 

closely related phonological phenomena in Korean, such as so-called 

consonantal assimilation (e.g. /[[k°uk°vo][rj0kov0]] / --> [k°uqn0k°] 

'national power').

3.2.2.2 A GP based approach

GP, which insists on providing a purely phonological solution for all 

phonological phenomena, interprets neutralisation in a different way.

Let us first consider the motivation for this process. I w ould like to 

claim that there could be certain onsets which cannot be licensed by 

licensed em pty nuclei.4 I claim that neutralisation is due to this 

property of the licensed nucleus of Korean.

There are two different types of restriction of an onset that appears 

before a licensed empty nucleus. One is a restriction on the structure of 

the preceding onset constituent. For instance as mentioned in Chapter 

2, in English, lexically unlicensed (i.e. filled) nuclei allow nearly all 

types of onsets to precede them, whereas the final empty nuclei of this

4Harris & Kaye (1990) and Harris (1990) have a similar suggestion: "If nuclei in a 
particular system display differences with respect to their ability to license segmental 
material in a preceding onset, then a governed nucleus will always possess less licensing 
capacity than a governing nucleus (Harris 1990: 284)."
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language cannot license a preceding branching onset. Notice that 

English does not allow words ending in /-pr, -tr, -k r/ (cf. *[patr]).5

The other restriction is on the segmental content of the preceding 

onset. Some segments may appear before a licensed em pty nucleus, 

others may not. In other words, a licensed empty nucleus may not 

license certain segments to appear in the preceding onset. Such 

consonants can only be licensed by an unlicensed nucleus. In Korean, it 

appears that these are fricatives, affricates, and negatively charm ed 

segments. It is for this reason that they alternate with other segments 

which can be licensed by a domain-final empty nucleus.6 In order to see 

how 'neutralisation' is formulated in terms of GP, we need to consider 

the segmental representation of consonants of Korean.

3.2.2.2.1 Lexical representations of consonants

It is claimed in GP that phonological segments are composed of 

elements. Segments can differ in their value for a property known as 

'charm'. W hether or not a segment is charmed (positive or negative) is 

determined by the elements it contains. Negatively charmed segments 

contain a negative element, and positively charmed segments contain 

a positive element. All phonological elements which are relevant to 

consonantal representations are repeated below in (8).

5 In French, on the other hand, word-final empty nuclei allow any type of structure in 
the preceding onset position. See Nikiema (1989b) and Charette (1991) for the 
difference in the licensing properties of the empty nucleus between the two languages. 
See also Chapter 5.
6If these segments appear word-internally, a properly governable word-internal empty 
nucleus in the following position resists licensing. See Chapter 4 for a detailed 
discussion.
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(8) Elements Salient property Elements Salient property

u ° labial P palatal
v ° none R° coronal
?° occluded h° narrow ed
N + nasal H“ stiff vocal cords
L' slack vocal cords

Harris (1990) discusses the role of the above elements in consonantal 

representations. Elements 1°, U°, R° and v° contribute to the place 

dim ension of consonantal segments. The first two elements define 

palatality and labiality, respectively. Thus, they contribute to palatal 

and labial consonants. The element R° express the p roperty  of 

coronality. This element is found in coronal segments, and is realised 

as [r] in a simplex structure. The element v° results in velarity if it is 

the head of compound consonants such as [k] and [g].

In determ ining the m anner dimension of consonants, the following 

elements are proposed: ?°, h° and N +. The salient property of the 

elem ent ? ° is  an occluded articulatory gesture. Thus, this element 

cannot contribute to so-called continuant consonants such as [s]. In a 

simplex structure, ?° is manifested as a glottal stop, which is found, for 

example, in dialects of British English (cf. [s i? l] 'city')/ while in 

com pound structures, it contributes constriction at the place of 

articulation. As for the element h°, Harris (1990) dem onstrates its 

presence in obstruents with evidence from the spirantisation process of 

Liverpool English, and a debuccalisation process found in Burmese. 

This element contributes a noise component to the structure of an 

obstruent. Thus, this element is not present in unreleased obstruents. 

In a simplex structure it is realised as a glottal fricative, as in 'horse'.
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The element N + contributes to nasal consonants as well as to nasalised 

vowels.

Finally, we consider the elements H“ and L". The salient properties of 

these elements are stiff vocal cords and slack vocal cords, respectively. 

The former can be found in voiceless, tensed and aspirated consonants, 

the latter in 'voiced' consonants.7 These elements do not appear in the 

representation of neutral segments.

Based on the above elements, Rhee (in preparation) proposes the 

following representations of Korean consonants.8

(9) neutrally charmed segments
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I
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7In Korean, a neutral obstruent after a nasal or a vowel is pronounced as its voiced 
counterpart. However, I would like to claim that these two cases are different in terms 
of L". That is, nasals contain the element L" in their underlying representations, thus a 
following neutral obstruent has a source from which to obtain this element. However, 
vowels do not have L‘ in their underlying representations, thus a neutral obstruent has 
no way of obtaining this element. I therefore transcribe the voiced counterpart of the 
neutral obstruent only when it follows a nasal.
8We note that the underlined element of each representation is the head of the 
structure.
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negatively charmed segments

a. tensed segments

p’ t’ k’ c’ s’
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b. aspirated segments
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9In fact, Rhee regards affricates as complex segments as shown below:
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With the representations above in mind, let us consider neutralisation 

in Korean in the following sections.10 In the first section, I will consider 

the neutralisation of stops and affricates. In the following section, I will 

discuss the case of fricatives and the liquid.

3.2.2.2.2 The neutralisation of stops and affricates

Let us first consider the case of stops. Since negatively charmed stops 

(i.e. ph, p ’, th, t’, kh, k’) alternate with their corresponding neutral 

counterpart before a domain-final empty nucleus, it can be said that the 

element H", which is present in tensed and aspirated segments, will be 

delinked (or uninterprted) in this position. W hat this means is that 

domain-final em pty nuclei in Korean cannot not license negatively 

charmed elements. Thus, unlicensed elements are not interpreted as 

part of the realisation of the segment.

(10) / t7 -> [ t° ]

  O N
I I
x x ~>
I
?°
I
El 
I
h°
I 

I
H"

10I would like to note that, in the explanation of neutralisation below, I adopt some of 
Rhee's (1991 & in preparation) account of neutralisation.

0  N
1 I

x x
i
7°
I

R°
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Our task in accounting for the neutralisation of the negative stops is 

not finished yet. That is, we need to explain the so-called 'unreleasing’ 

process. We need to define this notion w ithin a phonological 

framework. As for this process, Harris (1990) claims that the contrast 

betw een the released  and unreleased phase of obstruen ts is 

characterised by the presence or absence of the element h°, the salient 

property of which is a narrowed articulatory stricture that produces 

turbulent airflow, and which is responsible for the presence of high- 

frequency aperiodic energy in the speech signal. Therefore, the notion 

of 'unreleasing' can be defined along the param eter that word-final 

empty nuclei of Korean do not license the element h°.

We are now able to formulate the neutralisation of stops as in (11) 

below. That is, the unlicensed elements, H’ and h°, are uninterpreted 

before a licensed empty nucleus.

(11) stops before domain-final empty nuclei

p’ -> p° b. ph -> p°
X X X X

1 1 1 \ 1
?° ?° ?° \ ?°
1 1 1 / 1

h°
i

U° h°
i

u °
i
U f
1

i
Uf
11 i

H"
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t’ - > t° d. th -> t°

X X X X

1 1 1 \ 1

? ° ?° ? °  \ ? °

1 1 1 / 1

h°
i

El h°
i

El
i

1

i

El
i1
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1
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k* -> k° f. & i V k ° n

X X X X

1 1 1 \ 1

? ° ? ° ?° \ ?°
1 1 1 / 1
h°
i

v° h°
i

V  0

i
v 0 
I

i
v!
I1

H "
1

H“

Based upon the above processes, the neutralisation of stops can be 

expressed as 'lenition' (or 'decom position') through the loss of 

unlicensed elements. The rem aining elements define the phonetic 

in te rp re ta tio n . Since ?° indicates constriction at the place of 

articulation, defined by one of the other constituent elements in the

l^Since one characteristic of the process of neutralisation is defined as h° deletion, it 
may possibly apply to neutral stops, as seen below. In order to differenciate the
neutralised stops from the underlying ones, one may use the symbol C""1 rather than C°.

p° - > P° t° - > t° k° - > k°
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com pound structure, it produces [p°] when fused w ith U°, [t°] when 

fused with R°, and [k°] when fused with v°.

Secondly, let us consider the case of affricates. The affricate / c ° /  is 

composed of R°, 1°, and the noise element h°. Adding some additional 

tonal elements to this representation derives two negatively charmed 

segments, / c ’/  and /c h/ .  These affricates undergo neutralisation before 

domain-final empty nuclei, and become [t°]. This is illustrated by the 

structures below in (12).

(12) affricates before domain-final empty nuclei

c° -> t° b. c’ -> t° c. ch -> t°

X X X X X X

1 1 1 1 1 \ 1
?° 7° ?° 7° 7° \ 7°
1 1 1 1 I / 1

h°
1

R° h°
I

R° h°
i

R°
1
R°i

1
R°
i

i
R°ii

1°
I

1°
1

i
P
I1

H-
1

H-

As in the case of stops, the elements H" and h° cannot be licensed by the 

follow ing dom ain-final em pty nucleus, thus they w ill no t be 

interpreted in this position. From the above derivations, we can also 

see that the element 1° cannot be licensed before a licensed empty 

nucleus.
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3.2.2.2.3 The neutralisation of fricatives and the liquid

Let us now consider the neutralisation of fricatives and the liquid. The 

alveolar fricative / s ° /  is composed of two elements, R° and h°, and 

adding the negative element H" to these elements produces tensed 

/ s ’/ . 12 On the other hand, the liquid / r /  is composed of a single 

element R°. As mentioned above, fricatives are realised as [t°], and / r /  

is realised as [1] before a domain-final empty nucleus.

(13) fricatives and / r /  before domain-final empty nuclei

a. s° -> t° b. s’ -> t°

X
1

X X
i

X
]

-1*
 

-
o o

- 
(X 

- -1*
 

-
o

- 
HO 

- 
O

sr 
-

o R° h°
1

IW 
"

o

J
H-

c. r -> 1

X
i

X
i

o
- 

P4
i

R°
I
?0

In case of the fricatives, as expected, h° and H" are not interpreted 

before a domain-final empty nucleus. What is im portant is that the 

element ?° is added in order for / s ° /  to be realised as [t°]. The same is 

true in the case of / r / .  Notice that [1] is composed of R° and ?°. As for 

this, Rhee (in preparation) claims that the domain-final empty nuclei 

of Korean can license only neutral consonants which have the element

l^Note that there is no / s h/  in Korean.
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7°. Therefore, a change in the make-up of the segments / s %  / s ’/  and 

/ r /  is required to meet this condition. The domain-final empty nucleus 

licenses an ambient ?° element, resulting in the segments [t°] and [1] 

respectively.

The above d iscussion 'o f fricatives and the liquid / r /  shows that 

neutralisation, in the sense of ’unreleasing', is not the simple stripping 

away of the element h°, but is defined as reinforcement by the element 

7° in certain cases. Thus, Sohn's (1987) delinking analysis does not 

adequately explain the process of neutralisation.

There is one thing we may add to the above discussion. It appears that 

non-nasal consonants before the domain-final empty nuclei of Korean 

m ust have only two elements;13 one, the element that contributes to 

the place dimension, and the other, ?°, as the manner specification of 

the segment. If segments contain more than one element of the place 

dim ension, the head will remain, as in the case of affricates. If 

segments do not contain ?°, this element must be added, as in fricatives 

and / r / .

We have so far discussed neutralisation in Korean in terms of GP. 

W hat is revealed is that domain-final empty nuclei in Korean have 

restricted licensing ability for the preceding onset, and this restriction is 

in the fact that certain elements are not licensed by a domain-final 

empty nucleus.

Let us now move on to the licensing of word-internal empty nuclei in 

Korean.

13I should note that this idea comes from a personal communication with S. Yoshida.
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3.3 Domain-internal empty nuclei and proper government

3.3.1 The licensing of domain-internal empty nuclei

In order for the discussion given below to be clearer, we need to arm 

ourselves with the following basic principles.

GP provides a principled account for the process of vowel-zero 

alternation in domain-internal position. It claims that the alternation 

does not result from the insertion or the deletion of a nucleus, but, 

rather, the nuclear position is seen as being always present in syllable 

structure. For instance, in a rule-based system, the process of [i]-zero 

alternation in Moroccan Arabic (e.g. akil '(he) eats' vs. akolu '(they) 

eat') is expressed either by saying that the nucleus which dominates [i] 

is deleted w hen the position precedes the sequence of a single 

consonant followed by a vowel, or alternatively, that the nucleus is 

inserted when the position is followed by a single consonant before a 

word boundary or by two consonants. However, GP claims that this is 

not the case. W hat GP claims is that the nucleus involved vowel-zero 

alternation is always present. Furthermore, the nucleus is lexically 

empty, and it may or may not be phonetically interpreted, according to 

the general principles of phonological theory.

Kaye (1987, 1990b) and Charette (1988, 1990a, 1991a) propose proper 

governm ent as a principle conditioning vowel-zero alternations in 

domain-internal positions. Proper government, as repeated below, is a 

condition on the licensing of domain-internal empty nuclei.
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(14) a. Government (Charette 1991a: 83)

A nucleus a  is in a governing relation with a nucleus p iff

(i) a  and p are adjacent at this level of projection

(ii) the relation is directional (from right-to-left or left-to-

right)

b. Proper Government (Charette 1990a: 238)14

A nucleus a  properly governs an empty nucleus p iff

(i) a  governs P

(ii) a  is not itself licensed

For a dom ain-internal empty nucleus to be licensed, it m ust be 

properly governed. In other words, a domain-internal nucleus that is 

realised as zero is an instance of an empty nucleus that is properly 

governed. On the other hand, a domain-internal empty nucleus which 

is not properly governed is not licensed. Unlicensed domain-internal 

empty nuclei m ust be phonetically realised. We illustrate this in (15) 

below, where we assume that proper government operates from right 

to left.

l 4In Kaye (1987, 1990b), it is claimed that proper government applies at the level of
the nuclear projection. This view is modified by Charette (1990b, 1991a) with the claim 
that proper government applies only at the level of the licenser projection. The 
difference between the two levels is that only nuclei are visible at the nuclear 
projection, whereas on the licenser projection, we find all nuclei (whether they are
filled or not) as well as onset heads. Readers are referred to Charette for a detailed 
discussion. Acknowledge that I now say that proper government applies at the nuclear 
projection, because, at the time of writing this thesis, Charette (to appear) adds the
following notion in her definition of proper government: (iii) a  is not a government- 
licenser. However, I would like to keep the notion of licenser projection, since either 
condition poses no theoretical problem, and derives the same result. The advantage of 
Charette's new proposal is that both the licensing process of filled nuclei and the 
proper government of empty nuclei can be accounted for at the same projection.
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(15) proper government and interpretation of empty nuclei

0  N O N O
1 I I I I

X  X  X X  X

I I I
C C C

N «« /  /  «« N ««««««
I I

0  N O N O
1 I I I I

X  X  X  X  X

I I I
C C C

The above structure contains two domain-internal empty nuclei. They 

will be phonetically in terpreted unless licensed through proper 

government. The empty nucleus in the penultimate nuclear position 

is properly governed by the following nucleus that is lexically filled. 

Thus, it is licensed, and will not be phonetically interpreted. The initial 

empty nucleus, however, cannot be properly governed by the following 

nucleus, because the potential proper governor is itself licensed. This 

licensed empty nucleus cannot be a proper governor as per (14bii). The 

initial empty nucleus is thus phonetically manifested. We derive the 

form [CaCCV].

3.3.2 Zero realisation before a single consonant

Following the conditions of Proper Government, let us consider the 

Korean [i]-zero alternation in domain-internal position. Following the

N
I

x =*=>=>

V

N proper government 
I

N
I
x
I
V interpretation: [CaCCV]
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claim that the vowel [i] is an instance of an empty nucleus, the contexts 

of alternation can be characterised as below in (16):15

(16) a. An em pty nucleus is realised as zero when the following 

nucleus, which is preceded by a single consonant, is unlicensed.

b. An empty nucleus is realised as [i ] before a w ord-final 

consonant.

c. An empty nucleus is realised as [i] before an apparent 

consonant cluster.

We start our discussion with the context (16a), and the corresponding 

examples are given in (17).

(17) a. an empty nucleus in penultimate position

/s°a e :k V y i/ [s°£e:k°s,i] 'g irl'
/e:m v°pho / [0:mpho] 'th rea t'
/  mi:rv°chi / [mi:lchi] 'stick'
/k°a:mv°chi / [k°a:mchi] 'to sew'
/n a k °v V i/ [nak°c’i] 'octopus'
/p°0nv°k°aa/ tp°0ngae] 'ligh tn ing '
/s°0nv°p°i/ [s°0nbi] 'scholar'
/  t°or|v0m u / [t°or|mu] 'friend '
/s°ar]v0chi / [s°ar|chi] 'cabbage*
/i:m v°c°a/ [r.mcga] 'ow ner'
/k°a:rv°m i/ [k°a:lmi] 'sea cucum ber1
/m a:rv°k°i/ [ma;lk°i] 'w aistband'
/  t’a:rv°k°i/ [t’a:lk°i] 'strawberry'
/  t°0rv°m i/ [t°0lmi] 'the nape’

15The discussion of syllable structure in Chapter 2 requires that some of the contexts in
(16) be revised. For clarity we leave this aside for the present.
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b. an empty nucleus in antepenultimate position

/ k ’ak'V'T’uk0! / [k5ak°t’uk°i] 'pickles'
/s°o:k0v0k,os°v0/ [s^ik'Tdot0] 'petticoat'
/p°0p°vos,0kov0/ [po0pos’0k°] 'no ise '
/k°0k°voc’0qv0/ [k°0k°c’0q] 'anxiety '
/ p 0aek0v°c?ar)v0/ [p°aek°c>aq] 'butcher'
/s°ip°v°s’ar|v0/ [s°ip0s’ar)] 'just right'
/t°an v 0k°orv0/ [t°angol] 'custom er'
/ t 0anv0p 0ak°v0/ [t°anbak°] 'n o w '
/nam v°c0isov °/ [namcgit0] 'o v e r '
/  k°o:mv°phaq v° / [k°o:mphaq] 'm u s t'
/0:qv°t°0qi/ [0:qd0Qi] 'the bottom '
/  s°o:qv0k0os°v0/ [s°o:qgot°] 'screw '
/m a:rv°s’0qv°/ [ma:ls’0I]] 'trouble '
/ k 0u:rv°t,uk°v0/ [k°u:lt’uk0] 'ch im ney '
/t°o;rv°c,0kow i/ [t°o:lc’0k°wi] 'h inge '
/ p ^ r v V u ^ v 0/ [p°uls>uk°] 'suddenly '

In the words presented in (17a), the penultimate empty nuclei are not 

phonetically realised. In those words, the empty nucleus is directly 

followed by a final nucleus that is lexically filled, thus, unlicensed.16 

This unlicensed nucleus properly governs the preceding em pty 

nucleus. Consequently, the empty nucleus is licensed, and will not be 

phonetically  m anifested, I attribute to words like / s 0a8:k0v V i  /  

[s°ae:kVi] 'girl' the structure in (18) below, where nuclei are projected at 

the level of licenser projection (henceforth, LP). Since Korean does not 

allow genuine consonant clusters, only nuclei are visible at the level of 

LP.

16The fact that the directionality of proper government in Korean is from right to left 
will be justified shortly.
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(18) a. /s°ae:k0v0s’i /  [s°aa;k°s’i] 'girl'
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1
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1
X X

1
X

1
s° ae k° s’ i [s0ae:k°s’i]

Let us now consider (17b), where a word-internal nucleus acts as a 

proper governor. We take the w ord / k ,ak°v°t>u k °i/ [k’ak °t’uk°i] 

'pickles' as an example:

(19) / k ,ak°v°t,uk°i/ [k,ak°t,uk°i] 'pickles'
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As can be seen in the above structure, the w ord / k ,a k °v ° t,u k ° i /  

'pickles' contains an empty nucleus in the antepenultim ate nuclear 

position. This empty nucleus is subject to proper government. Since 

this empty nucleus is adjacent to the governor at the level of LP, it will 

be properly governed by the following nucleus. Therefore, the empty 

nucleus is licensed, and will not be phonetically interpreted. We thus 

derive the correct result, [k,ak°t,uk°i].

We have so far considered the context where an em pty nucleus is 

followed by a lexically filled nucleus. We have seen that the empty 

nucleus does not receive phonetic interpretation by virtue of proper 

government. In the following section, let us consider the case of (16b).
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3.3.3 The [i] vowel before a domain-final consonant

The second context to consider in the [i]-zero alternation of Korean is 

that the [i] vowel cannot be absent before a domain-final consonant.

Follow ing the definition of Governm ent (cf. 14a) and  Proper 

governm ent (cf. 14b), there are two cases where proper government 

fails to apply. Firstly, it cannot apply if the nucleus which is the 

potential governor is licensed, as per (14bii). Secondly, proper 

governm ent fails to apply if the governor and governee are not 

adjacent at the level in question, as per (Mai). On the level of LP, where 

p roper governm ent operates, all licensers (all nuclei, and the 

governing heads of non-nuclear constituents) are projected. If a non

nuclear head, which is always the head of the constituent onset, 

intervenes between two nuclei at the level of LP, proper government 

fails to apply. However, note that this situation does not obtain in 

Korean, because this language allows only open syllables, and has no 

branching onsets. With this in mind let us consider the words in (20).

(20) the [i] vowel must be present before a word-final consonant

/k °a t0v0k°v0/ [k°at°ik°] 'fu ll'
/ k 0jarv°k°v0/ [k°jarik°] 'adm irable
/ p 08rv°s°v0/ [p°0rit°] 'hab it'
/ f a tV s V V [t’a t l t0] 'w arm ly '
/k °9 t0v0p°v0/ [k°at°ip°] 'again '
/m urv°phv 0/ [murip0] 'knee '
/m£et0v°p°vo/ [maet°ip°] 'k n o t'
/m o s0v°p°v0/ [mos°ip°] 'figure'
/m ik ’v°nv0/ [mik’in] 'sm o o th '
/k°urv°m v0/ [k°urim] 'cloud '
/ja rv °m v °/ [jarim] 'su m m er'
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/ s 0as°v°mv0/ [s°as°im] 'deer'
/  s°i:mv0p 0urv°m v0/ [s°i:mp°urim] 'e rrand '
/k °as0v°mv0/ [k°as°im] 'breast'
/e rv °n v ° / [0rin] 'ad u lt'
/s°0rv°nv°/ [s°0rin] 'th irty '
/m o:t°v°nv0/ [mo:t°in] •all'
/ c ,ac°v°]]v0/ [c’ac°iQ] 'anger'
/s°v 0sov°r]vo/ [s°is°ig] 'teacher'
/ t ’0:t°vorvo/ [t’0:t°il] 'to shout'
/ i thv°rv0/ [ithil] 'two days'
/s°ik ’v°rv0/ [s°ik’il] 'no ise '
/k °u s0v°rv0/ [k°us°il] 'jew el'
/p°inv°rv0/ [p°inil] 'scale'
/ k out°v0rv ° / [k°ut°il] 'hypocaust
/onv°rv0/ [onil] 'today'

As mentioned above, I assume that the vowel [i] is an instance of the 

interpretation of an empty nucleus. Therefore, these words contain an 

em pty nucleus in the penultim ate nuclear position (i.e. before a 

domain-final consonant). This position is phonetically manifested by 

the principles of proper government, because the domain-final empty 

nucleus, which is the potential governor, is itself licensed. I attribute 

the following structure to a word like [k°at°ik°] 'full1, for example:

(21) /k °a t0v0k°v0/  [k°at°ik°] 'full'
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The above structure contains an empty nucleus in the penultimate and 

final positions. The difference between this structure and /s°se:k0v0s’i /  

'girl' in (18) is that the domain-final nucleus is lexically filled in (18), 

while in (21), it is empty (note that vowel length has no influence on
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the [i]-zero alternation). Such a difference gives us a different result in 

the in terpretation of the penultim ate nuclear position of the two 

structures: example (21) manifests the vowel [i], whereas (18) does not. 

Proper governm ent accounts for the former phenomenon. Consider 

the following structure, in which higher projections are presented:

/k °a tc >oMo> ° /  [k<3at°ik°] •full*
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As m entioned above, only nuclei are visible at the level of LP in 

Korean. The initial nucleus is filled with a segment, thus, it is not 

relevant to proper government. The penultimate nuclear position is a 

dom ain-internal empty nucleus, thus it m ust be subject to proper 

government. The proper governor of this nucleus is the domain-final 

nucleus, which is em pty in this structure. As m entioned above, 

domain-final empty nuclei of Korean are licensed. A licensed empty 

nucleus is not phonetically interpreted, and cannot be a proper 

governor. Therefore, the domain-final empty nucleus of the above 

structure cannot be a proper governor. In other words, the domain- 

final empty nucleus cannot license the preceding empty nucleus, and 

an unlicensed empty nucleus m ust be phonetically interpreted. The 

penultim ate nucleus is therefore phonetically interpreted. The empty 

nucleus is thus interpreted as [i] in this position, and the result is 

[k°at°ik°]. This is shown in (23) below.
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(23) /k °a t0v0k°v0/  [k°at°ik°] 'full'17
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Needless to say, the phonetic realisation

LP

[k°at°ik°]

position of the words in (20) can be accounted for in the same way as 

above. Let us now move onto the context described in (16c).

3.3.4 The [i] vowel before an apparent consonant cluster

In this section, let us consider the case where [i] is realised before an 

apparent consonant cluster. Since Korean does not allow genuine 

consonant clusters, an empty nucleus must always intervene between 

two consonants. Some examples are given in (24) below:

l 7An approach in which proper government applies from left to right fails to account 
for the zero realisation of the domain-final empty nuclei. If it were the case, it must be 
the domain-final empty nucleus rather than the penultimate nucleus that is 
phonetically realised, as is shown below.
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(24) [i] before Cv°CV

/k °a t0v0rv0mak°v0/  [k°at0ilmak°] 'be arrogant'
/ s 0ikhv0nv0t°ur)v0/  [s0ikhindurp 'be im pudent'
/s° ikov°mv0chi /  [s°ik°imchi] 'sp inach '
/ k 0as°v0m vQcMre/ [k°as°imchire] 'be sleepy*
/ t 0as0v 0rv0k°i/ [t°as°ilk°i] 'gastropods'
/k °o t0v0rv°k0£e/ [k°ot°ilk°ae3 'cowbell'

The forms given in (24) display sequences of two consecutive empty 

nuclei. Notice that a vowel m ust be present after an apparent 

consonant cluster. There is no word in Korean where a vowel in the 

nuclear position, preceded by an apparent consonant cluster, is absent 

(cf. *[alm.0k°0] and *[p°alk°0]). W hat is interesting to note in these 

words, is that it is the leftmost empty nucleus that is phonetically 

interpreted. This follows from proper government. From right to left, a 

filled nucleus properly governs the immediately preceding em pty 

nucleus. Thus, the p roperly  governed em pty nucleus is not 

phonetically in terpreted (cf. 25b). The properly governed nucleus 

cannot itself properly govern the empty nucleus to its left, since it is 

licensed and a licensed empty nucleus is not a proper governor (cf. 25c). 

T herefore, the leftm ost em pty nucleus m ust be phonetically  

interpreted. This is illustrated by the word /s°ik0v0mv°chi /  [s°ik°imchi] 

'spinach' in (25).

(25) / s 0ik°v0mv°chi /  [s°ik°imchi] 'spinach'
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C h a p te r  F o u r

SOME ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS ON THE LICENSING  

OF WORD INTERNAL EMPTY NUCLEI

4.1 Introduction

In chapter 3, we saw that the behaviour of dom ain-internal em pty 

nuclei in Korean can be explained in terms of proper government, as is 

the case in other languages such as Moroccan Arabic and French. 

However, many instances where a properly governable empty nucleus 

(i.e. the empty nucleus which is followed by an unlicensed nucleus) 

receives phonetic interpretation are menifested in Korean. In this 

chapter we will consider this phenomenon.

In the following section, I discuss domain-internal empty nuclei which 

are preceded by either a fricative, an affricate, or a negatively charmed 

(i.e. a tensed or aspirated) segment. In the preceding chapter, we saw 

that these segments are not licensed by a domain-final empty nucleus 

and thus alternate with some other segment. It will be seen in the 

discussion in the following section that a properly governable empty 

nucleus resists being licensed when it is preceded by one of these 

segments. In 4.3, we will consider words containing an empty nucleus 

in the first nuclear position. This is another context where empty 

nuclei m ust receive phonetic interpretation. In 4,4, I discuss the cases 

in w hich p roperly  governable em pty nuclei receive phonetic  

interpretation when the two onsets surrounding the em pty nucleus
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fail to form a governing relation. This leads me to claim that the 

licensing of dom ain-internal empty nuclei in Korean requires two 

conditions, namely, proper government and inter-onset government. 

Concretely, a properly governable empty nucleus will be licensed if it is 

w ithin an inter-onset governing domain. If inter-onset governm ent 

fails to apply between the two onsets that surround the empty nucleus, 

the intervening empty nucleus will receive phonetic interpretation 

even if it is properly governable by the following unlicensed nucleus. 

On the other hand, a domain-internal empty nucleus m ust receive 

phonetic interpretation regardless of inter-onset governm ent if it is 

followed by a licensed empty nucleus.

4.2 The empty nucleus after either a fricative, affricate or negatively 

charmed segment

4.2.1 The data

Let us consider the examples given in (1) below as the first instance of 

unlicensed empty nuclei which are properly governable by a following 

nucleus.

(1) properly governable but unlicensed empty nuclei

a. after a fricative

/p °us°vor0m vo/  [p°us°ir0m] 'u lcer'
/k°as°v°na/ 
/k°ak’as0v°ro/ 
/ k 0os°v°pherv0/  
/ k hv0ris°v°chanv0 /

[k°as°ina] 'girl'
[k°ak’as°iro] 'narrowly'
[k°os°iphel] 'gospel'
[khiris°ichan] 'Christian'
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/h o s0v°thes°v0/
/h0s°v°khi /
/ p has°v°therv0/

[hos°ithes°i] 'hostess'
[h9s°ikhi] 'huskey (voice)'
[phas°ithel] 'pastel'

b. after an affricate

/k°acov°r0nv0/
/k°oc°von0kovo/
/0C°V°p°0/

[k°ac°ir0n] 'be in order'
[koocoin0k°] 'be silent'
[0c°ip°0] 'a las'
[s°ic°ik*i] Qapanese proper name) 
[ac°ithsek°] 'A ztec'

alas
/s°v 0c0v0k’i /
/a c 0v°thsek°v0/

c. after tensed or aspirated segments

/k'ak’v^ak^/
/k°jac,v0m ak°v0/
/s°6 tV 0k°i/
/t°0 rv okhvot°0kovo/
/n a p hv°tharv°rinv°/

[k’ak’irak^] 'bits of rice'
[k°jac’imak°] 's lender'
[s°bt,ik°i] 'a horsetail'
[to0lkhito0ko] 'click'
[naph| t hallin] 'naph tha lene

In the above examples, the underlined [£] is the phonetic manifestation 

of an unlicensed empty nucleus. Notice that this position is followed 

by another nucleus that is lexically filled. That is, the empty nucleus in 

the above words is a potential governee, and the following nucleus is a 

potential governor. Following proper government, this position ought 

to be licensed, and need not be phonetically realised. However, it 

appears that the em pty nuclei in the above data resist p roper 

government. W hat is of importance is that the consonsants appearing 

before the empty nuclei are either fricatives, affricates, or tensed or 

aspirated segments. Indeed, in such cases, all Korean w ords m ust 

phonetically in terpret the dom ain-internal em pty nucleus. Let us 

discuss this phenomenon within the framework of GP in the following 

section.
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4.2.2 The licensing properties of the domain-internal empty nucleus

In the previous chapter, we saw that fricatives, affricates, or tensed or 

aspirated segments (more precisely, certain elements they contain) 

cannot be licensed by a licensed empty nucleus. In other words, they 

can only be licensed by an unlicensed nucleus. At this point in our 

discussion, the segments (or elements) are followed by an em pty 

nucleus that is properly governable. In the following pages, let us 

consider how a language chooses between two possibilities when the 

following two notions are in conflict. Recall that:

(2) a. A properly gove^fied (or a licensed) empty nucleus may

not be phonetically realised.

b. Certain elements can be licensed only by an unlicensed

nucleus.

Consider the situation where a properly governable empty nucleus is 

preceded by an onset which dominates a segment containing the 

elements that can be licensed only by an unlicensed nucleus. The two 

processes are in conflict, with two options: the first option is 'onset- 

dom inant', whereby the empty nucleus resists licensing in order to 

save the preceding onset segment; the second option is 'nucleus- 

dom inant', whereby an empty nucleus is licensed and causes the 

preceding onset segment to alternate with one which can be licensed by

a .licensed  em pty nucleus. Korean manifests both cases: domain- 

internal empty nuclei are derived in the former instance, and domain- 

final empty nuclei in the second.
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4.2.2.1 Nucleus-dominant: domain-final empty nuclei in Korean

Let us first consider what the situation would be if, in cases where the 

above two conditions in (2) are in conflict, a language chooses the 

licensing of an empty nucleus over the licensing of the preceding onset 

segment. In this case, an empty nucleus that is properly governable 

would be interpreted as zero. Since this nucleus cannot be a licenser for 

the preceding onset segment, there must be segmental change in the 

preceding onset.

In order to illustrate this, let us consider domain-final empty nuclei in 

Korean. In fact, we have already seen this case in the preceding chapter. 

That is, the segments containing the elements which are licensed only 

by an unlicensed nucleus alternate with a corresponding neutral stop 

before a dom ain-final em pty nucleus (cf. F inal O b stru en t 

Neutralisation). Some simple examples are given in (3) below.

stem stem + / e /  'at' gloss

/p°ak’v°/ [p°ak°] [p°ak’e] 'ou tside '
/p°u0khv°/ [p°u9k°] [p°uakhe] 'k itchen '
/ ip hv°/ [ip°] [iphe] 'leaf'
/p°athv°/ [p°at°] [p°athe] 'field '
/n acV V [nat°] [nac°e] 'daytim e
/k ’ochv°/ [k’ot°] [k’oche] 'flow er'
/  os°v°/ [ot°] [os°e] 'clothes'

Again, from the examples where the suffix / e /  'atr is added, we can 

confirm that the underlying representations of the stems contain either 

a fricative, affricate, or a negatively charmed segment in the final onset. 

Recall that these segments contain the elements that need to be
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licensed by the following unlicensed empty nucleus. However, the 

following empty nucleus is licensed by virtue of its final position, thus, 

it cannot license the preceding onset that contains such a segment. Two 

possible phonological processes are in conflict. If domain-final empty 

nuclei in Korean took the first option, the domain-final empty nucleus 

w ould resist licensing, and could preserve the preceding onset 

segment. However, since domain-final empty nuclei in Korean are 

always licensed, they have to choose the second option. They choose to 

be licensed rather than to license the onset segment. Therefore, the 

process of 'Final Obstruent Neutralisation' applies to the onset. This is 

show n below  in (4), where the word /p ° a thv ° / [p°at°] 'field' is 

illustrated.

Nucleus-•dominant: / p (3athv°/ [p°at°] 'field'
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4.2.2.2 Onset-dominant: domain-internal empty nuclei in Korean

That Korean pronounces a domain-internal empty nucleus in this 

situation, as can be seen in (1), shows that, given the two options, 

dom ain-internal empty nuclei preserve the licensing of the preceding
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onset segm ent at the cost of being licensed th rough  p roper 

governm ent. This means that a domain-internal em pty nucleus in 

Korean resists proper government if the preceding onset dom inates a 

segm ent containing the elements which m ust be licensed by an 

unlicensed nucleus. The domain-internal empty nucleus fails to be 

licensed, thus, is phonetically interpreted in order that the preceding 

onset that contains such a consonant be licensed. This is shown below 

in (5).

(5) a. an empty nucleus preceded by a fricative:

/ p has°v°therv0/  'pastel'1
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1In this structure, we do not consider the alternation of / r / with [1]. See Chapter Two for 
a detailed discussion.
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b. an empty nucleus preceded by an affricate:

^ 0 / 'alas'
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c. an empty nucleus preceded by a negatively charmed segment: 

/ k ’ak’v°rak°i/ 'bits of rice'
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We have so far discussed how an empty nucleus fails to be properly 

governed (i.e. licensed) if it is preceded by either a fricative, affricate, or 

a negatively charmed segment. We have discovered that in Korean, a
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domain-internal empty nucleus that is preceded by any such segment 

resists proper government, so that the preceding onset segment may be 

preserved. Domain-final empty nuclei in Korean, on the other hand, 

take the other option, so that the onset segment undergoes so-called 

'Final Obstruent Neutralisation' and vocalisation respectively.

4.3 Domain-initial empty nuclei

In this section, let us consider the dom ain-initial em pty nuclear 

position, where proper government again fails to apply. Consider the 

following words in (6).

(6) domain-initial empty nuclear position

/nv°k ’i / [nik’i] 'to feel'
/nv°tha ri/ [nithari] ’agaric'
/k°v°chi / [k°ichi] 'to stop1
/k°v°m anv0/ [k°iman] 'no more'
/  s°v°chi / [s°ichi] 'to go by'
/s°v 0m urv°/ [s°imul] 'tw enty'
/t°v °m urv°/ [t°imul] 'be rare'
/c°v°r0nv°/ [c°|r9n] ’abundant'
/ t ’v0n£ek°i/ [t’inaek°i] 'tram p '

The dom ain-initial nuclei of the above words are phonetically  

interpreted even though they have a potential proper governor to their 

right. We note that this phenomenon is not an idiosyncratic property 

of Korean but is common to a number of languages, such as Parisian 

French (Charette 1990b), and Tonkawa (Y. Yoshida 1990). In the schwa- 

zero alternation of Parisian French, for instance, the dom ain-initial
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nuclear position is not subject to proper governm ent, whereas the 

same position respects proper government in Quebec French, if the 

proper governor receives stress.2 Observe the following examples in (7).

(7) Quebec Fr. Parisian Fr.

petit tpfi] [pafi] ’sm all’
petitesse [p3tdt8s] [petitss] 'smallness
cheval [Jfal] [Jsval] ’horse’
chevalier [Jevalje] [Jevalje] ‘knight’

As can be seen in (7), the words 'petit' and 'cheval' have the stress on 

the second nuclear position. The dom ain-initial em pty nucleus is 

properly governed by the following stressed vowel in Quebec French, 

whereas this position resists proper government in Parisian French. 

Thus, schwa does not manifest itself in the former language, but is 

present in the latter.

The same process can also be observed in Tonkawa. Stated informally, 

in this language any vowel undergoes elision if the following vowel is 

p resent (cf. 8a). However, the dom ain-initial nuclear position is 

inaccessible to this process (cf. 8b).

(8) vowel-zero alternation in Tonkawa (Y. Yoshida 1990: 54-55)

picno? 'he cuts it’
notxo? ’he hoes it’
netlo? 'he licks it'
naxco? 'he makes it a fire'

picen 'castrated one, steer'
notox ’h o e ’

2The reader should note that stress in French falls on the final unlicensed nucleus.
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As for this process, Y. Yoshida (1990: 59) proposes that the first nucleus 

of Tonkawa is inaccessible to phonological processes. Her proposal is 

also applicable to Korean. There are no words in Korean where a 

dom ain-initial nuclear position is realised as zero, i.e. no apparent 

initial clusters are observed. Therefore, proper governm ent fails to 

apply here. I shall take the form /k°v°m anv0/  [k°iman] 'no more' as an 

example.

/k°v °manv° /  [k‘5iman] 'no
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We have so far considered empty nuclei that are properly governable 

but are unlicensed, and thus always receive phonetic realisation: these 

were (a) empty nuclei after fricatives, affricates, or negatively charmed 

segments, and (b) domain-initial empty nuclei.

In the following section, let us consider other cases where an empty 

nucleus is properly governable, but is phonetically interpreted.

4.4 G overning relations betw een two onsets and the licensing of 

intervening empty nuclei

The discussion up to this point can be summ arised as follows: the 

licensing of a dom ain-internal empty nucleus in Korean respects
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proper governm ent (cf. Chapter 3), except in the two cases that are 

discussed in 4.2-4.3. Following this, we may expect all other domain- 

internal empty nuclear positions to be accounted for by a single notion 

of proper government. However, as seen in Chapter 1, the presence 

and absence of the vowel [i] is not only controlled by the presence and 

absence of the following vowel, but is also determined by the relation 

betw een the surrounding  consonants. This relation is called a 

'governing relation'. Let us discuss the governing relation between 

consonants in detail.

4.4.1 Governing relations between consonants

GP claims that there is a governing relation betw een adjacent 

consonants, and it is determ ined by the charm  value a n d /o r  

complexity of a segment. In most cases, a governor is a segment that is 

negative in charm value, whereas a governee is a segm ent that is 

neutral. Thus, a governing consonant is a segm ent that usually 

contains H~ or L". In Korean, negatively charmed segments contain H", 

and  thus, they are po ten tial governors. Let us rep ea t the 

representations of the negatively charmed segments.
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(10) a. tensed segments
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However, there exist some cases where a neutrally charmed segment

may govern another neutrally charmed segment, provided that it 

contains no fewer elements than the governee.
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(11) Complexity Condition (Harris 1990: 274)3

Let a  and (3 be segments occupying the positions A and B 

respectively. Then if A governs B, (3 m ust be no more complex 

than a.

According to this condition, the governing relations between neutral 

consonants are determined by the number of elements they contain. 

Consider the representations of the neutrally charmed segments.
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Nasals, which contain four elements, are the best governors among 

neutral segments, and / r /  (and the glides / I 0/  (i.e. [j]) and /U ° /  (i.e. [w]) 

if they appear in an onset position), which contain(s) only one element, 

is /a re  the better governee(s). We can therefore formulate the following 

governing relations for Korean consonants.

3The Complexity Condition was first proposed in KLV (1990).
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(13) The consonantal Governing relations based on Charm  value 

and the Complexity Condition

segments r, liquids neutral
obstruents

nasals tensed,
aspirated

charm neutral negative
No. of 

elem ents
1 2 - 3 4

governing
potential

< ------
better governee

-------->
better governor

W ith these governing properties in mind, let us discuss the contexts 

responsible for the blocking of proper government by the consonants 

surrounding an empty nucleus*

4.4.2 Failure of inter-onset government blocks proper government

In chapter 1, we saw that the presence or absence of the vowel [i] is 

systematically controlled by the quality of the surrounding consonants. 

This can be summarised as in the table in (14), below.

(14) The [i]-zero alternation between two consonants

context: Ci v° C2 V
C2

Ci
liquid nasal neutral

obstruent
tensed or 
aspirated

liquid 0 0 0 0

nasal i 0 0* 0
neutral stop i i* i* 0

This table shows that the licensing of an empty nucleus (i.e. the [i]-zero 

alternation) in dom ain-internal position is by and large related to 

governm ent between the two consonants that surround it. That is,
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apart from the cases where an asterisk (*)4 is indicated, it is possible to 

say that an empty nucleus is not phonetically realised if the consonant 

in the following onset governs the one in the preceding onset, whereas 

it receives phonetic interpretation if the consonant in the following 

onset cannot govern the preceding one. We call the governing relation 

between two onsets 'inter-onset government' (cf. Heo 1991a&b, 1992), 

and this government applies from right to left (at least in Korean).

In order to demonstrate this aspect concretely, and to define it in a 

formal way, let us consider the data column by column.

4.4.2.1 Empty nuclei before a liquid

We will begin w ith the case where a properly governable em pty 

nucleus is followed by a liquid, and is preceded by another consonant. 

Observe the following examples in (15). Note that we will not consider 

the case where an empty nucleus is preceded by a negatively charmed 

segment, a fricative, or an affricate, because it was dealt with in the 

preceding section.

4These exceptional cases are divided into two groups. Firstly, government between 
neutral obstruents (or stops) does not respect the Complexity Condition, even though the 
two consonants are identical(e.g. *[k°k°]), or the preceding consonant is inferior to the
following one in complexity (e.g. *[k°c°]). It should be recalled that the presence of [1] 
between negatively charmed segments is discussed in the preceding section: an empty 
nucleus preceded by a negatively charmed segment is always unlicensed. Secondly, 
neither the sequence involving a nasal followed by a neutral obstruent, nor the reverse 
sequence, respects the Complexity Condition. According to this condition, an empty 
nucleus in the former case should be phonetically interpreted, and it should not be 
phonetically realised in the latter. However, Korean manifests the opposite results. 
These will be discussed shortly.
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(15) a. liquid + v° + liquid + V

/k°0rv°re/ [k°0lle] ’dustc lo thes’
/k°0:rv°raqv0/ [k°0:llaq] 'meat on the rib1
/p°0rv°re/ [p°0lle] 'insect'
/p°arv°ri/ [p°alli] 'to open'
/t°arv°raa/ [t°allae] 'to soothe'
/t°a:rv°ra/ [t°a:lla] 'to request'
/no :rv°ra / [no:lla] 'to surprise'
/na:rv°rj0p°v0/ [na:llj0p°] 'be quick'

b. nasal + v° + liquid + V

/m j0 n v °ri/ [mjoniri] 'son's wife'
/c°inv°r0m i/ [c°iniromi] 'f in '
/k °9nv°ri/ [k°9niri] 'to lead'
/o m v °ri/ [omiri] 'to shut'
/k°v°r0m v°ro / [k°ir0miro] 'therefore '

c. neutral stop + v° + liquid + V

/  k°ot0v0rv°m v0 / [k°ot°irirn] ’icicle’
/j0 t°v°rvom vo/ [j0t°irim] ’p im ple '
/s°inap°v0ro / [s°inap°£ro] 'gradually '
/s°ik°vor0coi / [s°ik°ir0c°i] 'to vanish'
/  t°ut°vor0koi / [t°ut°ir0koi] 'ra sh '
/j0 t°v°re/ [j0t°ire] '8th day'

The empty nucleus in (15a) poses no problem. That is, it is adjacent to a 

proper governor at the level of LP, and the consonants surrounding it 

are identical, thus, they contain the same number of elements. Recall 

that the Complexity Condition allows a governing relation b e tw ee n ^ ) 

two onsets that contain the same number of elements. Thus, nothing 

prevents the in tervening  em pty nucleus from  being p roperly  

governed, therefore, it is not phonetically m anifested. This is 

illu stra ted  below in (16), where the word /k ° 8 rv ° re /  [k°9lle]
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'dustclothes' is taken as an example. Note that we assume that there is 

a single R° in this word.

(16) liquid + v° + liquid + V: /k°arv°re / 'dustclothes'
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The above derivation shows the process of the licensing of a properly 

governable em pty nucleus by virtue of inter-onset governm ent. If 

in ter-onset governm ent is form ed betw een the two consonants 

surrounding  a properly governable empty nucleus, it allows the 

licensing of the empty nucleus.

Before considering the case where a properly governable em pty 

nucleus fails to be licensed, let us complete the above derivation. What 

is required is the segmental change of / r /  to [1], As we have seen in 

Chapter 2, / r /  followed by a licensed empty nucleus will be realised as 

[1]; adding ?° to R° produces [1], as in (17). The second / r /  also obtains ?°, 

deriving [1], so that inter-onset government is maintained.
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(17) liquid + v° + liquid + V: /k°0rv°re/ 'dustclothes'
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Let us now consider the empty nuclei, printed in bold in (15b&c). They 

either have a potential proper governor to their right (e.g. /k °0 n v °ri/ 

[k°0niri] 'to lead'), or are the first member of two successive domain- 

internal em pty nuclei (e.g. /k °o t0v 0rv°m v0/  [k°ot°irim ] 'icicle'). If 

nothing prevents proper government from applying, we would expect 

that the empty nucleus would not be phonetically interpreted, because 

the following (empty) nucleus is unlicensed. However, in the examples 

above, they invariably receive phonetic interpretation.

To see how inter-onset government affects the application of proper 

governm ent, let us first consider the empty nucleus betw een the 

sequence involving a neutral stop and a liquid. Let us take the word 

/k ° o t0v 0rv °m v0/  [k°ot°irim ] 'icicle' as an example (cf. 18b), and 

compare it with /s°arv0k0v°nv0/  [s°alk°in] 'with a rustle' (cf. 18a)5, in 

w hich the sequence is reversed in the same position, and the 

intervening nuclear position is not phonetically manifested.

5This word and some similar forms will be seen in Chapter 4.2.2.3., where the empty 
nucleus before a neutral obstruent is considered.
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(18) a. liquid + v° + obstruent + V: /s°arv0k0v°nv0/  ’with a rustle'
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b. obstruent + v° + liquid + V: /k 0ot0v0rv°mv0/  'icicle'
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x x x x x x x x  
I I I  I I
k° o t° r m

Let us first consider (18a). The final nucleus of this structure is empty. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, domain-final em pty nuclei in 

Korean are licensed. Since the nucleus is itself licensed, it would not be 

phonetically interpreted, and it cannot be a proper governor for the 

preceding empty nucleus. An empty nucleus whose proper governor is 

licensed m ust receive a phonetic interpretation, whether or not inter

onset governm ent applies. The penultim ate  nucleus is thus

phonetically m anifested. On the other hand, the antepenultim ate 

nucleus is licensed: it is followed by an unlicensed empty nucleus, and 

the penultim ate onset containing the neutral obstruent / k ° /  can 

govern the preceding  onset which dom inates / r / .  In ter-onset 

governm ent, established betw een the two onsets, allow s the 

intervening empty nucleus to be properly governed by the proper 

governor to its right. We get the desired result by adding ?° to the / r /  

preceding the licensed empty nucleus: [s°alk°inj. This is illustrated in 

(19).
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(19) /s°a rv 0k0von v °/ 'with a rustle'
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Let us now  consider the structure (18b). The situation up to the 

penultimate nucleus is same as in (18a): the final empty nucleus that is 

itself licensed would not have phonetic interpretation, and it cannot be 

a proper governor for the preceding empty nucleus. The penultim ate 

empty nucleus is thus phonetically manifested. Note that / r /  before an 

unlicensed empty nucleus does not undergo segmental change.

However, the situation is different for the antepenultim ate nucleus. 

This position in (18b) is phonetically realised even though it has a 

potential proper governor to its right, because the failure of inter-onset 

governm ent blocks proper government. Recall that / r /  contains less 

elements than / t ° / ,  which has three elements, and so the former 

cannot govern the latter, as per the Complexity Condition. An empty 

nucleus that is not properly governed cannot be licensed, and should 

be phonetically interpreted. This is shown in (20).
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(20) /k °o t0v 0rv°m v0/  'icicle'
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Finally, the fact that the domain-internal empty nucleus between the 

ordered sequence of a nasal and a liquid in (15b) receives phonetic 

in terpretation  can be explained in the same way. C onsider the 

following structure where the word /k °en v °ri/ [k°0niri] 'to lead' is 

taken as an example.

(21) liquid + v° + nasal + V: /k °env°ri/ [k°0niri] 'to lead'
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As can be seen in the above structure, the empty nucleus is properly 

governable by the following unlicensed nucleus dominating the vowel 

/ i / .  How ever, inter-onset governm ent fails to apply because the 

po ten tial governor containing / r /  cannot govern the potential 

governee containing / n / .  Simply, / n /  consists of four elements and
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cannot be governed by / r / ,  which consists of a single element, R°. The 

failure of inter-onset government blocks proper governm ent. Thus, 

the empty nucleus is phonetically manifested, resulting in [k°0niri].

4.4.2.2 Empty nuclei before a nasal

We have seen in the above discussion that a properly governable 

empty nucleus cannot be properly governed if inter-onset government 

between the two onsets surrounding it fails to apply. In this section, let 

us consider empty nuclei before nasals, by observing the data given 

below in (22).

a. liquid + v° + nasal +

/0 rv °m a/ [0lma] 'how m uch’
/ s 50rv°mse/ [s’elmce] 'sledge'
/ k 0o:rv°mok°v0/ [k°o:lmok°] 'alleyway'
/ p harv°ma0/ [phalma3] 'th ro w in g 1
/s°arv°m j0s°i/ [s°almj0s°i] 'secretly'
/k°a:rv°m i/ [k°a:lmi] 'sea cucumber'
/t°v°rv°m e:/ [t°ilme:] 'to tie'
/t°v°rvom 0koi / [t°ilm0k°i] 'to shake'

b. nasal + v° + nasal + V

/k°0:nv°n0/ [k°O:nn0] 'to cross'
/  0nv°ni/ [0nni] 'sister'
/s°im v°m ani/ [s°immani] 'ginseng-digge;
/a :m v°m anv°/ [a:mman] 'a m o u n t1

^Recall that Korean does not allow the sequence [-In-]. When two segments are next to 
each other by suffixation, the sequence is realised as either [on] or [11]: e.g. /u:r + ni/ 'to 
cry + because' —> [u:ni], and /c°ur + namk’i /  'rope + skipping' —> [c°ull9mk>i]. I do not 
have a solution to this problem as yet.
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/ k 0um v°nirv°/ [k°umnil] 'do a stretch-up'
/ k ’am v0njagv°/ [k’amnjag] 'ability'
/p°agv°m agi/ [p°agmagi] 'a club'
/agv°m agv0/ [agmag] 'a mess'
/m ag v °n an i/ [magnani] 'w retch '
/s°aqv°njarjv0/ [s°agnjaq] 'm atch '

c. neutral stop + v° + nasal + V

/nak°v°ne/ [nak°ine] 'stranger'
/s°ik°v°mchi / [s°ik°imchi] 'sp inach '
/s°v °rv okovom 0 n i/ [s0ilk°imani] 'secretly'
/t°o t°v°m i/ [t°ot°imi] 's ieve '

The examples in (22a) show that a properly governable empty nucleus 

followed by a nasal is licensed (i.e. is not phonetically realised) if a 

liquid precedes it. This is exactly opposite to the cases in (15b), where 

the empty nucleus is phonetically interpreted. Since both segments, / r /  

and the nasal, are neutrally charmed, the governing relation between 

them  is determ ined by the Complexity Condition. As seen above, 

nasals contain four elements and can govern / r / ,  which consists of a 

single element, R°. Therefore, the two consonants surrounding the 

empty nucleus in (22a) form an inter-onset governing domain, and the 

empty nucleus is eligible to be licensed. Again, / r /  in the preceding 

onset becomes [1] by addition of ?° before a licensed empty nucleus. This 

is seen in (23) below, where the word / s ’arv°mae/ [s’almae] 'sledge' is 

considered.
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(23) liquid + v° + nasal + V: / s ’9rv0mae/ 'sledge'
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Let us now move on to the cases in (22b), where an empty nucleus is 

surrounded by two nasal segments. These examples show that an 

empty nucleus is also licensed if it appears between nasals. Since the 

Complexity Condition allows a segment to govern another segment 

w hen bo th  have the same num ber of elem ents, in te r-onse t 

governm ent betw een nasals does not violate the condition.7 It is 

therefore the case that a properly governable empty nucleus between 

two nasals is licensed through proper government. We thus have no 

phonetic interpretation of an empty nucleus in this position. This is 

seen in (24), where the word /0qv°m aqv0/  ferjmar)] 'a mess' is taken as 

an example.

7We will return to this issue in Chapter 6, where the behaviour of the empty nucleus in 
verbal morphology is discussed.
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(24) nasal + v° + nasal + V: /0qv°m agvo/  !a mess'
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Before discussing the licensing of an empty nucleus between a neutral 

stop and a nasal, which seems problematic,8 let us first discuss the 

empty nucleus followed by a neutral obstruent.

4.4.2.3 Empty nuclei before a neutral obstruent

In discussing the licensing of an empty nucleus before a neutral 

obstruent, an empty nucleus before a fricative or affricate should be 

considered, because it is after such segments that the empty nucleus is 

always unlicensed (cf. 4.2). Consider the examples in (25) following, 

where empty nuclei preceded by a liquid, a nasal, and another neutral 

obstruent, are shown.

fo llo w in g  the Complexity Condition, the empty nucleus between a neutral stop and a 
nasal should be licensed, because the latter is more complex than the former. However, 
it appears that the empty nucleus is unlicensed.
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(25) a. liquid + v° + neutral obstruent + V

/ t ’a:rv°k°i/ [t’a:lk°i] 'strawberry'
/s°a rv 0k0v°nv0/ [s°alk°in] 'with a rustle'
/p°a:rv°s°6/ [p°a:ls°o] 'spy'
/ t ’0:rv°sose/ [ te ls 0®] 'o rn am en t'
/ t ’a;rv0p°o / [t*a:lp°o] 'd w arf
/k°arv°p°i/ [k°alp°i] 'rib '

b. nasal + v° + neutral obstruent + V

/s°o:r)v0k0os0v0/ [s°o:Qgot°] 'g im let'
/  t°or)v°p°ae/ [t°oqbse] 'd iv id ing '
/c°ar)v°t0o ri/ [c°aqdori] 'h am m er'
/  s°i:mv0p 0urv°m v0/ ts°i:mburim] 'e rrand '
/  nam v0c°is°v0/ [namcgit0] 'o v e r '
/c°am v°k°i/ [c°amgi] 'to sink'
/m u n v °t°v 0k0v 0/ [mundik0] 'suddenly '
/ t 0anv°k°orv0/ [t°angol] 'custom er'
/  s°0nv°p°i/ [s°Onbi] 'scholar'

c. neutral stop + v° + neutral obstruent + V

/ c 0ik°v0s°i/ [c°ik0is°i] 'patiently '
/ p 0ot°v0k°i/ [p0ot0ik°i] 'dwarf tree'
/  c°inv0t0v0k °i/ [c°ind£k°i] 'tick '
/p °an v 0t0v0s°i/ [p°andis°i] 'certainly '
/  m ugvok ovoco0kov°/ [muqg|c°0ko] 'linger'

The above w ords show that a properly governable em pty nucleus 

before a neutral obstruent is not phonetically realised if the preceding 

consonant is either a liquid (cf. 25a) or a nasal (cf. 25b), but will receive 

phonetic interpretation if it is preceded by any other neutral obstruent 

(cf. 25c).

The words in (25a) contrast with the ones in (15c), where an empty 

nucleus had  to be phonetically interpreted betw een the ordered
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sequence of a neutral stop and a liquid. Thus, we can explain the 

licensing of the empty nuclei in (25a) as before: inter-onset government 

is form ed between two onsets, and it allows the intervening empty 

nucleus to be properly governed by the potential proper governor to its 

right. The segment / r / ,  positioned before a licensed empty nucleus, 

m ust undergo segm ental change by the addition of the occlusion 

element ?°. We thus produce forms where / r /  alternates with [1] and 

the following empty nucleus is not phonetically manifested.

(26) liquid + ^° + neutral obstruent + V: /k°arv°p°i/ 'rib'
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The examples in (25b) are problematic, however, for the Complexity 

Condition. Following the Complexity Condition, nasals are more 

complex than neutral obstruents. Hence, the neutral obstruents should 

not be able to govern the nasals. The intervening nuclear position 

should then rem ain unlicensed yielding, *[s°0nip°i]. How ever, the 

actual result is [s°anbi].

W hat we should be aware of is that a neutral obstruent after a nasal 

always alternates with a negatively charmed segment that contains L" 

(i.e. with a so-called 'voiced' consonant), as shown in (27) below.
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(27) neutral obstruent after a nasal (e.g. /n v °p °/ --> [nb])
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This process can be identified as composition (or strengthening). 

Concretely, the element L" is added to the phonological representation 

of a segm ent that does not contain it underlyingly. Following 

Brockhaus (1992: 153), the composition process w ould increase the 

complexity of the affected segment.9 She claims that, in order for a 

segment to be strengthened, at least two conditions should be met. 

Firstly, the element which is obtained should have a local origin, i.e. it 

m ust spread from a neighbouring segment. Secondly, the affected 

segment should be in a governing position, where strengthening is in 

response to governing restrictions on charm and complexity.

It appears that both conditions are met in the situation in (27): firstly, 

there is a local source for the element L". The preceding nasal contains 

this element. Secondly, the affected obstruents are in the potential 

governing position. The fact that the neutral obstruent in this position 

has governing work to do motivates the spreading process, to avoid the 

phonetic realisation of an intervening empty nucleus. The neutral 

obstruent is strengthened to become a negatively charmed segment by

9Note that Brockhaus (1992: 184f.) also claims that there are cases where the 
composition process does not affect the complexity of a segment. Briefly, the difference 
between the two cases is in whether the affected segment is the governor or the 
governee. The former may increase in complexity, while the latter may not.
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the acquisition of L" from the nasal in the governee position.10 This 

process produces a governing relation. This is illustrated below in (28).

(28) strengthening: (e.g. /n(v°)p°/ --> [nb])
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The exam ples in (25c) are also problem atic for the Com plexity 

Condition. A domain-internal empty nucleus between a neutral stop 

and a neutral obstruent is always phonetically realised. In principle, 

this is not w hat the Complexity Condition predicts. Following this 

condition, neutral segments can tolerate equal complexity for governor 

and governee. Thus, we would expect that the empty nuclei in (25c) 

w ould not be phonetically realised. Matters are made worse when we 

consider the sequence /-k°v°c0- /  in /m u g v °k ov oco0 k °v 0/  'linger', 

where / c ° /  is more complex than /k %  Notice that this word is realised 

as [muqgic°0k°], not as *[mur]g0co0k0].

Note that Korean cannot have C°C° clusters, where C° is a neutral 

obstruent. It appears that neutral stops cannot have just any neutral 

governor but require a governor to be negatively charmed,11 as can be

10We will return to this issue in Chapter 6, where verbal suffixation is discussed.
^According to Brockhaus (1992: 154f.), German manifests a similar process. That is, the 
sequence of a neutral obstruent followed by devoiced obstruent is impossible, where the 
latter is neutral by virtue of the loss of L“.
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seen in (29), where the word /c°ik°v0s0i /  [c°ik°is°i3 'patiently ' is 

considered.

(29) neutral stop + v° + neutral obstruent + V: / c 0ik°v0s°i/ 'patiently' 
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This property of a neutral stop (or neutral obstruents in the general 

sense) is different from that of other segments such as liquids and 

nasals, which tolerate equal complexity for governor and governee. 

The Complexity Condition proposed by Harris (1990) can account for 

the latter cases, but not for the former. The first version of the 

Complexity Condition, proposed by KLV (1990: 218), which states that a 

neutral segment may govern if it has a complexity greater than its 

governee, may account for the property of neutral stops, but it cannot 

solve the cases of liquids and nasals. We cannot help but adm it at 

present that neutral obstruents cannot have a neutral governor.

We m ay now  answ er the question of why an em pty nucleus 

intervening betw een neutral stops and nasals receives phonetic 

interpretation in Korean (cf. 25c), by saying that nasals are neutrally 

charm ed, thus, they cannot be a governor for neutra l stops (or 

obstruents).
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(30) neutral stop + v° + nasal + V: /nak°v°ne/ 'passenger'
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There is one possibility for the phonetic interpretation of the empty 

nucleus between a neutral obstruent and a nasal. This possibility comes 

from the process of obstruent nasalisation. It is by this process that the 

final obstruent of the stem (in both nouns and verbs) alternates with a 

corresponding nasal when certain types of nasal-initial analytic suffixes 

are added. Consider the following examples.

(31) a, noun + suffix

/  c°ip°v°/ + /m anv°/
/  os°v0/  + /m an v 0khv°m v°/ 
/  p°u0khv°/ + /m a t°a / 
/k ’ochv°/ + /m ac°9]/

b. verb + suffix

[c°imman] 'house + only'
[onmankhimj 'clothes + as'

'kitchen + every' 
'flower + even'

[p°u0gmat°a]
[k’onmac0©]

/  c°ap°v°/ + / n i /  [c°amni]
/k°0:t°vo/  + /nv°nv0/  [k°0:nnin]
/k ’0k’vo/  + / n i /  [k’0r|ni]
/c ’o c V 5/  + /nv°nv0/  [c’onnin]

'to catch (interrogative)' 
'to walk (present)'
'to pick (interrogative)' 
'to chase (present)’

W hat is interesting is that obstruent nasalisation also applies across a 

syntactic domain. Concretely, Korean may omit nominal suffixes in 

certain circumstances, and consequently, we may have the situation 

where subject and verb, or object and verb, are next to each other. Let 

us now observe the case where the first word ends in an obstruent and
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is followed by a nasal which is the initial segment of the second word 

(cf. 32). We observe that the final obstruent in the preceding w ord 

never fails to undergo nasalisation.

(32) a. object + verb

t’ak° # mak°- [t’arjm ek0-] (*[t>ek°m ek0-])
'rice cake + to eat' 

k°ap° # nasri- [k°anmaeri-] (*[k°ap°naeri-])
'price + to reduce' 

os° # mant°il- [onmat°il-] (*[ot°mat°il-])
'clothes + to make' 

k'oc11 # nari- [k’onnari-] (*[k’ot°nart-])
'flower + to carry'

b. subject + verb

p°uakh #na:l- [p°uar)ne:l~] (^[p°uak°nal“])
'kitchen + be big' 

t°ap° # mac0- [t°ammat0-] (*[t0ap°mat°-])
'answer + be right' 

os° # ma:n(h)- [onma:n(h)~] (!t[ot°man(h)-])
'clothes + be plenty' 

k’och # n am - [k’onnam-] (^[k’o t^am -])
'flower + remain'

c. subject or object + adverb (+ verb)

c°ip° # mop°s5i (# c°ak°-) [c°immop°s,i-] Ct‘[c0ip°mop°s,i-])
'house (subj.) + very (+ be small)'

s°os°ik° # nil (# t°it° -) [s°os°ignil-] (fi-[s0os0ik°nil-])
'news (obj.) + always (+ to hear)'

It should be noted that, apart from nasalisation, no processes apply 

across a syntactic domain. For instance, tensification, w hich is a 

w idespread phenomenon in Korean, is observed in suffixation as well
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as in com pounds (cf. 33a&b).12 However, this process can never be 

found across a syntactic domain (cf. 33c-e).

(33) a. suffixation13

/c°ip°v°/ + /k °w a/ 
/k°uk°v°/ + /t°o / 
/k ’ochv °/ + /p°ot°a/ 
/k°9t°v°/ + /k ° i/  
/t°9phv°/ + /c°a / 
/c ’ochv0/  + /s°o /

[c0ip0k’wa] 'house + and'
[k°uk°t,o] 'soup + as well'
[k,ot°p,ot°a] 'flower + rather than'
[k°0tok ’i] 'to collect (gerundive)'
[t°0pVa] 'to cover (imperative)'
[c’otVo] 'to chase (interrogative)'

b. com pound

/ k ’ochv °/ + /  c°ip°v0/  [k’o tV ip0]
/os°v°/ + /k°ak°e/ [ot°k’ak°e]
/  t°ok°v°/ + /s °a / [t°ok°s’a]
/s°ip°v°/ + /t°v°Qv0/  [s°ip°t’ir)]
/nac°v°/ + /p°am v0/  [nat°p’am]

'flower + house (shop)' 
'clothes + shop'
'poison + snake'
'10th + grade'
'day + night'

l 2Tensification refers to a process where a neutral obstruent alternates with its tensed 
counterpart after another consonant across a licensed empty nucleus. I claim that 
tensification applies in order to form inter-onset governent between the two onsets.
13I would like to note that the suffixes that trigger nasalisation or tensification are 
analytic. As shall be seen in the following chapters, Suffixes are added to the stem 
either analytically or non-analytically. The former devides the stem and the suffix 
into different domains, i.e. /[[A] B l/ or /[[A] [B]]/, and the latter treats the stem and the 
suffix as a morphologically simplex word, having only a single domain, i.e. /[A B ]/. 
Thus, in analytic morphology, the stem ending in a consonant must have an empty 
nucleus at the end of domain. The claim that the suffixes in (31&33) are analytic 
follows from the fact that they contrast with forms such as / c 0ap°v°/ 'to catch' + /n a /  
'but' --> [c°ap°ina] and / ,  /k°9t°v°/ 'to collect' + /s ° i /  (respective) —> [k°et°is°i], where 
the suffixes are added non-analytically, and the empty nucleus between stem and suffix 
is phonetically realised (cf. Chapter 6).
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c. object + verb

c°ip° # c°i:s°- [c°ip0c°i:t0-] 'house + to build'
(*[c°ip°c,i:t0-])

os° # t°ari- [ot°t°ari-] 'clothes + to iron'
(*[ot°t’ari-])

chaek° # p°9ri- [chaekop°0ri-] 'book + to throw'
(*[chaek°p’0ri~])

mok° # k°up°uri- [mok°k°up°uri-] 'neck + to bend'
(*[mok0k’up°uri-])

d. subject + verb

c°ip° # c°oh- [c°ip°c°oh-] 'house + be good'
(*[c°ip0c’oh-])

os° # t°0:r0p°- [os°t°0:r0p0-] 'clothes + be dirty'
(*[osot’0:r0p°-])

t°ok° # p°i- [t°ok°p°i-] 'jar + be empty'

(*[t°ok°p’i-])
mok° # k°il- [mok°k°il-] 'neck + be long'

(*[mok°k’il-])

e. subject or object + adverb (+ verb)

c°ip° # t°aet0anhi (# c°ak°-) [c°ip°t°aet0anhi-]
(>f,[c0ip°t,aet0anhH )

'house (subj.) + very (+ be small)'

s°os°ik° # k°ak’im (# t°it° -) [s0os°ik0k 0ak’im-]
(^ [s ^ s ^ k ^ ’ak’tm-])

'news (obj.) + occasionally (+ to hear)'

We observe that tensification can apply if the two onsets separated by a 

domain-final empty nucleus are within a ^oni)) but does not apply if 

the two onsets are separated by a word-final empty nucleus14, i.e. if they 

are syntactically remote. However, nasalisation does apply in both

14i use the term ’word-final empty’ nucleus referring to the final empty nucleus 
appearing at the end of word.
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contexts. Concretely, the two elements N + and L“ in the initial segment 

of the following w ord (or suffix) spread to the preceding obstruent 

whether or not they are syntactically adjacent. Put another way, a nasal 

alw ays spreads the elements N + and L“ to the preceding onset 

dom inating an obstruent, if it appears in the potential governing 

position across a licensed empty nucleus, i.e. the two elements spread 

even across a syntactic domain.

(34) a. N + and L" spread across a domain-final empty nucleus 

/[[k ’0kVo] n i]/ [k’arjni] 'to pick + interrogative'
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x x ]
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b. N + and L" spread across a word-final empty nucleus

t°ap° # mac0- [t°ammat°-] 'answer + be right'

0  N O N
1 I I I

[ x x x x ]yp
I I I

U° a c°
I
?°
I

N+
I

L"
1
[m] [t°ammat0-]

R e tu rn ing  to the m ain story, let us consider the case of 

m orphologically simplex (= unsuffixed) cases, in which the empty 

nucleus appears in a sequence involving a neutral obstruent followed 

by a nasal (e.g. /nak°v°ne/ [nak°ine] 'passenger'). As for this case, it 

may be possible to claim that the empty nucleus receives phonetic 

interpretation in order to block nasal spreading. In other words, the 

spreading of elements is blocked, so that morphologically simplex 

w ords m anifest their underlying segments. This is show n in (35) 

below, where the word /nak°v°ne/ [nak°ine] 'passenger' is taken as an 

example.
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(35) nasal spreading is blocked in morphologically simplex words:

/nak°v°ne/ [nak°ine] 'passenger’

0
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1
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1
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1
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1
k° [i]
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//< =  N + 
I

//<= L-

4.4.2.4 Empty nuclei before a negatively charmed segment

Finally, I consider a properly governable em pty nucleus before 

negatively charmed segments. Again, I do not include the cases where 

fricatives and negatively charmed segments are in the preceding onset 

position. Some examples are given below in (36).

(36) a. liquid + v° + negative segment + V

/ k 0u:rv°t,uk°v0/ [k°u:lt’uk°] 'ch im ney '
/ k ,arv0t>sek°i/ [k’alt’aak°i] 'fu n n e l'
/m arvV oQ v0/ [mals50r|] 'troub le '
/p°0rv°s’0 / [p°0ls’0] 'already'
/s°0rv°chi / [s°0lchi] 'to run wild
/k°arv°khw i/ [k°alkhwi] 'rake '
/ p 0arv°k5v°nv0/ [p°alk’in] 'suddenly '
/m a rv 0kV °m v0/ [malk’im] 'be clean'
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b. nasal + v° + negative segment + V

/ t°o:Qv°chim i/ [t°o:Qchimi] 'pickled cabbage'
/mae:qv0k’or)i/ [maeigk’orji] 'foo l'
/k°0:mv°chi /  tk°0:mchi] 'to attach'
/0:m v°pho /  [0:mpho] 'th rea t'
/p°0nv°c,0kovo/  [p°0nc’0k°] 'sparkling '
/o :nv°thoqv°/ [o:nthor)] 'w ho le '

c. neutral stop + v° + negative segment + V

/ s 0a2:k°v°s’i /  [s°ae:k°s’i] 'g irl'
/a k 0v°chak°v0/  [ak°chak°] 'toughness'
/ k 0ap°vV ak°/ [k^apVak^] 'suddenly '
/n v 0k°v°t’a2/  [nik^’as] 'w olf'
/c°ap°v°chi /  [c°ap°chi] 'to spoil'
/ k oak°v°t’uk0i /  [k0ak°t’uk°i] 'radd ish '

These examples confirm that a properly governable empty nucleus is 

not phonetically realised if the consonants surrounding it form an 

inter-onset governing domain, in other words, if an empty nucleus is 

followed by a negatively charmed segment and is preceded by a 

neutrally charm ed segment. Therefore, we can formulate a structure 

for the above data as below in (37).

(37) empty nuclei before a negatively charmed segment
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x x

V C V
inter-onset governm ent

We have so far seen that the licensing of dom ain-internal empty 

nuclei of Korean is systematically determined by the quality of the
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surrounding consonants. In sum, a properly governable empty nucleus 

is licensed (realised as [0]) through proper government if inter-onset 

government is established between the surrounding consonants, but if 

the two consonants do not form a governing dom ain, p roper 

government fails to apply, and the nucleus is phonetically realised.
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C h a p te r  F iv e

GOVERNMENT-LICENSING IN  KOREAN AND UNLICENSED

FINAL EMPTY NUCLEI

5.1 Introduction

In Chapters 3 & 4, we saw that domain-final empty nuclei in Korean 

are licensed. In accordance with this fact, we also saw that they have 

restricted licensing ability for the preceding onset. That is, certain 

elements in the preceding onset are not licensed by a domain-final 

em pty nucleus. In this chapter, I extend the above discussion to 

apparent consonant clusters before a domain-final empty nucleus.

Korean has words which manifest apparent consonant clusters (I call 

them ’double consonants') in domain-final position. Both consonants 

are pronounced when vowel-initial suffixes are added (e.g. [a:lmi] 

'knowledge + nominative suf.'), but a consonant is lost when no suffix 

follows (e.g. [a:m] 'knowledge'), or when certain consonant-initial 

suffixes are added ([a:mk°wa] 'knowledge + and’). I call this 'double 

consonant simplification'. W hat we should be aware of is that the 

double consonants are always separated by an empty nucleus. It follows 

from the fact that Korean allows only open syllables, thus any apparent 

consonant clusters are not genuine. What is interesting is that the 

intervening em pty nucleus is never phonetically in terpreted, even 

though the following nucleus is itself licensed by virtue of its final 

position.
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In order to account for the above phenomena, I adopt the notion of 

'government-licensing' (Charette 1990a, 1991a), which was originally 

proposed to account for the question of whether or not languages allow 

a (genuine) consonant cluster before a licensed empty nucleus.

From the following discussion (cf. S.2&5.3), it will be revealed that 

dom ain-final em pty nuclei in Korean do not have governm ent- 

licensing properties, thus, do not license the governing relation formed 

by two non-nuclear segments.

Finally, in 5.4, I discuss some words which phonetically m anifest 

domain-final empty nuclei. They superficially present problems for the 

claim that Korean licenses domain-final empty nuclei.

5.2 Government-licensing

5.2.1 The case of licensed domain-final empty nuclei

The government-licensing principle is proposed by Charette (1990a, 

1991a). According to her, the question of whether or not a language 

allows a consonant cluster before a licensed dom ain-final em pty 

nucleus is a matter of 'government-licensing', which is defined below:

(1) Government-licensing (Charette 1991b)

For a governing relation to hold between a non-nuclear head a  

and its complement p, a  m ust be licensed to govern by its 

nucleus at the licenser projection level.
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Languages which license domain-final empty nuclei can be largely 

divided in two groups with respect to whether or not they allow a 

consonant cluster before a domain-final empty nucleus. In languages 

like W olof and Pulaar, for example, w ords (or dom ains) m ay 

phonetically end with a vowel, a single consonant but never with a 

consonant cluster. In those languages, a domain-final empty nucleus 

after a consonant cluster is phonetically interpreted (e.g. Wolof: [dakk9] 

*[dakk] 'village', Pulaar: [raddu] *[radd] 'to hunt'). In French, English 

and Polish, on the other hand, words (or domain) may phonetically 

end with a vowel, a single consonant or a consonant cluster.

According to Charette, the difference between those languages turns on 

the different government-licensing properties of domain-final empty 

nuclei. That is, domain-final empty nuclei in French, English, and 

Polish, which can be preceded by a consonant cluster, have the property 

of governm ent-licensing. Put it another way, dom ain-final em pty 

nuclei of those languages are government-licensers, thus, they license 

the preceding non-nuclear head to govern its complement.

On the other hand, domain-final empty nuclei in Wolof and Pulaar, 

which allow a single consonant but not a consonant cluster before 

them, are not government-licensers, thus, do not have government- 

licensing properties. Unlicensed nuclei are, of course, alw ays 

governm ent-licensers.

In order to make the difference between the two types more clear, let us 

compare the behaviour of the domain-final empty nucleus when a 

consonant cluster precedes. We take the words /s ilk v 0/  [silk] 'silk' 

from English and /rabbv0/  [rabbs] 'to weave' from Wolof.
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(2) a. /s ilkv0/  'silk'

O R  O «« R
I I \  I I
I N \  I N
I I \  I I

X X X  « «  X  X

I I I I 
s i l k  [silk]

b. /rabbv0/  'to weave'

O R  O «« R
I I \  I I
I N  \  I N
I I \  I I

X  X  X  « «  X  X

I I  \  /
r a b [0] [rabba]

The two structures in (2) contain an in terconstituent governing 

dom ain before a domain-final empty nucleus. In order for the non

nuclear head to govern its complement, it m ust be licensed by the 

following nucleus that is a government-licenser. As stated above, a 

licensed dom ain-final empty nucleus of English is a governm ent- 

licenser. Thus, it allows the preceding consonantal governing relation 

formed by the two consonants / l /  and /k / .  That is, the domain-final 

em pty nucleus licenses the non-nuclear head / k /  to govern its 

complem ent / l / .  The fact that French and Polish allow consonant 

clusters domain-finally can be explained in the same w ay.1

1I recognise that there is a difference between English, and French and Polish. As seen 
in Chapter 2, while the latter allow a branching onset consituent as well as a branching 
rhyme followed by a non-branching onset before a domain-final empty nucleus, English 
does not allow a branching onset in the same position. As for this difference, it is said 
(Nikiema 1989a, Charette 1991a, 1992) that domain-final empty nuclei of English are 
direct government-licensers, and in French and Polish domain-final empty nuclei 
license both directly and indirectly.
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In W olof, on the other hand, word-final em pty nuclei are not 

government-licensers. Thus, the final empty nucleus cannot license 

the preceding consonantal governing domain. In order for the non

nuclear head to govern the preceding rhymal position, it m ust be 

licensed by the nucleus that is a government-licenser. This is the 

reason w hy the final em pty nucleus in the above structure  is 

phonetically interpreted, i.e. is unlicensed.2 Recall that unlicensed 

nuclei are government-licensers, thus, they license the preceding non

nuclear head to govern its complement,

5.2.2 The case of properly governable domain-internal empty nuclei

Charette (1992) also discusses the behaviour of domain-internal empty 

nuclei preceded by a consonant cluster. As expected, languages are 

largely divided into two groups with respect to w hether or not a 

licensed domain-internal empty nucleus is a government-licenser.

The first case is that of the licensed domain-internal empty nucleus as a 

government-licenser. Polish manifests this type of nucleus. As can be 

seen in the following examples, a licensed dom ain-internal empty 

nucleus in this language licenses the preceding governing relation 

form ed by two consonants. This yields the form in which three 

consonants are in sequence phonetically.

theoretically, there is another possibility available. That is, the nucleus is remained 
as being licensed resulting in the impossibility for the non-nuclear head to govern its 
complement, yielding a consonantal loss. This is observed in domain-internal empty 
nuclei of the Billiri dialect of Tangale (cf. 5,2.2) and domain-final empty nuclei of 
Korean (cf. 5.3),
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(3) Polish (Charette 1991b)

a. /plastv°ra/ 
/ubrv°dac/

[plastra] (* [plastera]) 'p laster'
[ubrdac] (* [ubredac]) 'im agine

N O «« N N LP

O R
/ \  I \
/  \  N  \
/  \  I

O R O R

N
\

X X  X X  « «  X X X X

p 1 a s t r a [plastra]

The second case is that of the licensed domain-internal empty nucleus 

as a non-government-licenser. French and the Billiri dialect of Tangale 

belong to this group. Since licensed domain-internal em pty nuclei of 

these languages are not government-licensers, one can reasonably 

expect certain phonological phenomena to occur either in the nucleus 

or in the preceding consonant cluster, when the properly governable 

domain-internal empty nucleus is preceded by a consonant cluster.

In French, proper government fails to apply resulting in an unlicensed 

dom ain-internal empty nucleus which can provide a license to a non

nuclear head to govern its complement, as in (4a). Put simply, in order 

to governm ent-license the preceding non-nuclear head, a properly 

governable em pty nucleus resists being licensed. Thus, it is 

phonetically interpreted.

In the Billiri dialect of Tangale, on the other hand, the domain-internal 

empty nucleus is licensed through proper government resulting in the 

inability of the non-nuclear head to govern its complement. That is, in
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this language, one consonant of the cluster is lost (or uninterpreted) in 

this situation, as in (4b) below.3

a. French (Charette 1991a: 105) 

/parvv°n irv °/ [parvanir] 'to reach'

/fo rtv°m d/
(*[parvnir])
[fortama] 'strongly1
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(*[fortma])
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b. Billiri (Charette 1991a: 108) 

/landa + zi /  [lanzi] 'your (fern.) dress'
/kam bo + go/ [kamgo] 'your (masc.) growth'
/sim be + go / [simgo] 'm et'

N
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z i [lanzi]

So far we have seen the government-licensing properties of licensed 

em pty nuclei both in domain-internal and in domain-final position.

3It is claimed by Charette (1991a: 109) that it is the head of the cluster that is not 
interpreted in the above situation, because it lacks the required properties to govern a 
complement.
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W ith this m ind, let us consider so-called 'double consonant 

simplification' in Korean.

5.3 Double consonant simplification

5.3.1 Some basic notions

In this section, I discuss the process of so-called 'Double consonant 

sim plification', which refers to the case where one of the double 

consonants in an apparent domain-final position is not interpreted 

before a dom ain-final empty nucleus. In order to account for this 

process, I adopt the notion of 'government-licensing' discussed above. 

Some examples are given below in (5).

(5) a. before an unlicensed nucleus

stem  f \ f  (nom. suf.) /A /  (adv. suf.)4

/s°a:rv°m v°/ 'life' [s°a:lmi]
/a:rv°m v°/ 'knowledge' [a:lmi]

/p °u rv0k°v0/  'be red’ - [p0ulk°e]
/p°a:rv0p°v0/  'to step' - [p°alp°a]
/m urv°k°v0/  ’be thin' - [mulk°9]

4Note that the suffixes / i /  and /A /  are nominal and verbal suffixes respectively, thus 
they are exclusively added to the stem. The same is true in the case of (5b). The verbal 
suffix / A / is realised either as [a] or [o] according to the nature of the stem vowel (cf. S.- 
J. Chung (1994)).
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b. before a licensed a domain-final empty nucleus

stem  #5 /t°o / /c°i/
'as well' 'in terrogative'

/s°a:rv°m v0/  [s°a:m] [s°a:mt°o]
/a:rv°m v0/  [a:m] [a:mt°o]

/ p 0urv°k°v0/  - - [p°uk°c’i] ~ [p°ulc’i]
/p°a:rv0p°v0/  - - [p°a:pVi] ~ [p°a:lc’i]
/m urv°k°v°/ - - [muk°c’i] ~ [mulc’i]

The first task in considering the above data is to make sure that the 

forms contain double consonants in an apparent domain-final position 

of the stem. This is confirmed by the suffixation shown in (5a). Since 

the same suffixation to other stems such as /c° ip °v °/ 'house' and 

/c°ap°v0/  'to catch' is realised as [c°ip°i] 'house + nom. suf.’ and [c°ap°a] 

'to catch + adv. suf.1 respectively, the nom inative and adverbial 

suffixes m ust be vowel-initial, and the preceding double consonants in 

(5a) are part of the lexical representation of the stems. At this stage, it 

should be recalled that Korean contains only open syllables. Thus, the 

above clusters are not genuine sequences, but are separated by an 

intervening empty nucleus.

W hat is im portant is that this intervening em pty nucleus is not 

phonetically interpreted, even though it fails to be properly governed 

by the following licensed domain-final empty nucleus. As for this, I 

claim that the empty nucleus between the two consonants is the final 

em pty nucleus in its phonological domain. This is confirm ed by 

diachronic and synchronic research. As m entioned in C hapter 2,

5Note that, in Korean, nouns can be stems all by themselves, but verbal stems must have 
at least one suffix.
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Korean linguists (e.g. K.-M. Lee 1978) have found that the above words 

in (5) are morphologically complex, as illustrated in (6) below .6

(6) formation of double consonants

/s°a:rv°m v7  'life' 
/a :rv°m v°/ 'knowledge' 
/ p 0urv°k°v0/  'be red’ 
/p°a:rv°p0v0/  'to step' 
/m u rv 0k°v0/  'be thin’

/s°a:rv°/ 'to live' 
/a :rv ° / 'to know' 
/p °u rv °/ 'fire' 
/p°a:rv0/  'foot' 
/m u rv 0/  ‘w ater’

Since the words in the left column are derived from the ones in the 

right, the final consonant m ust be suffixal. Following Kaye (1993), 

suffixes are not simply added to the stem. He claims that there are two 

types of suffixes, namely, analytic and non-analytic. Before continuing 

the above discussion, let us discuss briefly, in the following section, the 

distinction between analytic and non-analytic morphology.

5.3.2 Analytic vs. non-analytic morphology

The morphology of suffixation, where two morphemes, say, /A /  and 

/B / ,  are added together, manifests two different types of structure, 

namely, analytic and non-analytic. The difference between the two 

types is a m atter of whether or not the morphology is visible to the 

phonology. Let us first consider analytic morphology.

6However/ there are words which are not confirmed as morphologically complex forms. 
As for these forms, I have no solution at hand, and thus, leave as open question.
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5.3.2.1 Analytic morphology

M orphology which carries domains to the phonology will be referred 

to as analytic morphology. This type of morphology involves internal 

domains, either as [[A] [B]] or as [[A] B]. The brackets ([ ]) enclose a

phonological domain. Thus, the former has three domains, i.e. [A], [B] 

and [AB], and the latter has two domains, i.e. [A] and [AB]. The brackets 

also represent instructions as to how the phonological string is 

p rocessed .7 Kaye (1993: 102) explains the instructions of the brackets 

with two functions, namely concat and 9. The expression concat means, 

"take two argum ents which are strings and return the string which 

results from concatenating the second argument to the first", and the 

expression <p(X) means, "apply phonology to the string X.". Following 

this, the forms [[A] [B]] and [[A] B] are defined as below in (7a) and (7b) 

respectively.

(7) a. <p(concat((p(A),<p(B)))

b. tp(concat(cp(A),B))

(7a), which is definition of [[A] [B]], is interpreted as "do phonology to A 

and to B; concatenate the results to form a string (i.e. [AB]) and do 

phonology to that string.". On the other hand, (7b), which is defintion 

of [[A] B], is interpreted as "do phonology to A and concatenate the 

result w ith B; do phonology on the result of the concatenation (i.e. 

[AB]).".

Let us consider the two forms in more detail. We take the word 

blackboard as an example of analytic m orphology having three

7Note that the brackets are not part of phonological representation.
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domains (i.e. [[A][B]]), and peeped (past tense of peep) for the analytic 

m orphology having two domains (i.e. [[A] B]).8 Firstly, the w ord 

blackboard is structured [[blaekv0] [bO:dv0]]. Following the definition in 

(7a), we first apply phonology to each domain, [blaekv0] and [bo*.dv°]: 

both domains bear stress, and both have empty nuclei, which being 

dom ain-final, are phonetically  un in terpreted . Then we apply  

phonology to the concatenated form. We get [blaekbo:d], where the first 

member is the head of the domain and bears primary stress.

The w ord peeped, on the other hand, is structured [[pi:pv°]dv°]. 

Following the definition in (7b), we first apply phonology to the 

dom ain [pi:pv°]: the empty nucleus is licensed by virtue of its final 

position. We now concatenate [pi:pv°] with past tense m arker /d v 0/: 

[pi:pv°dv°]. We finally apply phonology to this form: the empty 

nucleus after / d / ,  which is domain-final, is licensed. It is therefore 

inaudible.

So far we have briefly discussed analytic mophology. Let us discuss 

non-analytic morphology in the following section.

5.3.2.2 Non-analytic morphology

In simple terms, non-analytic morphology is invisible to phonology. 

Forms having this type of structure are not phonologically parsable, 

thus, are indistinguishable from single unanalysable words. They have 

the form [AB]. Thus, in non-analytic morphology, there is only one

8In general, English compounds belong to the type of [[A] [B]], and English regular 
inflectional morphology belongs to the type of [[A] B].
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phonological dom ain, and no inner phonological dom ains are 

involved. It follows from this that forms having this type of structure 

contain only one domain-final empty nucleus. The definition of the 

form [AB] is given below in (8), which means "concatenate the two 

strings, A and B, and perform phonology on the result".

(8) (p(concat(A,B))

The English m orphology -al (as in parental), for instance, manifests 

this type of structure. We first concatenate parent and al, and then 

apply phonology to the result. We get parental, where the prim ary 

stress falls on the second syllable. Comparing this with parenthood (cf. 

[[parenthood]), both of which are related to the word parent, we see 

that the latter preserves the pronunciation of parent, but the former 

does not.

So far we have seen the outline of analytic and non-analytic 

morphology. In applying the above discussion to Korean, it can be said 

that the suffixes that trigger the neutralisation of a stem-final obstruent 

are analytic, because analytic suffixation contains a domain-final empty 

nucleus in the first cycle, and neutralisation of obstruents applies only 

before a domain-final empty nucleus. The analyticity of other suffixes 

is somewhat complicated to determine, so these will be considered only 

when they become relevant to my discussion.
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5.3.3 Analysis

<= /  s°a:rv°/ 'to live'
<= /a :rv °/ 'to know'

N
. xs o £ < 'fire'

<f = /p °a:rv°/ 'foot'
/m u rv 0/ 'water'

Let us return to the main story. The data in (6) below is repeated in (9).

(9) formation of double consonants

/s°a;rv°m v0/  'life'
/ a:rv°mv7  'knowledge' 
/p °u rv0kov °/ 'be red' 
/p°a:rv°p0v0/  'to step' 
/m urv°k°v0/  'be thin'

In 5.3.1, we saw that the final consonant in the left column m ust be 

suffixal. I claim that the suffixes are analytic, i.e. they form a separate 

phonological domain from the stem. This follows from the fact that 

the penultim ate empty nucleus is always licensed (i.e. [s°almi] 'life 

(nominative)', and [s°a:m] 'life'). If the forms in the left column were 

non-analytic, the penultim ate empty nucleus w ould  have to be 

unlicensed, as in the morphologically simplex w ord /k °u rv °m v °/ 

[k°urim ] 'cloud'. Therefore, the so-called double consonants are 

separated by a domain-final empty nucleus, as the structure in (10) 

shows, in which the w ord /[[p°urv°] k°v0] /  'be red' is taken as an 

example.

' /[[p° urv°]

o>o 'be red'
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This s tru c tu re  contains two different dom ains: [p°urv°] and 

[p°urvok0v°]. Each domain contains a domain-final em pty nucleus 

which is licensed. Therefore, the final empty nucleus of the first
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dom ain is not phonetically interpreted. The preceding segm ent / r /  

alternates w ith [1] before a licensed empty nucleus, as discussed in 

Chapter 2. This is shown in (11) below.

(11) [p°urv°]

0  N  O
1 I I
X X X
! I I

p° u r
i  
II]

Let us now consider the second domain: [p0urv°k°v0]. The empty 

nucleus after / k ° /  is not phonetically interpreted either, because it is 

also a dom ain-final empty nucleus. We thus obtain the following 

structure.

(12) /[[p 0urv°]kov°]/ 'be red'

0  N O N2 O
1 I ! I I

[ X X X X X

I I I  I
p° u [1] k°

This situation causes a problem. The domain-final empty nucleus N i is 

preceded by a governing domain established between two consonants 

across an em pty nucleus N 2, which remains licensed by the Strict 

Cyclicity Constraint (Kean 1974).9 Recall that a licensed empty nucleus 

allows the two consonants surrounding it to form an inter-onset 

governing domain, and inter-onset government also applies across a

9There are languages in which licensing of empty nuclei may not obey the Strict 
Cyclicity Constraint (cf. Gussman & Kaye (1993)).

Nl
I
x ]

N
I
x
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dom ain-final em pty nucleus (cf. Chapter Four).10 The difference 

betw een the the two kinds is as follows: if the em pty nucleus is 

domain-internal, it may or may not be phonetically realised according 

to p roper governm ent and inter-onset governm ent, w hereas a 

dom ain-final empty nucleus would not be phonetically interpreted, 

throughout derivations. Let us discuss this in more detail w ith the 

following structures in (13), where the empty nucleus in question is 

emboldened.

(13) a. unanalysable words or non-analytic morphology
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b. analytic morphology
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In (13a), where no other phonological domain exists except the word 

domain, the penultimate empty nucleus is domain-internal. Thus, it is 

subject to proper government. Since the following nucleus is itself 

licensed by virtue of its final position, the penultimate nuclear position 

cannot be properly governed. It is therefore phonetically interpreted. 

However, the situation is different in (13b). This structure contains two 

different phonological domains: [CVCv0] and [CVCv°Cv°]. Notice that 

each dom ain has a domain-final empty nucleus. Since both em pty

10A clear example can be found in tensification: /mos°v°/ 'pond' + /k°a/ 'side' —> 
[moFk’a]. Notice that /k ° / is tensified in order to govern the preceding consonant.
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nuclei are domain-final, they are always licensed, and are never subject 

to proper governm ent. That is, the empty nucleus of the second; 

domain is not a proper governor for the preceding empty nucleus that 

is the domain-final empty nucleus of the first domain.

R eturning to the m ain story, the fact that both consonants are 

in terpreted when they are followed by an unlicensed nucleus (cf. 

[p°ulk°0] 'be red + adverbial suffix') means that a governing relation 

form ed betw een the two consonants is licensed by the following 

nucleus dom inating the vowel / a / .  Concretely, the non-nuclear 

governing head / k ° /  is governm ent-licensed by this unlicensed 

nucleus to govern the preceding onset consonant / r / .  Therefore, both 

consonants are interpreted. This is illustrated below in (14).

(14) /p°urv°k° + A / [p°ulk°0] ’be red + adverbial suffix'

x x

p° u

0
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1 |J
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X X 
1 11

r
1 1

k° 0

t I [p°ulk0a]

On the other hand, the fact that one of the two consonants is not 

interpreted before a domain-final empty nucleus shows that Korean 

behaves like the Billiri dialect of Tangale. That is, the governing 

relation form ed between the two consonants is not licensed by the 

dom ain-final em pty nucleus. It follows from this discussion that 

dom ain-final empty nuclei in Korean are not government-licensers. 

W hat happens is th a t because the non-nuclear head  is not 

government-licensed by the licensed domain-final empty nucleus, the 

governing relation formed by the two consonants cannot be sustained, 

as in (15) below.
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(15) / p 0urv°kov °/ 'be red'
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W hat is required in this situation is to block the governing relation 

form ed betw een the two onsets. One way of doing this is by 

interpreting the intervening empty nucleus, as we have seen in the 

case of dom ain-internal empty nuclei in Chapter 4. How ever, as 

mentioned above, the empty nucleus between the double consonants is 

a domain-final empty nucleus which is always licensed. Therefore, the 

only w ay to block in ter-onset governm ent is by losing (or 

'uninterpreting') one consonant of the two. We get either [p°ul] or 

[p'hik0].11 This is illustrated below in (16).

(16) /[[p°urv0]k°v0] /  [p°urk°] or [p°ul] 'be red'
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[p°uk°] [p°ul]

In this section, we have discussed the so-called double consonant 

simplification, w ith respect to the principle of government-licensing. 

As stated above, this principle was originally proposed in order to 

account for the behaviour of the empty nucleus preceding a genuine 

consonant cluster. However, we have observed that 'governm ent- 

licensing' can also account for the consonantal loss in Korean, where

Hi am not ready to answer the question of why some words allow two different forms, 
whereas some other words are pronounced with only a single form.
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the sequence of the two consonants is separated by a licensed empty 

nucleus.

A word should be said on the quality of the double consonants, because 

one may wonder if there are any cases in which the preceding (i.e. 

stem-final) consonant is not governed by the following (i.e. suffixal) 

consonant. If there were such cases, inter-onset governm ent between 

the two onsets would fail to operate, thus, the above account could not 

be correct. W hat is observed is that there are no such cases, as can be 

seen in (5).

Throughout the above discussion, we have seen that double consonant 

simplification results from the fact that domain-final empty nuclei of 

Korean are not government-licensers. This predicts that Korean never 

allow the forms which phonetically manifest a consonant cluster in 

domain-final position. Indeed, there are no such words in Korean.

5.4 Unlicensed domain-final empty nuclei

In this section, I discuss some domain-final empty nuclei in Korean, 

w hich appear to be phonetically realised. This is a d isparate  

phenomenon in Korean, which generally licenses domain-final empty 

nuclei. We will discuss two different types of words: mono-syllabic and 

poly-syllabic. Let us first consider the latter type of word. W hat is 

interesting is that the stem-final consonant of these words is either / p ’ /  

or / p h/ .  Some examples are given in (17) below, which m anifest 

domain-final empty nuclear positions that are supposedly licensed in 

this language.



(17) stem stem + /k °o / 'and' gloss

/k°ipV °/ [k^Cp^p’ik^]12 'be happy'
/k°ap’v°/ [k°a(p°)p,ik°o] 'be hard'
/p°ap’v°/ [p°a(p°)p’ik°o] 'be busy'
/m ip ’v0/  [mi(p°)p,ik°o] 'be trustful'
/a p hv0/  [a(p°)phik°o] 'be sick'
/k°ophv°/ [k°o(p0)phik°o] 'be hungry'
/s°v°rphv0/  [s°ilphik°o] 'be sad'

As can be observed, the stem-final empty nuclei of the above words are 

phonetically interpreted before certain suffixes such as /k ° o /  'and'. 

W hat is interesting is that the suffix /k °o / 'and' does not trigger [i]- 

realisation of an empty nucleus in other cases. For instance, the form 

/ k ’ek ’v 0/  + /k °o / ’to pick + and' is realised as [k’0k°k’o] (*[k’0k ’ik’o]). 

Notice that, in [k’0k ok 5o], the stem-final em pty nucleus is not 

phonetically interpreted, and the stem-final consonant /k* / undergoes 

neutralisation. Therefore, a question arises: what makes the stem-final 

empty nucleus of the words in (17) unlicensed?

W hat is crucial in accounting for these words is the fact that they are 

adjectives derived from verbs. Since they are derived adjectives, they 

are morphologically complex (cf. K. -M. Lee 1978). The morphology of 

the above words is shown in (18b). The adjectival suffix /p °v 0/  is added 

to verbal stems.

(18) a. k°irip°k,o <— [[[k°v°ri] p°v°] k°o]

[[[norv°ra] p°v°] k°o]

[[[mi] p°v°] k°o]

k°irip°k,o <—
'be loved'
nollap°k’o <--
'be surprised'
m ip0k'o <--
'be hateful'

12Note that (p°) is optionally pronounced.
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k°i(p°)p,ik°o <— [[[k°is0v°] p°v°] k°o]
k°a(p°)p*ik°o <— [[[k°as°v°] p°v°] k°o]
p°a(p0)p’ik0o <— [[[p°ap°v°] p°v°] k°o]
mi(p°)p’ik°o <— t[[mit°v°] p°v°] k°o]
a(p°)phik°o <— [[[arv°hv°] p°v°] k°o]
k°o(p°)phik°o <— [[[k°orv°hv°] p°v°] k°o]
s°ilphik°o <— [[[s0v°rv°hv0] p°v°] k°o]13

As can be seen above, the suffix is realised in two different ways. 

W hen stems end with a lexically filled nucleus (e.g. /k °v °ri/ to love'), 

the empty nucleus of the suffix /p °v ° / is inaudible and the suffixal 

consonant /p ° /  is sustained as a neutrally charmed segment (cf. 18a). If 

stems end with an empty nucleus (e.g. /k°is°v°/ 'happy'), the empty 

nucleus of the suffix /p °v 0/  is phonetically manifested with the vowel 

[i]. (cf. 18b), The examples in (18b) also involve the process of 

tensification of the suffixal consonant ( /p ° /  --> [ps]) or aspiration ( /p ° /  

--> [ph])-14 W ith this in mind, let us now consider the following 

structure in (19), where the word [k0i(p°)p’ik°o] 'be happy + and' is 

taken as an example.

(19) /[[[k°is0v0]p0v0]k°o]/ 'be happy'

0  N O N O N O
1 I I I I I I

[ [ [ X X X X ] X x] X

I I I  I I
k° i s° p° k°

I would like to claim that the suffixes of this word are analytic, i.e. they 

form separate phonological domains from the stem. Thus, the above

13While / r /  in the stem of this word is retained in the derived adjective form (i.e. 
[sDilp hikC)o]/ / r /  is not interpreted in the forms of [a(p°)pll±k°o] 'be sick1 and 
[k°o(p°)phik°o] 'be hungry'. As for the difference between the two forms, I am not ready 
to answer.
14In Korean, neutral obstruents are realised as aspirated segments when they are 
adjacent to / h / ,  and / h /  is not interpreted at all. See Rhee (in preparation) for a 
detailed discussion.

x ]
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structure contains three phonological domains: the stem by itself, the 

stem  plus adjectival suffix, and the whole w ord. Phonological 

phenomena apply domain by domain.

In the first domain, the domain-final empty nucleus is licensed. This 

domain-final empty nucleus cannot license the preceding onset that 

contains the fricative / s %  Thus, final obstruent neutralisation applies 

to the onset in question, yielding [t0]. This is shown below in (20).

(20) [k°is°v°]
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Let us now consider the second domain: [k°is°v0p0v0]. 

(21) [k°isov°pov0]
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We are now in the domain which involves the stem and the adjectival 

suffix. We should remember that the empty nucleus between [t°] and 

/ p 0/  is licensed, and this empty nucleus is not subject to proper 

government. In this situation, inter-onset governm ent should apply 

across the licensed empty nucleus.

Up to this point, the derivation of the above words is exactly the same 

as for the case of double consonants. What is different between the two
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cases is the quality of the consonants that form the governing domain. 

In the case of double consonants, the preceding onset can be governed 

by the following one (cf. / p 0urv°k°v0/) . However, the situation is 

different in the examples in (21). The preceding onset dom inating a 

neutral obstruent cannot be governed by the following one dominating 

another neutral obstruent / p %  If the empty nucleus between the two 

onsets is dom ain-internal, we expect phonetic realisation in this 

position, as in /m os°v0p°v0/  [mos°ip°] 'figure' or /m set0v°p°v0/  

[mset°ip°] 'knot', because the potential proper governor is licensed by 

virtue of its final position. However, the empty nucleus between / s0/  

(or [t°]) and /p ° /  in (21) is a final empty nucleus in the first domain. 

Once it is licensed, it is always licensed throughout the derivation. 

Thus, it is not expected to receive phonetic interpretation.

We are in the situation in which the following onset, which dominates 

/ p %  should govern the preceding onset, which contains [t°]. Only a 

negatively charmed segment can govern the neutral obstruent. It is for 

this reason that the consonant of the adjectival suffix becomes 

negatively charmed. Korean contains only two types of negatively 

charmed segments: they are either aspirated or tensed.

W hat is observed in Korean is that aspiration takes place only when 

/ h /  is adjacent. In all other cases, neutrally charm ed obstruents 

alternate with their tensed counterpart. This means that Korean takes 

H" as an ambient element to establish inter-onset government. We 

thus add the element H“ to / p ° /  in the governor position. This is 

shown below in (22).
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(22) /[k°is°v°p°v0] /
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Let us now consider the empty nucleus of the adjectival suffix /p ° v %  

Since this empty nucleus is domain-final, it is licensed. Recall that a 

(licensed) em pty nucleus neither licenses a negatively charm ed 

segm ent fp’] before it, nor licenses the preceding governing relation 

form ed by the two consonants. In this situation, keeping the em pty 

nucleus as licensed will break the preceding governing relation. This 

could entail the loss of the suffixal consonant, because licensed empty 

nuclei will not license a negatively charmed segment. If. this is the case, 

the result is no different from the form which consists of a stem only. 

Thus, the governing relation betw een the two onsets m ust be 

m aintained. In order to do so, the final onset containing [p’] m ust be 

licensed by the following nucleus. How can it be licensed? We see that 

there is only one way to do it. That is, we have to unlicense the empty 

nucleus, as shown in (23) below.

(23) /[k°is0v0]p°v0] /
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Let us now consider the process of the alternation in the stem-final 

consonant. W hat we need to assume is that the consonant in the 

governed position assimilates to the governing consonant.15 In fact, 

this is a very common phenomenon in Korean. Some examples are 

given in (24) below.

(24) a. verbs

stem /A /  'adverbial' /k °o / 'and'

/k °0t°v0/ [k°0t°-9] [k°0k°-k’o] 'to collect'
/  u:s°v0/ [u:s°-9] [u:k°-k’o] 'to laugh'
/ip °v°/ [ip°-0] [ik°-kJo] 'to wear'
/s°um v0/ [s°um-0] [s°ur)-k’o] 'to hide'

b. nouns

stem / e /  'at' /p °o t°a / 'rather than’

/  s°othv0/ [s°oth-e] [s0op°p’ot0a] 'cooker'
/ o s W [os°-e] [o p ^ ’o^a] 'clothes'
/s°inv0/ [s°in-e] [s°imp°ot°a] 'shoe '

Based on the above data, it is now possible to claim that the element R° 

in / t ° /  is delinked from the position and the U° in / p ’/  spreads to it. 

We thus finally derive [k°ip°p,ik°o] after adding the suffix /k ° o /  'and'. 

This is shown in (25) below.

15Since the governed position immediately precedes a licensed empty nucleus, the 
consonant is realised as [p°] rather than [p*]. Recall that negatively charmed segments 
cannot appear before a licensed empty nucleus.
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(25) /[[k°is0v0p Qv0]k°o]/
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We have so far discussed the first instance of unlicensed domain-final 

empty nuclei. Let us now move on to the mono-syllabic words, shown 

in (26) below.

(26) / k V 7  [k°i] 'h e ' /k V V  [kM] 'be big’
/k ’v°/ [k’i] 'to put out' / t hv0/  [thi] 'to sprout'
/ t ’v0/  [t’i] 'to rise' / s ’v°/ [s’i] 'to write'

These words invariably pronounce the nucleus and the following two 

reasons account for it. Firstly, they are domain-initial. Since domain- 

initial em pty nuclei of Korean are inaccessible to phonological 

processes, they m ust be unlicensed. The second reason comes from the 

fact that the above words are mono-syllabic. That is, they contain only 

two phonological positions: the onset and the nucleus. The nucleus is 

the only nucleus in the domain, and it m ust be the head of the 

phonological domain of each word because it licenses the onset. Recall 

the licensing principle which states that a phonological dom ain m ust 

have one unlicensed position. Therefore, the nucleus cannot be 

licensed, thus, it is phonetically interpreted. This is illustrated below in

(27).

l ^ S i n c e  t h i s  o n s e t  i s  f o l l o w e d  b y  a  l i c e n s e d  e m p t y  n u c l e u s ,  t h e  e l e m e n t  h °  w i l l  b e  
d e l e t e d  (o r  u n i n t e r p r e t e d ) .
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(27) / k°v0/  [k°i] 'he'

0  N
1 I

x x
I

k° [k°i]

So far we have discussed domain-final empty nuclei of Korean, and 

some phonological phenomena related to them. It has been argued that 

(a) domain-final empty nuclei of Korean are licensed, (b) they may 

license the preceding onset, with certain restrictions (cf. neutralisation), 

and (c) they do not have the property of government-licensing; thus, 

the governing relation formed by two preceding consonants cannot be 

licensed (cf. double consonant simplification).

In the following chapter, I discuss [i]-zero alternation in suffixation.
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Chapter S ix

[i]-ZERO ALTERNATION IN  SUFFIXATION

6.1 Introduction

Up to this point, we have seen that the vowel [i] in Korean does not 

random ly occur in single words. This vowel is an instance of the 

phonetic manifestation of an empty nucleus, and the interpretation of 

it is controlled by the constraint of proper government. In this chapter, 

we discuss [i]~zero alternation in nominal and verbal suffixations.

As shall be seen throughout the discussion, my account of this process 

is different from previous approaches (e.g. W.-C, Kim 1972; Kim- 

Renaud 1974, 1982, 1986; Ahn 1985; Sohn 1987 among others) which 

consider the process as either [i]-insertion or [i]-deletion.

As seen in the previous chapter, the morphology of suffixation is 

either analytically or non-analytically manifested (cf. Kaye 1993). That 

is, m orphological structures m ay or may not be visible to the 

phonology according to the analyticity of the suffix. In accounting for 

[i]-zero alternation in nominal and verbal suffixations using this 

notion, we face several problems. That is, these suffixations are not 

fully accounted for by the present theory, and we thus leave the 

problems as open question. Let us first consider the [i]-zero alternation 

in nominal suffixation.
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6.2 Nom inal suffixation

6.2.1 The data

In this section, let us first consider [i]-zero alternation in inflectional 

m orphology of nouns. At first glance, it does not seem to be 

com plicated at all, because it behaves exactly the same as in 

morphologically simplex words. Consider the examples in (1) below. 

We note that there are only three suffixes that permit the realisation of 

an empty nucleus between the stem and suffix: /n v 0/  (topicalising 

suffix), / r v ° /  (objective suffix) and / ro / 'to, w ith'.1 We also note that 

no (nom inal or verbal) suffix begins with a negatively charm ed 

segment.

(1) [i]-zero alternation in nominal suffixations

a. suffix: /n v 0/  (topicalising suffix), / rv ° /  (objective suffix)

k°uk° [k°uk°in] [k°uk°il] 'soup '
p°ak’ [p°ak’in] [p°ak’il] 'ou tside
c°ip° [c°ip°in] [c°ip°il] 'h o u se '
iph [iphin] [iphil] 'le a f
p°ath [p°athin] [p°athil] 'field '
OS0 [os°in] [0S°il] 'clothes'
p°ic° [p°ic°in] [p°ic°il] 'debt'
k’och [k’ochin] [k’ochil] 'flow er'
n u n [nunin] [nunil] 'eye'
s°o:m [s°o:min] [s°o:mil] 'co tton '
k°or) [k°oQin] [k°or)il] 'ball'
m u r [murin] [muril] 'w ater'

1The question why only these three suffixes manifest phonetic interptation of an empty 
nucleus relates with their morphological structures (see below).
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n a m u  [namun] [namul]2 'tree '
(*[namuin]) (*[namuil])

t°ari [t°arin] [t°aril] ’leg ’
(*[t°ariin]) (^[t°ariil])

b. suffix: / r o /  'to, with'

k°uk° [k°uk°iro] 'soup '
p°ak’ [p°ak1ro] 'outside
c°ip° [c°ip°iro] 'house '
iph [iphiro] 'leaf'
p°ath [p°athiro] 'field '
os° [os°iro] 'clothes'
p°ic° [p°ic°iro] 'debt'
k’oc11 [k’ochiro] 'flow er'
n u n [nuniro] ’eye’
s°o:m [s°o:miro] 'cotton '
k°or) [k°oqiro] 'ball'
m u r [mullo] (*[muriro]) 'w ater'
n a m u [namuro] (*[namuiro]) 'tree '
t°ari [t°ariro] (*[t°ariiro) 'leg'

From the above data, we see that the empty nucleus between the stem 

and suffix is always phonetically interpreted except in two cases. The 

vowel [i] is not audible between the stem and suffix (i) when the stem 

ends in an unlicensed nucleus (e.g. [namuro] 'tree + to, with'), and (ii) 

when the stem ends in a liquid and the suffixal nucleus is unlicensed 

(e.g. [mullo] 'water + to, with').

I now summarise the facts of [i]-zero alternation in nominal suffixation 

in (1) as in (2) below.

2In the case of vowel-final stems, the suffixes [n] and [11 are optionally realised as [nin] 
and [ril] respectively (e.g. [namun] or [namunin], and [namul] or namuril]). We will 
discuss this case in 6.2.7.
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(2) context of [i]-zero alternation in nominal suffixation:
Cl (v°) C2, where Cl is the stem-final consonant and C2 is 
the suffix-initial consonant.

C2 nasal liquid

Cl
Cv°

(/n v 0/)
Cv°

(/rv°/)
c v

(/ro/)
obstruent i i i

nasal i i i
liquid i i 0
vow el 0 0 0

6.2.2 The morphological structure of nominal suffixation

The first task in an explanation of [i]-zero alternations in nom inal 

suffixation w ould be to find out the correct representations of the 

suffixes and their morphological properties, i.e. w hether they are 

analytic or not.

As for the representation of the nominal suffixes above, there are the 

following two possiblities. In (3a) the suffix begins with a non-empty 

onset, and the suffix begins with an empty nucleus in (3b)3.

(3) representations of the nominal suffixes

N b. O N O N
I 1 1 1

X X X X

I I I
P a  P

^In fact, the structure in (3b) begins with an empty onset. However, in order to 
distinguish this structure from the one which begins with an empty onset dominating a 
skeletal point but no segment, it is more convenient to say that the structure (3b) begins 
with an empty nucleus.

a. O 
I
x
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The above representations and the preceding stem will accommodate 

either analytic structure (i. e. [[A] B] or [[A] [B]]) or non-analytic structure 

(i. e. [AB]). Two possible representations of the suffix combined with 

the three types of morphological structures give us six possiblities for 

the resulting structures. However, it should be noted that non-analytic 

structures m ust represent possible lexical forms. Since no lexical 

representation contains a sequence of adjacent em pty nuclei, the 

following type of structure m ust be excluded from the set of well- 

formed structures.

(4) 0
1
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0
1
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|

O N
1
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11
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X
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1
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i
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i
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I
V /v

The rem aining five structures are given in (5) below, where the stem 

/k°uk°v0/  'soup' and the suffix / r o /  'to, with' are taken as examples.

(5) non-analytic morphology

O N O N 
I I I

X x x
I I
r o

analytic morphology with two domains

b, O N O N O N
I I I

X ] X X ]
I I

r o
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c. 0
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analytic m orphology w ith three domains
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Since nominal suffixation manifests [i]-zero alternation between stem 

and suffix, the eligible structures must contain domain-internal empty 

nuclei, which may or may not be phonetically realised according to the 

required conditions.

(5a) is the manifestation of a non-analytic structure. Since this structure 

contains a domain-internal empty nucleus in the penultimate nuclear 

position, it deserves to be considered.

The structures (5b&c) are the manifestation of analytic structure with 

two phonological dom ains. In these structures, the stem  itself 

constitutes a phonological domain, but the suffix does not. In (5b), the 

suffix begins with an onset dominating / r / .  W hat is observed is that 

this structure has no dom ain-internal empty nucleus. The em pty 

nucleus in the first domain is domain-final, and thus is licensed. This
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means that no [i]-zero alternation can be observed in this structure, 

which no longer needs to be considered.4

In (5c), on the other hand, the suffix begins with an empty nucleus. The 

way that this structure is different from (5b) is that the former contains 

a dom ain-internal empty nucleus in the penultimate nuclear position. 

Since dom ain-internal empty nuclei may or may not be phonetically 

interpreted according to proper government, this structure is eligible 

for consideration.

The structures (5d&e) are the manifestation of analytic structure with 

three phonological domains. In (5d), the suffix begins w ith an onset 

dominating / r / .  As in (5b), the empty nucleus in this structure is not 

domain-internal, but is domain-final of the stem, and hence is always 

licensed in Korean. This means that this structure cannot manifest an 

[i]-zero alternation, and should be ruled out. Furthermore, this type of 

structure is ill-formed w ith respect to general principles of GP. 

Consider the following structure, where we add the suffix / r v 0/  

(objective).

4I acknowledge that there are cases where the domain-final empty nucleus is 
phonetically interpreted in languages which license domain-final empty nuclei. The 
English word kisses is one case, in which the final empty nuclear position in the first 
domain is unlicensed in order to avoid an OCP violation. However, this kind of 
phenomenon cannot be found in Korean. Recall the cases (e.g. / [p 0ap0v0]p°v0] /  
[p°a(p°)p>i] 'be busy') where the adjective suffix /p 0/  is added to the stem (cf. Chapter 
5). The outcome of this type of form reveals that they unlicense the domain-final 
empty nucleus in the second domain rather than the one in the first domain, viz., 
[p°a(p°)p’i] (*[p°ap°ip°]). It follows from this that Korean may unlicense a domain- 
final empty nucleus. However, it is not stem-final, but is suffix-final. Thus, in (5b), [i]- 
zero alternation between stem and suffix cannot be observed in Korean.
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(6) /[[k°uk°v°] [rv0]]/ 'soup (objective)'

0
1

N
1

0
1

[ [  X 
I

i
x
i

i
X
1I

k°
I
u

1

k°

Recall the Licensing Principle which implies that a phonological 

domain m ust have an unlicensed position, viz., the head. W hat we see 

in (6) is that the suffix consisting of a single {O N} pair which itself 

forms a domain does not obey this principle, because no positions are 

unlicensed: the onset is licensed by the following nucleus, and the 

following empty nucleus is also licensed by virtue of its final position.5

In (5e), the suffix begins with an empty nucleus. Since this structure 

contains a domain-internal empty nucleus in the second domain, one 

might consider it a possible candidate. However, there is one thing we 

should be aware of. That is, the suffix-initial empty nucleus is domain- 

initial. Recall that the domain-initial empty nucleus in Korean is not 

subject to proper governm ent, and never fails to be phonetically 

interpreted (cf. Chapter 4). Thus, this structure cannot account for the 

licensing of the empty nucleus when the suffix / r o /  'to, w ith1 is added 

to the stem ending with a liquid (e. g. /m u rv 0/  + / r o /  [mullo] 

(*[m uriro) 'water + to, w ith1). This structure is then also out of the 

running .

From the above discussion, we see that only two structures are eligible 

as representations of the nominal suffixation. That is, the nominal 

morphology m ust be either (7a) or (7b).

5Or else the structure (6) predicts the pronunciation [ri] which is incorrect.
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(7) a. non-analytic morphology

0  N O N O N
1 I I I I I

X  X  X  X  X X

I I I  I I
k° u k° r o

b. analytic morphology with two domains

O N O N O N O N  
I I I I I I I

[ [  X  X  X  X  ] X  X  X  ]

I I I  I I
k° u k° r o

In the following section, we will consider these two possibilities in 

turn,

6.2.3 The non-analytic approach

In order to decide between the two possibilities, let us begin the 

discussion with a re-consideration of the data in (1). In (1) above, the 

intervening empty nucleus between the two morphemes never fails to 

be phonetically manifested when either of the suffixes /n v ° /  or / r v %  

which contain a final empty nucleus, are added to the stem that 

phonetically ends in a consonant. If the suffix / r o / ,  which begins with a 

liquid and is followed by a lexically filled nucleus, is attached, the 

em pty nucleus after the stem ending in a consonant also receives 

phonetic interpretation, except in /r /-e n d in g  stems. I w ould like to 

note that the phonetic interpretation of an empty nucleus in nominal
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suffixation is no different from that in morphologically simplex words. 

Some morphologically simplex examples are given in (8) below.

(8) morphologically simplex words

/ j0t°v°nv0/  [j0t°in] 
'eighty '
/onv°rv°/ [onil] 
'today'
/ h 0t°v°re/ [h0t°ire] 
'trash '
/k °0:rv°re/ [k°0;lle] 
’dustcloth '

/ 0rv°nv°/ [0rin] 
'a d u lt1
/k°j0rv°rvo/  [k°j0ril] 
'leisure '
/m j0nv°ri/ [mj0niri] 
'son’s wife'
/c°irv°ri/ [c°illi]
'be fed up'

Thus, the first consideration would be that the nominal suffixes in (1) 

manifest non-analytic structure, as in (6a), and the [i]-zero alternation 

can be accounted for by proper government as can be seen in (9) below.

(9) a. [k°uk°il] 'soup (topicalising), [k°uk°in] 'soup (objective)'
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b. [k°uk°iro] 'soup + to, with'
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c. [mullo] ’water + to, w ith'6
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However, there is a fact which makes such a view dubious. That is, 

nom inal suffixes never trigger [i]-zero alternation in the stem. 

Consider the following examples, where an empty nucleus is present 

after f t /  and is followed by a nasal or an obstruent, that is more 

complex than / r / ; we see that our analysis must be flawed.

) stem stem + suffix

/k°urv°m v0/
’c loud ’

[k°urim] [k°urimin] [k°urimil] [k°urimiro]

/ 0rv°nv°/
'ad u lt'

[0rin] [0rinin] [©rinil] [0riniro]

/c°u rv0p°v0/
'agent'

[c°urip°] [c°urip°in] [c°urip°il] [c°urip°iro]

/m irv°k°v0/
'Buddha*

[mirik°] [mirik°in] [mirik°il] [mirik°iro]

W hen these w ords are pronounced w ithout suffixes, the em pty 

nucleus after / r /  is phonetically realised, because the final empty 

nucleus is licensed because of its domain-final position, and so cannot 

properly govern this position. They are realised as [k°urim], [0rin ], 

[c°urip°] and [mirik0] respectively. However, the situation should be 

different when we add a suffix. We expect that the empty nucleus after

^It should be noted that, at the time of writing this thesis, Kaye (1993) has claimed 
that an empty nucleus surrounded by two onsets associated to the same segment, is 
licensed. Following this, proper government is not required to explain the licensing of 
the empty nucleus in this structure. However, since this issue is not crucial to our present 
discussion, I follow the earlier system as in the previous chapters.
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/ r /  will be licensed, because it is properly governable by the following 

nucleus: the following onset can govern the preceding one dominating 

/ r / ,  and the following unlicensed nucleus can be a proper governor. 

Consider the following morphologically simplex forms given in (11) 

below.

(11) morphologically simplex words

/ t° v 0rv0m v0rv ° /  [t°ilmil] (*[t°irimil]) 'flood '
/m a rv °m i/ [malmi] (*[marimi]) 'le isu re '
/s°a rv0k 0v°m v0/  [s°alk°im] (*[s°arik°im]) 'softly'
/n a rv 0p°v0rac°i/ [nalp°irac°i] (*[narip°irac°i]) 'to scatter'

We see that in morphologically simplex words, the empty nucleus in 

this similar context is licensed. However, such [ol-alternant cannot be 

observed in the forms in (10). The empty nucleus in the stem always 

fails to be licensed even though it is properly governable (e.g. 

/ k 0urv°m v°rv0/  [k°urimil] 'cloud (objective)').

(12) / k 0urv0mv°rv0/  [k°urimil] 'cloud (topicalising)'
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[k°urimil] (*[k°ulmil])

From the above discussion, we see that the nominal suffixation in 

(1&10) cannot be non-analytic. We therefore tu rn  to the other 

possibility (cf. 7b), where the stem and suffix m anifest analytic 

structure.
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6.2.4 The analytic approach

In this section, let us consider the structure (7b) where the stem and 

suffix manifest analytic structure. In this type of structure, the stem 

itself constitutes a phonological domain, but the suffix does not, as in 

(13) below. We take the form /[[k °u rv 0mv°] v°nv0] /  'cloud 

(topicalising)' as an example.

(13) /[[k°urv°m v0] v°nv°]]/ [k°urimin] 'cloud (topicalising)’

O N O N O N O N O N  
I I I I I I 1 1 1

[ [ x  X X X X x ]  X X X ]

I I I 1 I
k° u r m n

This structure contains two phonological domains: [k°urv°mv°] and 

[k°urv0m (v0)v°nv0]. The first domain produces [k°urim], where the 

final empty nucleus is licensed by virtue of its final position, and the 

penu ltim ate  em pty nucleus that is not properly  governed is 

phonetically interpreted, as in (14) below.

(14) /  [k°urv°mv°] /  [k°urim]

N «« / /  «« N LP
I I

0  N  O N O N
1 I I I I I

[ X X X X X X ]

I I I  I
k° u r [i] m

Let us continue and incorporate the external domain. This is shown in

(15) below.
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(15) /k °u rv 0m v°nv0/  [k°urimin] 'cloud (topicalising)'

O N O N O N O N O N  
I I I I I I I I I

[ x x x x x x  X X  X ]
I I I I I

k° u r [i] m n

This structure contains a sequence of empty nuclei with an intervening 

empty onset. According to Gussman & Kaye (1993: 433), this type of 

configuration is the context in which the process of reduction applies.

(16) Reduction (Gussman & Kaye 1993: 433)

An empty nucleus followed by a pointless onset are removed 

from any phonological representation in which they occur.

A pplying this principle to (15), the antepenultimate em pty nucleus, 

which is the final nucleus of the internal domain, and the following 

empty onset will disappear, as in (17) below.

(17) / k 0urv°m v°nv0/  [k°urimin] 'cloud (topicalising)'
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This structure also contains a domain-final empty nucleus. Being 

domain-final, it is licensed and cannot be a proper governor for the 

preceding em pty nucleus which is suffix-initial. We thus get an 

unlicensed empty nucleus in the penultimate nuclear position. At this 

stage, one could argue that the empty nucleus in the antepenultim ate 

position, which is unlicensed in the internal domain, could be properly 

governed by the following unlicensed nucleus. What is seen from the
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outcome of the form [k°urimin] is that the antepenultim ate nuclear 

position remains unlicensed., i.e. it resists being properly governed by 

the following unlicensed nucleus.

Following Gussmann & Kaye (1993: 434f.), an empty nucleus like the 

one in the antepenultim ate position in the above structure, which is 

unlicensed in the internal domain but is properly governable in the 

external dom ain, may or may not be licensed according to two 

conditions: (i) whether or not the licensing of the empty nucleus obeys 

the Strict Cyclicity Constraint (Kean 1974), and (ii) w hether or not 

unlicensed em pty nuclei acquire additional segm ental m aterial. 

Gussmann & Kaye (1993), who discuss the same case in Polish,7 claim 

that this language obeys the Strict Cyclicity Constraint. Thus an 

unlicensed empty nucleus in the internal domain never be properly 

governed by a following unlicensed nucleus. For instance, in the form 

/[[[pv°sv0]v0kvo]v°kv0] /  [pesekek]8 'dog (double dim.)', the embolded 

em pty nuclei are properly governable by the following unlicensed 

nuc leus .9 However, the outcome of this form shows that they resist 

being licensed. This can be explained by the claim that the licensing of 

the empty nucleus in Polish obeys the Strict Cyclicity Constraint.10

7Note that domain-internal empty nuclei in Polish respect proper government (e.g. 
/ sv°nv°/ [sen] dream' vs. /sv°nu/ [snu] 'id. (gen. sg.)'.
8Note that the actual pronunciation of this form is [piestfek]. However, palatalisation 
has no bearing on the discussion at hand, and I simplified the form as [pesekek].
9In this case, the potential proper governor is not a domain-final empty nucleus, but is a 
suffix-initial empty nucleus. This follows from the fact that domain-final empty nuclei 
are deleted by the process of reduction.
10Gussmann & Kaye (1993) provide another reason for the failure of proper government 
in the Polish case above. That is, unlicensed empty nuclei in Polish are realised as [e]. 
This means that the underlying empty nucleus acquires additional elements (i.e. P and 
A+) in the course of derivation, and so it becomes a non-empty nucleus. Being not empty, 
this position is not subject to ECP. Note that cases which do not obey the Strict 
Cyclicity Constraint can be found in Arabic (Kaye 1987,1990b) or European Portuguese 
(Cavaco 1993), in which no additional elements are added to the unlicensed empty 
nucleus.
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Returning to the case of Korean, we see that this language obeys the 

Strict Cyclicity Constraint. That is, the antepenultimate empty nucleus 

remains unlicensed, because it is unlicensed in the first domain. This is 

shown in (18) below, resulting in [k°urimin].

(18) /k °u rv0m v°nv0/  'cloud (topicalising)’
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We have so far discussed the phonetic realisation of an empty nucleus 

in nominal suffixations. What is revealed is that nominal suffixes are 

analytic. However, this claim is still problematic. Consider the data in 

the following section.

6.2.5 Problems with the analysis in terms of analytic morphology

W hat we have not yet considered are the forms where the stem-final 

onset contains a segment which cannot be licensed by a licensed empty 

nucleus. W hat we expect is the stem-final consonant to undergo 

neutralisation, because it is followed by the dom ain-final em pty 

nucleus. However, this is not the case in nominal suffixation. Observe 

the following examples.
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(19) a. some examples

/m urv°phv0/
'knee '

[murip0] [muriphin] [muriphil] [muriphiro]

/p °0rvos°v0/
'hab it'

[p°0rit°] [p°0ris°in] [p°0ris°il] [p°0ris°iro]

/k °v 0rv0s°v0/
'plate '

[k°irit°] [k°iris°in] [k°iris°il] [k°iris°iro]

b. /m urv°phv°/ [murip0] 'knee*
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c. /[[m urv°phv°] v°nv°] / [muriphin]
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With no suffixes added, the words in (19a) are realised as [m urip0], 

[p°0rit°] and [k°irit°] respectively. What is important is that the stem- 

final onset undergoes neutralisation before a dom ain-final em pty 

nucleus, as shown in (20) below.

(20) /m u rv °p hv0/  [murip0] 'knee'
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By the same logic, we could expect neutralisation of the stem-final 

onset in analytic morphology as well, because the internal domain also 

contains a domain-final empty nucleus, as can be seen in (19c) above. 

Recall the definition of analytic morphology (cf. Chapter 5) which 

implies that in a domain, all phonological processes which can apply 

m ust apply. Following this, the form /[[m urv°phv 0]v°nv0] /  'knee 

(topicalising)' m ust undergo the following two processes: ECP and the 

neutralisation of the stem-final obstruent. These yield *[m urip°in]. 

However, this is not the case. The problem with this form and the 

others in (19a) is that the stem-final obstruents do not undergo 

neutralisation, viz. [muriphin] (*[murip°in]). This contradicts what we 

expect in analytic morphology, namely that a stem-final obstruent 

fo llow ed by a dom ain-final em pty nucleus shou ld  undergo  

neutralisation.

In fact, there are forms in which the stem-final obstruents do undergo 

neutralisation. For instance, the forms /m urv°phv °/ + /a n v 0/  'knee + 

inside ' and  /m u rv °p hv 0/  + /a rse / 'knee + below ' are realised 

respectively as [murip°an] and [murip°arae], rather than *[muriphan] 

and *[muripharae]. We see that these two forms are cases of genuine 

analytic m orphology. Com paring the two forms, [m urip°an] and 

[m urip0aras], it follows that the nominal suffixes which trigger [i]-zero 

alternation cannot be analytic.

The situation up to this point is that the phonological processes in 

nom inal suffixation can be accounted for neither by non-analytic 

m orphology, because the unlicensed nucleus after the stem cannot 

properly govern the preceding empty nucleus in the stem, nor by 

analytic morphology, because stem-final obstruents do not undergo 

neutralisation before a domain-final empty nucleus.
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W hat is interesting is that German manifests a similar process. Let us 

consider the German facts by reviewing the proposal of Brockhaus 

(1992).

6.2.6 The case of German

As is well known, German manifests the process of final obstruent 

devoicing (henceforth, FOD) before a licensed em pty nucleus.11 

How ever, there are words in which an obstruent containing the 

element L- does not undergo FOD when a vowel-initial analytic suffix 

is added. For instance, the word schreiben /[[Jralbv°]0nv0]]/ 'to write'12 

is realised as [Jraiben], rather than *[Jraipan]. W ith respect to this 

phenom enon, she proposes applying the notion of ’autosegm ental 

licensing’.13

If FOD is indeed a matter of autosegmental licensing, it can be 

treated as purely interpretive, since 'autosegmental licensing is 

distinct from association' (Goldsmith 1989: 149). L- remains 

present in the representation, although its presence does not 

m anifest itself, neither phonetically nor in terms of segmental 

complexity or charm. Interpretive phenomena do not involve

an actual change to a representation , so analytic vowel-initial

suffixes are no longer a problem. (Brockhaus 1992: 207)

11 Following Brockhaus (1992), FOD is the loss of the element L-.
12According to Brockhaus (1992: 204), vowel-initial suffixes in German can be classified 
in two groups. One is stress-neutral, and the other is not. As for this, she claims that the 
former belongs to the analytic class, and the latter belongs to the non-analytic class. 
The infinitive suffix /9 n v °/ is stress-neutral, and is thus analytic.
13 Autosegmental licensing is the licensing of segmental content.
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Following this notion, FOD can be seen as the non-interpretation, 

rather than the deletion of L-. This element is not interpreted in the 

first domain, when the domain-final nucleus is licensed to be empty, 

but will then be interpreted when the suffix-initial nucleus becomes 

the new licenser by the deletion of the final empty nucleus by OCP. 

This is shown in (21) below, where an element which is present, but 

not licensed, is shown in brackets.

(21) /[[Jralbv°]0nv0]]/ [Jraiban] 'to write'
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The claim made by Brockhaus seems quite reasonable, so that we can 

account for a negatively charmed segment, say, / p h/  being fully realised 

as such when a vowel-initial analytic suffix is added.
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H ow ever, such an analysis still poses some problem s. Firstly, 

Brockhaus* analysis cannot account for the case of Korean, where stems 

contain a fricative in their final onset position (e.g. /p ° 0rv°sovo/  'habit* 

(cf. 19)). The difference between fricatives, and aspirated or tensed 

segm ents is that when neutralisation applies, the latter loses an 

element, whereas the former gains the element ?° (e.g. /p ° a rv 0s°v0/  

[p°0rit°]).

(22) a. /p hv°/ -->
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However, when the suffixes which manifest [i]-zero alternation or 

those beginning w ith an unlicensed nucleus such as / i /  (nominative 

suffix) are added to these stems, the final consonants do not undergo 

neutralisation, i.e. [p°0ris°in] and [p°0ris°i]). If we follow Brockhaus* 

claim, we have to say that the element ?° is added in the first cycle, and 

must then be deleted in the next cycle.

(23) /[ [p o0rv°s°vo] v°nv°]/ 'habit (topicalising)*

[p°] b. /s°v7 --> [t°]
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The problem  with the above derivation lies in the fact that ?° 

undergoes deletion (cf. 23c). The question is why ?° has to undergo 

deletion in this form. Notice that other segments, say / t ° /  (as in 

/n a t°v 0/  'grain') do not lose the element ?° before the same suffix (e.g. 

[nat°in] 'grain (topicalising)'. We simply do not know which ?° can 

undergo deletion, and which cannot.

The second problem comes from the fact that the stem-final onset / p h/  

in /m u rv °p hv ° / does undergo neutralisation when the suffix / anv0/  

'inside' is added: [murip°an] (*[muriphan]). In 6.3.2.3.1, we saw that this 

form is analytic, where the suffix begins with an unlicensed empty 

nucleus. If the the initial unlicensed nucleus of the analytic suffix 

eventually  licenses the final onset in the preceding dom ain, as



Brockhaus claimed, we should not expect neutralisation in the form 

[murip°an] either.14

From the above discussion, we see that nominal suffixation in Korean 

cannot be fully accounted for by the morphological structure proposed 

by Kaye (1993), thus, the theory requires extending to a certain degree. 

However, in the following pages, I only try to minimise the problems 

that are raised in the discussion above.

6.2.7 The analysis

If m orphology interacts with the phonology only in two ways, either 

analytically or non-analytically, the nominal suffixes that perm it [i]- 

zero alternation would have to be non-analytic. This follows from the 

fact that, as seen in the previous section, there is no way in the current 

conception of analytic morphology to account for the fact that stem- 

final obstruents do not undergo neutralisation w ithout violating the 

projection principle.15 On the other hand, in non-analytic morphology, 

there may be scope for saying that the domain-internal empty nucleus 

fails to be licensed in suffixed forms. Consider the form [m uriphin] 

'knee (topicalising)', in which the topicalising suffix /n v 0/  is added to 

the stem /m u rv °p hv ° / 'knee'. I would like to claim that the suffix of 

this form is non-analytic.

14What is interesting is that German does not manifest compounds where the second 
term begins with a vowel. According to Brockhaus (1992: 210), in this language, there is 
a general constraint which prevents empty onsets from forming the left-most position in 
an independent domain. The onset has to be filled by a suitable consonant or, in the
absence of such a segment, by glottal stop (e.g. farb-echt [fa£p?£Qt] 'colour-fast').
15Projection Principle (KLV 1990: 221)

Governing relations are defined at the level lexical representation and remain 
constant throughout a phonological derivation
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(24) /m u rv °p hv°nv0/  [muripMn]
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W hat we see in (24) is that the empty nucleus in the stem resists being 

properly governed by the suffixal vowel. This observation turns out to 

be true in all nominal suffixation: no empty nucleus originating in the 

stem is properly governed by an unlicensed nucleus originating in the 

suffix (e.g. [k°urimi] 'cloud (nominative)' and [p°8ris° il]  'habit

(objective)'). As to the question why this is so, I have no clear answer at 

hand. I thus leave it as an open question. A putative claim that, in 

Korean, proper governm ent applies only w ithin a m orphological 

domain cannot be maintained, because it contradicts the definition that 

a word formed by non-analytic morphology is itself a single domain. 

There is no inner domain in non-analytic morphology.

We m ay find one possible answer to the above question from the 

Southern dialect. Consider the following examples.

(25) a. /p ° 0rvosov°nv0/  [p°0ris°in] 'habit (topicalising)'
(*[p°8ls°in])

/k °v 0rv0s0v°rv0/  [k°iris°il] 'dish (objective)’
(*[k°ils°il])

/irv °m v°ro / [irimiro] 'name + with'
(*[ilmiro])
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b. /p°0rv°s°i/ [p°0ls°i] 'habit (nominative)'
(~[p°0ris°i])
[k°ils°e] 'dish + at'
(~[k°iris°e])
[ilmi] 'name (nom inative)'
(-[irimi])

/k°v°rv0s0e /

/irv °m i/

The above examples show that the empty nucleus in the stem can be 

licensed if the nucleus in the suffix is lexically filled (cf. 25b), and it fails 

to be licensed if the nucleus in the suffix is underlyingly empty (cf. 25a). 

From this, one might propose that the empty nucleus in the suffix may 

r not have the power to properly govern the empty nucleus in the stem. 

However, since there are dialects in which proper government fails to 

apply even if the suffixal nucleus is lexically filled, we need further 

research on this issue.

A word should be said about the consequence of non-analytic nominal 

morphology. We observe that, unlike other languges such as Arabic 

(Kaye 1990b), there is no stem alternation in nominal morphology. It 

follows from this that the inflectional morphology of Korean does not 

allow variation in the licensing within a stem. At this stage, it is worth 

noting that nominal stems can appear in an utterance without suffixes. 

In other words, nouns can be stems all by themselves. Thus, if a stem 

has an unlicensed empty nucleus (as in /irv°m v°/ [irim] 'name'), this 

position is always unlicensed in all suffixations (e.g. / irv °m v ° rv ° / 

[irimil] 'name (objective)').

Let us now return to the issue of [i]-zero alternation in the stem and 

suffix. Consider the following structures in (26) below. Recall the claim 

that nom inal suffixes which perm it [i]-zero alternation are non- 

analytic. The empty nucleus in question is printed in bold.
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(26) a. / k 0uk°v°nv0/  [k°uk°in] 'soup (topicalising)'
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b. /  murv'3ro / [mullo] 'water + to, ’
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c. /p °e rv 0s0v°ro/ [p°9ris°iro] 'habit + with'
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In (26a), the final empty nucleus is licensed by virtue of its final 

position. This licensed empty nucleus cannot be a proper governor for 

the preceding em pty nucleus. Thus, the em pty nucleus in the 

penultim ate position is phonetically interpreted: [k°uk°in]. The 

structure (26b), on the other hand, contains only one empty nucleus in 

the penultim ate nuclear position. Since this empty nucleus can be 

properly governed by the following nucleus, it will be licensed. Recall 

that the liquid associated to two onsets is realised as [ll].16 We thus 

obtain [mullo].

The structure (26c) contains two empty nuclei. The penultimate empty 

nucleus fails to be licensed. The failure of inter-onset governm ent

16See Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion.
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blocks proper government from applying: / r /  cannot govern / s %  

Therefore, the penultimate empty nucleus is phonetically interpreted. 

W hat about the em pty nucleus in the antepenultim ate nuclear 

position? This empty nucleus is unlicensed. As seen above, in Korean, 

it appears that the empty nucleus in the stem resists being properly 

governed by the (empty) nucleus in the suffix. This is shown in (27) 

below.

(27) /p ° 0rv°sovoro /  [p°0ris°iro] 'habit + with'
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Let us now consider the case where the stem ends in an unlicensed 

nucleus and the final nucleus in the suffix is licensed. In this case, as 

m entioned earlier, we can have two types of forms (e.g. [t°arin] ~ 

[t°arinin] and [t°aril] ~ [t°ariril]). Let us first consider the former type. 

Since the stem ends in a filled nucleus, no empty nucleus will be 

visible between the stem and suffix (cf. Empty Syllable Constraint, 

Gussmann & Kaye 1993). The structure of [t°arin] is given in (28) below. 

We see that the result follows in a straightforward way.

/t° arinv0/  [t°arin] 'leg (topicalising)
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Let us now consider the forms of [t°arinin] and [t°ariril]. As for these 

forms, we w ould like to claim that double morphology is involved: 

/t°ari + n + v°nv0/  and /t°ari + r + v°rv%  This is shown in (29) below.

(29) a. [t°arinin] 'leg (topicalising)'
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b. [t°ariril] 'leg (objective)'
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The above structures both contain two empty nuclei. The final empty 

nucleus is licensed by virtue of its final position. This licensed empty 

nucleus cannot be a proper governor for the preceding empty nucleus. 

Therefore, the penultim ate empty nucleus is not licensed, and 

consequently, receives phonetic interpretation. We obtain the correct 

forms: [t°arinin] and [t°ariril].

So far we have discussed [i]-zero alternation in nominal suffixation in 

Korean. In the following section we will discuss the case of verbal 

suffixation.
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6.3 Verbal suffixation

6.3.1 The data

The process of [i]-zero alternation in the inflectional m orphology of 

verbs is som ew hat different from that in m orphologically simplex 

words. As we shall see below, the nasal-final and liquid-final stems are 

the cases which behave differently.

The suffixes which trigger [i]-zero alternation include / s ° i /  'honorific 

suffix’; / p v ° / 'polite suffix'; /m je /  ’and’; /m v ° /  'gerundive suffix'; 

/ r e /  'in order to1 and /rv ° /  ’future tense’. These suffixes can be divided 

into two types according to whether or not the nucleus is lexically 

filled: / s ° i / ,  /m je /  and / r e /  on the one hand, / r v %  /m v ° / and /p °v ° / 

on the other hand. Let us first consider the former type.

(30) when the nucleus of the suffix is unlicensed

a. suffix: / s ° i /  (honorific)

m ak° [mak°is°i] 'to block’
c°ap° [c°ap°is°i] ’to catch'
p°at° [p°at°is°i] 'to receive'
p°ic° [p°ic°is°i] 'to make'
k ’ak’ [k’ak’is°i] 'to cut'
is’ [is’is°i] 'to be'
c’och [c’ochis°i] 'to chase'
n 8:m [n0mis°i]17 (*[ne:mzi]) 'to go over'
s°in [s°inis°i] (*[s°inzi]) 'to wear'

17Note that stem vowels undergo shortening if the following nucleus is unlicensed. I do 
not explore this issue in this thesis. See Rhee (in preparation) for a detailed discussion.
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am ur [amus°i]18 (~[amuris°i]) 'to recover
p hur [phus°i] (~[phuris°i]) 'to solve'
k°a [k°as°i] (*[k°ais°i]) 'to go'
c°u [c°us°i] (*[c°uis°i]) 'to give'

b. suffix: /m ja /  'and'

mak° [mak°imje] 'to block'
u:s° [us°imje] 'to laugh'
nak’ [nak’imje] 'to fish'
p°asth [p°aethimje] 'to spit'
k°a:m [k°amimje] (*[k°ammje]) 'to roll'
s°in [s°inimje] (*[s°inmje]) 'to wear'
s°a:r [s°a:lmje] (~[s°arimje]) 'to live'
phur [phulmje] (~[phurimje]) 'to solve'
k°a [k°amje] (*[k°aimje]) 'to go'
c°u [c°umje] (*[c°uimje]) 'to give'

c. suffix: / r e  /  'in order to'

m ak° [mak°ire] 'to block'
cTc° [c’ic°ire] 'to tear'
t°ak’ [t0ak5ire] 'to clean’

o
CD [t°ephire] 'to cover'

t°a:m [t°amire] 'to fill'
s°in [s°inire] 'to wear'
phur [phulle] (~[phurire]) 'to solve'
k°S:r [k°e:lle] (~[k°erire]) 'to hang'
k°a [k°are] (*[k°aire]) 'to go’
c°u [c°ure] (*[c°uire]) 'to give'

As can be seen above, the empty nucleus after a stem-final obstruent is 

always unlicensed. This is exactly the same as in the case of 

m orphologically simplex (i.e. unsuffixed) words. Since no suffixes

mentioned in chapter One, an independent process triggers the loss of / r /  before 
/ s ° /  and /n / .  I cannot find any other suffix that begins with an obstruent followed by an 
unlicensed nucleus.
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begin with a negatively charmed segment, the sequence [C°v°C“] cannot 

be found in verbal inflectional morphology.

The first problem  that concerns us is that the em pty nucleus is 

phonetically interpreted between nasals (cf. /s°in + mj9 /  'to wear and' 

—> [s°in im j0] (*[s°inmj0]))/ and in sequences involving a nasal 

followed by a neutral obstruent (cf. /s°in  + s°i/ 'to wear (honorific)' —> 

[s°ints°i] (*[s°inzi])). Recall that the empty nucleus in the same contexts 

is always licensed in morphologically simplex words (cf. /k °u m v °n ir/ 

[kumnil] 'to stretch' and / t°0m v°p°i/ [t°0mbi] 'to attack').19

The fact that /r /- f in a l stems allow two different pronunciations is 

another point that needs discussion. In such cases, the empty nucleus 

after stem-final / r /  may or may not be licensed, (cf. / p hur + m jo / 'to 

solve and' --> [phulm j0] ~ [phurim ]0]). In morphologically simplex 

words, the empty nucleus in the same context never fails to be licensed, 

as in /t°a rv°k°u / [t°alk°u] 'to heat' and / j0rv°mae/ [jolmse] 'fruit'. In 

other words, [riCV] never occurs in morphologically simplex forms.

Finally, in the case of vowel-final stems, the vowel [i] is not audible 

between the stem and suffix.

Let us now consider the data in which the nucleus of the suffix is 

underlyingly empty. Recall that, in morphologically simplex words, the 

penultimate empty nucleus is always unlicensed if the final nucleus is 

licensed (e.g. /narv°nv0/  [narin] 'be dull').

19In order to be sure that these examples are morphologically simplex words, it should 
be noted that the vowel /A / ,  which is realised either as [a] or [9], is always inserted 
between two stems in verbal compounds: e.g. /c hamv0/  'to endure’ + /nae/ 'to do 
(something) all the way' --> [c^amanse] 'to endure to the end', /p°at°v°/ 'to receive1 + 
/nom v0k°i/ 'to pass’ —> [p°at°an9mgi] 'to receive and pass', and /t°o:rv°/ 'to turn' + 
/p °o / 'to look' —> [t°orap°o] 'to look back' etc. This means that, in verbs, a consonantal 
cluster surrounding an empty nucleus is not derived from compounding. In fact, [NiNV] 
can only be found in verbal inflectional morphology.
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(31) when the nucleus of the suffix is licensed

/rv ° / /m v ° / /p°v0/
(future) (gerundive) (polite)

m 0k° [m0k°il] [m0k°im] [m0k°ip°] 'to eat'
c’ic° [c’ic°il] [c’ic°im] [c5ic°ip°] 'to tear'
t°ak* [t°ak’il] [t°ak’im] [t°ak’ip0] 'to clean'
t°aph [t°0phil] [t°0phim] [t°0phip°] 'to cover'
t°a:m [t°amil] [t°amim] [t°amip°] 'to fill'
s°in [s°inil] [s°inim] [s°inip°] 'to wear'
phur [phul] [phum] [phup°] 'to solve'

(~[phuril]) (~[phurim]) U[phurip°])
k°9:r [k°0:l] [k°0:m] [k°0:p°] 'to hang'

(~[k°aril]) (~[k°0rim]) (~[k°arip0])
k°a [k°al] [k°am] [k°ap°] 'to go'
c°u [c°ul] [c°um] [c°up°] 'to give'

From the above examples, we can observe that, apart from /r /-e n d in g  

stems and vowel-final stems, the empty nucleus between stem and 

suffix is never licensed, as we expect.

In the case of /r /-f in a l stems, we can have two forms: one is the form 

in which the empty nucleus in question is phonetically interpreted (e.g. 

/ p hurv°m v°/ [phurim] 'solving'). This is exactly the same as the case of 

morphologically simplex words (e.g. /curv°m v°/ [curim] 'wrinkles'). 

In the other form, the stem-final / r /  is deleted, and the following 

empty nucleus is licensed (e.g. / p hurv°m v0/  [phum] 'solving'). Since 

this kind of process cannot be found in m orphologically simplex 

words, this is the case we need to discuss.

In the case of vowel-final stems, the vowel [i] is inaudible between the 

stem and suffix, as in (30), where the suffixal nucleus is unlicensed.
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I now sum m arise the facts in (30&31) as below in (32), where D20 

represents deletion of / r /  21

(32) context of [i]-zero alternation in verbal suffixation: C l (v°) 

C2, w here Ci is the stem-final consonant and C2 is the 

suffix-initial consonant.

C2 obstruent nasal liquid
CV Cv° CV Cv° CV

o>

Cl (/s°i/) (/p°v0/) (/m j9 /) (/m v°/) ( /ra /) (/rv °/)
obstr. i i i i i i

nasal i i i i i i

liquid i  or i or i or i or i or i or
0 0  &  D 0 0  &  D 0 0  &  D

vow el 0 0 0 0 0 0

In order to understand the exact nature of verbal suffixation, let us 

repeat the cases which behave in a different way from morphologically 

simplex words.

2 Î do not include /r/-deletion before / s 0/  (and /n /) , because it is a matter of segmental 
structure that Korean does not allow such (pseudo-)sequences. Apart from this case, /r / -  
deletion applies when the suffix contains a licensed empty nucleus.
21I note that there are verbal stems (but not nominal stems) ending in / h / .  When the 
suffixes in (29&30) are added, the behaviour of these stems is very similar to / r / -  
ending stems. That is, they produce two different forms (cf. 6.3.2.3.3). Nevertheless, I 
do not include these forms in the following table, because the behaviour of / h /  is not 
fully understood. Domain-finally, this segment behaves in a different way from other 
segments when suffixes other than (30&31) are added. For instance, stem-final / h /  
triggers aspiration of the suffix-initial neutral obstruent in the following onset 
position. In this case, the stem-final / h /  itself is not audible: e.g. /n oh v0/  + /k ° o /  
[nokho] 'to put + and1. Doniain-internally, on the other hand, there is no way of knowing 
the behaviour of an empty nucleus after / h / ,  simply because there are no eligible 
simplex words. For this reason, I use /h /-ending verbal stems only for supporting 
evidence.
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(33) An em pty nucleus is unlicensed even though  p roperly  

governable in the following environment:

a. between nasals (e.g. [s°inim]0] 'to wear + and')

b. between a nasal and a neutral obstruent22 (e.g. [s°inis°i] 'to wear 

(honorific)'

c. after a liquid (e.g. [phuris°i] 'to solve (honorific)')

6.3.2 The analysis

6.3.2.1 The morphological structure of verbal suffixation

In order to understand the behaviour of the empty nucleus between 

the verbal stem and suffix, we m ust first find out the morphological 

properties of the suffixes, i.e. decide on the analyticity of the suffixes 

and their representations.

As for the representation of the suffixes themselves, we have two 

possibilities: either they begin with an onset dom inating the first 

consonant of the suffix, or they begin with an empty nucleus. In the 

latter case, the first consonant of the suffix associates with the second 

onset of the suffix. This is shown in (34), where the suffix / s ° i /  

(respective) is taken as an example.

(34) a. O N b. O N O N

X X  X X X

22In this case, the neutral obstruent involves / s ° /  only, as we have seen in (30).
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Let us now consider the analyticity of the verbal suffixes that permit [i]- 

zero alternation. Unlike the nominal cases, no verbal stems contain a 

sequence of empty nuclei in the penultimate and final positions (i.e. 

*/CVCv°Cv0/). Thus, we cannot test whether or not the empty nucleus 

in the stem  can be properly  governed by the suffixal vowel. 

Consequently, we have only one criterion, namely the neutralisation 

of a stem final obstruent, to determine the analyticity of the verbal 

suffixes. Recall that neutralisation applies only if the following empty 

nucleus is licensed.

Let us consider the following examples which are taken from (30) 

above.

/s ° i /  (respective) /n i /  'because'

nak’ [nak’is°i] (*[nak°s°i]) [nak’ini] (*[nak°ni])
'to fish'
t°eph [t°0phis°i] (*[t°0p°s°i]) [t°0phini] (*[t°0p°ni])
'to cover'
c°ic° [c°ic°is°i] (*[c°it°s°i]) [c°ic°ini] (*[c°it°ni])
'to bark'

From the above examples, we see that the suffixes cannot be analytic. If 

they are analytic, the stem itself forms a domain, as can be seen in (36) 

below.

(36) /[[nak ,v°]s°i]/ 'to fish (respective)'

0  N O N O
1 I I I 1

[ [ X X X X ] X

I I I  I
n a k’ s°

In (36), the stem-final onset is followed by a dom ain-final empty 

nucleus which is always licensed. This licensed empty nucleus will

x ]
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trigger neutralisation of the preceding obstruent (i.e. *[nak°]). However, 

as can be seen in (35) above, this is not the case. The fact that the stem- 

final obstruent does not undergo neutralisation means that the empty 

nucleus following the stem-final onset has always been unlicensed. 

Thus, we can reasonably claim that verbal inflectional m orphology as 

in (30&31) m anifests non-analytic structure. This is show n in (37) 

below, where the empty nucleus in question is emboldened.

(37) verbal inflectional morphology

0  N  O N O N
1 I I I I I

X X X X X X

I I I  I I
C V C C V /v°

Let us now discuss the behaviour of the empty nucleus between the 

verbal stem and the suffix. Let us start the discussion by considering 

some simple cases in which the empty nucleus behaves in the same 

way as that of morphologically simplex forms.

6.3.2.2 Some simple cases

Firstly, I consider the stems ending in an obstruent. As we have seen in 

(30&31) above, the empty nucleus after an obstruent invariably fails to 

be licensed. This is exactly the same as the case of morphologically 

simplex forms. For clarity I show some examples of verbal morphology 

below in (38a), and also give some examples of m orphologically 

simplex forms in (38b).
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(38) a. obstruent-final verbal stems

/m ak°v°s°i/ [mak°is°i]
/u:s°v°m j0/  [us°imje]
/c ,ic°v°r0/  [c’ic°ir0]
/ t° 0phv°r v0/  [t°0phil]

'to block (honorific)' 
'to laugh + and'
'to tear + in order to' 
'to cover (future)'

b. morphologically simplex forms

/  p°ot0v 0k°i/ [p°ot°ik°i]
/k°as°v°na/ [k°as°inaj
/ h 0t°v°re/ [h0t°ire]
/ k ’ak’v°rak0i /  [k’ak’irak°i]

'dwarf tree'
'g irl'
'trash '
'bits of rice'

As for the fact that the empty nucleus is always unlicensed if the 

preceding stem-final onset dominates an obstruent, we claim that this 

process can be accounted for in the same way as m orphologically 

simplex forms. That is, the empty nucleus between the stem and suffix 

cannot be licensed because of the failure to form an inter-onset 

governing relation. Consider the structure in (39) below, where the 

form  /m a k °v °s° i/ [mak°is°i] 'to block (honorific)' is taken as an 

example.

(39) / mak°v°s°i/ [mak°is°i] 'to block (honorific)'

0  N O N O N
1 I I I I I

X X X X X X

I I I  I I
m  a k° s° i

This structure contains a domain-internal empty nucleus. Since the 

follow ing nucleus is unlicensed, the empty nucleus is properly  

governable. However, the empty nucleus resists being licensed because 

the neighbouring onsets fail to form a governing relation. Recall that 

neutral obstruents can only be governed by the negatively charmed
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segm ent (cf. Chapter 4). Since no suffix has a negatively charm ed 

segment in its initial onset position, we predict that the empty nucleus 

after an obstruent will always fail to be licensed. We thus conclude that 

the behaviour of the empty nucleus after the stem ending in an 

obstruent can be accounted for by proper government with its sub

condition, namely, inter-onset government.

Secondly, nasal-final stems also display behaviour where the empty 

nucleus in question obeys proper governm ent and  in ter-onset 

government. They are the cases where the suffix either begins with a 

liquid, or contains a licensed empty nucleus in the governor position.

(40) a. suffix begins with / r /

/t°a:m v°r0/  [t°amira] ’to fill + in order to'
/s°inv°r0/  [s°inir0] 'to wear + in order to1

b. suffix contains a licensed empty nucleus

The fact that the empty nuclei in (40a&b) fail to be licensed can be 

explained in a simple way: in (40a), the two onsets surrounding the 

empty nucleus cannot form a governing relation; in (40b), the potential 

proper governor is licensed. Therefore, the empty nuclei in the above 

forms m ust be unlicensed.

Thirdly, /r /- f in a l stems also manifest forms where the behaviour of 

the em pty nucleus in question can be accounted for by proper 

government and inter-onset government. Let us first consider the case

/t°a:m v°rv0/  [t°amil]
/ s 0inv°m v°/ [s°inim]
/  anv°p°v0/  [anip°]

'to fill (future)'
'to wear (gerundive) 
'to hug (polite)'
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w here the suffix contains an unlicensed em pty nucleus in the 

governor position. Some examples are shown in (41) below .23

(41) / r/-final stems

/s°a:rv° s°i/ [s°a:s°i] 'to live (honorific)'
/ p hurv°m j9/ [phulmj0] 'to solve + and'
/k °0:rv°r0/  [k°0:ll0] 'to hang + in order to'

In the above form s, the stem and suffix m anifest non-analytic 

morphology. Thus, the empty nucleus between them  is a domain- 

internal em pty nucleus. Since it is domain-internal, it is subject to 

proper government. Empty nuclei in the above forms are licensed: they 

are follow ed by a nucleus that is unlicensed, and the onsets 

surrounding the empty nucleus form a governing relation. Since / r /  

consists of a single element, it can be governed by any non-nuclear 

segment. This is shown in (42) below, where / p hurv°m j0/  [phulm j0] 

'to solve + and' is taken as an example.

(42) / p hurv°m j0/  [phulmj0] 'to solve + and'
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Let us now consider the case in which the stem ends in / r  / ,  and the 

suffix contains a licensed empty nucleus (i.e. Cv°). As seen above, this

23As mentioned above, the examples in (41) also allow forms where the empty nucleus 
is unlicensed. This will be discussed in the following section.
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case also produces two different types of pronunciation; one type of 

them is given below in (43).24

(43) /am u rv °rv °/ [amuril] 'to recover (future)'
/k °0:rv°m v°/ [k°9rim] 'to hang (gerundive)'
/ p hurv°p°v°/ [phurip°] 'to solve (polite)'

Again, the fact that empty nuclei in the above forms fail to be licensed 

can be accounted for by proper government. Since the potential 

governor is licensed by virtue of being in final position, the preceding 

empty nucleus cannot be licensed. Thus, the empty nuclei in the above 

forms must be phonetically interpreted, as shown in (44) below.

(44) / p hurv0p°v°/ [phurip°] 'to solve + and'
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Finally, let us consider vowel-final verbal stems. In this case, no 

phonetic interpretation of an empty nucleus is observed between stem 

and suffix. This will be explained straightforwardly if we assume that 

the non-analytic suffixes begin with an onset.25

Since no empty nucleus is visible after the stem, no vowel is audible 

between the stem and suffix. This is illustrated with the form /k°a + 

nv0/  [k°an] 'to go (past tense)'.

24In the other type of pronunciation, the empty nucleus is licensed, and the stem-final 
/ r /  is not interpreted; e.g. [amul], [k°0:m] and [p^up°] respectively (cf. 6.3.2.3.3).
25It follows from this that the suffixes in (30&31) begin with an onset, rather than 
with an empty nucleus.
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(45) /k°anv°/ [k°an] 'to go (past tense)'
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So far, we have discussed the cases where the empty nucleus between 

the stem and suffix behaves exactly the same as that of morphologically 

simplex forms. W hat is revealed is that the empty nucleus in these 

cases can be accounted by proper governm ent and in ter-onset 

governm ent In the following section, let us discuss the cases in which 

the empty nucleus behaves differently from that of m orphologically 

simplex forms.

6.3.2.3 Problematic cases

6.3.2.3.1 The empty nucleus between a nasal and a neutral obstruent

We have seen that an empty nucleus between a nasal and a neutral 

obstruen t26 in verbal inflectional morphology fails to be licensed (cf. 

46b). This is the case which shows a different pa ttern  from the 

m orphologically simplex forms in which the em pty nucleus is 

licensed, and the following neutral obstruent alternates w ith the 

corresponding negatively charmed segment (cf. 46a).

26As mentioned above, Korean manifests only one suffix which begins with a neutral 
obstruent followed by an unlicensed nucleus: /s° i/  (honorific).
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(46) a. morphologically simplex forms

/s°o:l]v0k0os0v0/ [s°o:Qgot°] 'g im let'
/c°aqv0t°ori/ [c°aqdori] 'h a m m e r'
/ s 0i:m v°pourv°mv °! [s°i:mburim] ’e rrand '
/nam v°c0is°vo/ [namcgit0] 'o v e r1
/k°anv°s°u/ [k°anzu] 'keeping '

b. verbal inflectional morphology

/ n 0:mv°s°i/ [n9mis°i] (*[n0:mzi]) 'to go over
/s°inv0s°i/ [s°inis°i] (*[s°inzi]) 'to wear'

As for the process in (46a), we claimed in Chapter 4 that in order to 

form a governing relation, the neutral obstruent is strengthened to 

become a negatively charmed segment by the acquisition of L" from the 

nasal in the governee position (cf. 47).

(47) /c°ar)v0t0ori/ [c°agdori] 'hammer'
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L- => [c°ar)dori]

However, this strategy cannot apply to the examples in (46b) in which 

the empty nucleus in question fails to be licensed, and the following 

/ s ° /  does not alternate with [z]. W hat makes the em pty nucleus 

unlicensed? In fact, in the situation where there is only one suffix (i.e. 

/s ° i /)  which is eligible for discussion, it is difficult to arrive at the
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correct explanation for the interpretation of the empty nucleus between 

the nasal and neutral obstruent in verbal suffixation. Thus, the 

following discussion is speculative.

W hat we observe from the examples in (46b) is that the element L- in 

the stem-final onset does not spread to the following onset containing 

/ s %  For this reason, there is no governing relation between the two 

onsets. Let us assume that there is no spreading of the element L- in 

the sequence involving a nasal followed by a neutral obstruent. If this 

is the case, it is obvious that the empty nucleus intervening between 

the nasal and the following neutral obstruent fails to be licensed, 

because the nasal, which is the potential governee, is more complex 

than / s ° /  which is potential governor.

(48) /s°inv°s°i/ [s°inis°i] ’to wear (honorific)'
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This type of explanation makes the case of morphologically simplex 

forms problem atic. I w ould like to claim that the two onsets 

surrounding the empty nucleus share L- in the lexical representation, 

rather than the case where L- in the first onset position spreads to the 

following onset position.
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(49) / c 0ar)v°t°ori/ [c°aqdori] 'hammer'

O N O N O  N O N

x x X X X X X X

C',0 a V o R° o r

-po qo

N+ h° 
I /
L" [c°aqdori]

Since the onset following the empty nucleus contains L-, it is 

negatively charm ed. Therefore, this onset can form a governing 

relation with the preceding onset dominating a velar nasal.27 Since the 

potential proper governor is unlicensed, the empty nucleus within the 

inter-onset governing relation will be licensed.

The above discussion predicts that Korean never allows pseudo

sequences such as [ms°], where a nasal is followed by a neutral 

obstruent, but allows either sequences such as [mz] where the second 

member of the sequence is realised with L-, or [mis0] where the two 

consonants are separated by an unlicensed empty nucleus. Indeed, it 

appears that this is always true in Korean: [naamzaa] (*[naems°ae]) 

'smell'; [k°amis°i] (*[k°ams°i]) 'to roll (honorific)'.

We also see from the discussion above that a domain of sharing cannot 

be created in the lexical formation rules such as suffixation. This means 

that the suffix-initial / s°/ resists alternating with its counterpart which 

has the element L-.

27See Chapter 4 for the licensing of domain-internal empty nuclei in Korean.
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6.3.2.3.2 Unsolved problems

6.3.2.3.2.1 Between two nasals

Firstly, let us consider the empty nucleus cases where the stem ends in 

a nasal and the suffix begins with a nasal. In these cases, the empty 

nucleus invariably fails to be licensed, as is shown in (50) below.

(50) the empty nucleus between nasals in verbal morphology

/k°a:m v°m j0/ [k°amimj0] 'to roll + and'
/s°inv°m j0/ [s°inimj0] 'to wear + and'
/k°a:m v°ni/ [k°amini] 'to roll + because'
/s° inv°n i/ [s°inlni] 'to wear + because'

These verbal forms show a different pattern from the morphologically

simplex forms in which the empty nucleus never fails to be licensed, as

shown in (51) below.

(51) the empty nucleus between nasals in 

forms

morphologically simplex

/k °0:nv°n0/ [k°0:nn0] 'to cross'
/k ° 0nv°m anv0/ [k°0nman] 'bu t'
/a :m v°m anv7 [a:mman] 'a m o u n t'
/k °um v°n irv0/ [k°umnil] 'do a stretch-up'
/ k ’amv°njar)v0/ [k’amnjarj] 'ability'
/p°aqv°m aqi/ [p°ar)mar)i] 'a club'
/m ar)v°nani/ [maqnani] 'w retch '

In Chapter 4, we tried to account for the case of morphologically

simplex forms with the Complexity Condition (Harris 1990: 274) which 

allows a governing relation between two onsets w hen the governor 

has an equal or greater number of elements than the governee. If this
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condition is correct, we cannot account for the case of verbal 

inflectional morphology, because there is no phonological reason why 

the intervening empty nucleus resists being licensed.

One could claim that in Korean, nasals cannot govern each other. A 

simplex segment (i.e. a segment that consists of a single element) can be 

governed by a neutral segment, but complex segments cannot have 

neutral governors. This follows from the fact that / r / ,  which consists of 

R° only, can be governed by other neutrally charmed segments (cf, 52a), 

whereas neutral obstruents do not allow neutral governors (cf. 52b). 

Nasals, apart from the case of nasal sequences in m orphologically 

simplex forms, do not allow neutral governors either (cf. 52c).

(52) a. when the potential governee is / r /

/p °0rv°re/ [p°8lle] 'insect'
/  t°arv°rse/
/ k 0o:rv°mok°v0/
/p harv°m£e/

[t°allaa]
[k°o:lmok°]
[phalmae]
[t’a:lk°i]
[k°alp°i]

'to soothe' 
'alleyway' 
'th row ing ' 
'strawberry'/ t ’a:rv0k°i/

/k°arv°p°i/ 'rib '

b. when the potential governee is a neutral obstruent

/s°inap°v0ro /
/t°u t°vor0koi /

[s°inap°iro]
[t°ut°ir0k°i]

'gradually '
'ra sh '

/nak°v°ne/ 
/t°o t°v°m i/ 
/  c°ikov0s°i/ 
/p °o t0v0k°i/

[nak°ine]
[t°ot°imi]
[c°ik°is°i]
[p°ot°ik°i]

'patiently ' 
'dwarf tree'

'stranger'
's ieve '

c. when the potential governee is a nasal

/m j0nv °ri/ 
/  om v°ri/

[mj0niri]
[omiri]

son's wife 
to shut'
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/k°v°r0m voro /  [k°ir0miro] 'therefore '
/ s 0o:r)v0k0os°v0/  [s°o:qgot°] 'g im let'
/c°am v°k°i/ [c°amgi] 'to sink'
/p °an v0t0v0s°i/ [p°andis°i] 'certainly '

If the claim that complex segments cannot have neutral governors is 

correct, then we can explain the fact that the empty nucleus between 

nasals in verbal inflectional morphology fails to be licensed: since the 

potential governee (i.e. the nasal) is complex, it cannot form an inter

onset governing relation w ith another nasal which is neutrally  

charmed. Thus, the intervening empty nucleus m ust be phonetically 

interpreted, as shown in (53) below.

(53) /k°am v°n i/ [k°amini] 'to roll + because'
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This analysis seems quite reasonable but creates a problem concerning 

m orphologically simplex forms: recall that an em pty nucleus is 

licensed between nasals in the morphologically simplex cases. One 

could claim that the apparent nasal in the governee position contains 

only a single element so that it can be governed by the nasal in the 

governor position; and the governee is realised as a nasal by acquiring 

all other elements from the governor, as below in (54).
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(54) / k ’amv°nja:gv0/  [k’amnjag] 'ability'
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At first glance, the above structure seems to be reasonble. However, it 

cannot be correct for the following reasons: firstly, Korean does not 

allow onsets which contain only U° in the lexical representation (i.e. 

there is no / w /  segment in Korean); secondly, if the above analysis 

were correct, Korean should not allow a liquid before a nasal (i.e. [lm]), 

because the element R° m ust be realised as [n] by acquiring other 

elements from the nasal in the governor position. However, Korean 

abounds with such sequences (e.g. /p°ir°vm i/ [p°ilmi] 'excuse'). Thus, 

the analysis in (54) cannot be accepted.

From the above discussion, we see that the hypothesis cannot be the 

correct one for solving the problem. I thus leave this issue as an open 

question.

6.3.2.3.2.2 The empty nucleus after /r/

In (30&31), we saw that the empty nucleus after /r /-f in a l stems may or 

may not be licensed. Thus, the inflectional forms of / p hu r(v°)/ 'to
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solve' are realised with the licensed or unlicensed empty nucleus, as 

shown in (55) below.

(55) p hur + mj9 [phulmj9] [phurimj9] 'to solve + and'

p hur + m [phurim] [phum] 'to solve (gerundive)1

We have discussed the forms in the second column in 6.3.2.2. They 

respect my analysis. However, the forms in the th ird  column are 

problematic. Firstly, we cannot find any phonological reason for the 

fact that the empty nucleus in [phurimj9] is phonetically interpreted. 

Notice that the empty nucleus is followed by a nucleus which is 

unlicensed, and the two onsets surrounding it can form a governing 

relation. The form [phum] (<— / p hurv°m v°/) is another case that we 

cannot solve. In this form, the potential proper governor is licensed, 

therefore, the empty nucleus is not properly governable, but is licensed, 

and the preceding / r /  is not interpreted.28 I have to leave these as open 

questions.

Nevertheless, a word must be said on this issue. That is, / r/-final verbs 

are not the only cases that allow two pronunciations. /h /-f in a l verbs 

also manifest a similar pattern, as shown in (56) below.

28The form [pVm] can be derived if the suffix is analytic: /[[p^urv°]mv°]/ (see Chapter 
5 for the derivation of this type of structure). If this is the case, we must say that /r /-  
final stems allow two different morphological structures, such as the English word 
’dream’ which allows two forms, [dremt] and [dri:md], for the past tense. However, it is 
not very reasonable to say that all /r/-final stems allow two forms. Notice that not all 
/ m/-final stems allow two forms in English.
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(56) /n o h v ° / 'to put' /n ah v ° / 'to give birth'

/  s°i/ [nohis°i]29 ~ [nos°i] [nahis°i] ~ [nas°i]
/m ja / [nohim]0] ~ [nomjs] [nahimj0] ~ [namj0]
/n i / [nohini] ~ [noni] [nahini] ~ [nani]
/ r 0/ [nohir©] ~ [nor0] [nahir0] ~ [nar0]
/m v ° / [nohim] ~ [nom] [nahim] ~ [nam]

As can be seen in the above examples, the empty nucleus after / h /  may 

or may not be licensed. That is, although these differ from /r /-e n d in g  

stems in that the stem-final / h /  is optionally deleted before a suffix 

containing an unlicensed nucleus (e.g. [nomja]), the behaviour of the 

empty nucleus after stem-final / h /  is such that it may or may not be 

licensed: in one case, the empty nucleus after / h /  is licensed30, and in 

the other case, it is unlicensed. This means that the two types of stem 

(i.e. / r / - and /h /-fin a l stems) share the fact that they allow two forms 

in all cases.

W hat we should retain from the cases of / i f -  and /h /- f in a l stems is 

that they both contain a single element. The form er contains the 

element R° and the latter contains h°. Thus, the only statement we can 

make is that an empty nucleus between the stem and suffix may or 

may not be licensed if the stem-final onset contains a single elem ent

We have so far discussed the behaviour of the empty nucleus between 

the verbal stem and suffix. Throughout the discussion, we have found

29Recall that / h /  is optionally uninterpreted between the two unlicensed nuclei.
30What is interesting is that, in Korean, / h /  can never be interpreted if it is followed 
by a licensed empty nucleus. It may be the case that the combination of the two 
elements 1\° and ?° is not possible in Korean. Note that no other grammatical categories 
such as nouns, which can appear without suffixes in an utterance, allow h° in the 
apparent final position. Also note that we may trace / h /  only in the analytic verbal 
morphology where the suffix begins with a neutral obstruent other than /s%  In this 
case, the stem-final / h /  combines with the following neutral obstruent, yielding an 
aspirated counterpart (e.g. /[[nohv°]k°o]/ [nokho] 'to put + and'). As for the process of 
aspiration, see Rhee (in preparation) for a detailed discussion.
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that verbal inflectional morphology manifests non-analytic structure. 

Thus, in most cases, the behaviour of the empty nucleus between the 

stem and suffix can be accounted for by proper government and inter

onset government. We also found that nasals cannot be governed by a 

neutral segment, thus, the empty nucleus between nasals, or between a 

nasal and a neutral obstruent fails to be licensed. On the other hand, we 

cannot account for the case of / r / -  and /h /-fina l stems which I leave as 

open questions for further research.
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CONCLUSION

In this thesis I discussed the behaviour of empty nuclei in Korean. I 

claimed that the vowel [i] is the phonetic manifestation of an unlicensed 

empty nucleus, and that an apparent consonant cluster is in fact separated 

by an empty nucleus that is licensed. In fact, I have shown that Korean 

allows only open syllables.

We saw that the domain-final empty nucleus in Korean is licensed, thus 

the vowel [i] is not audible in this position. However, unlike other 

languages such as French, this position has restricted licensing properties. 

It follows from this that domain-final onset undergoes neutralisation.

I have also show n that in double consonants sim plification can be 

accounted for by the notion of 'government-licensing'. We assumed that 

double consonants are in fact morphologically complex, and that the stem 

and suffixes manifest analytic morphology. Since the governing relation 

between the two onsets across a licensed empty nucleus is not licensed by 

the dom ain-final empty nucleus, one of the two consonants m ust be 

uninterpreted.

As for the licensing of domain-internal empty nuclei, we have seen that it 

is controlled by p roper governm ent and in ter-onset governm ent. 

Concretely, a dom ain-internal empty nucleus is licensed if it is both 

follow ed by an unlicensed em pty nucleus at the level of licenser 

projection, and is within a governing relation that is formed between the 

two surrounding onsets.

I also discussed the empty nucleus in nominal and verbal suffixation. We 

saw that the suffixes that trigger [i]-zero alternation between the stem and
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suffix are non-analytic. In the case of nominal suffixation, [i]-zero  

alternation is accounted for by proper governm ent and inter-onset 

government. On the other hand, [i]-zero alternation in verbal suffixation 

faces certain problem which requires further research.
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